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ABSTRACT

During the deglaciation of the Dryden area of northwestern Ontario, long,

arcuate end moraines, eskers, isolated fans ("kames") and glaciolacustrine

rhythmites were deposited. These deposits are comprised of eight distinct

facies; silt-clay rhythmites, sand-clay rhythmites, sand-silt rhythmites, current-

bedded sand, pebbly sand, clast-supported gravel, matrix-supporled gravel,

and matrix supported diamict. Depositional processes were dominated by high

and low-density underflows, and gravity flows, with minor wave-reworking in

some areas. Paleocurrents in these deposits are almost entirely unidirectional

and away from the moraines. Moraines and isolated fans show an upward and

distal fining from coarse gravel to f¡ne-grained rhythmites. The vertical

distribution of paleo-water depth indicators such as subaerial delta surfaces,

wave ripples, and clay sediments suggest that the majority of the moraines and

isolated fans were deposited subaqueously. Eskers were deposited both in

subglacial meltwater tunnels, and subaqueously at the margins of these

tunnels. These features therefore represent subaqueous outwash deposits

formed within and at an ice margin standing in Lake Agassiz. lsolated fans are

the result of discharge from short-lived glacial meltwater tunnels, while eskers

represent discharge within and from the mouths of more stable, long-lived

conduits. The laterally continuous end moraines are coalesced fans (and minor

deltas) which formed during periods of enhanced meltwater output. These
pulses of meltwater are interpreted as penecontemporaneous along the entire

margin of the Rainy Lobe, probably discharging through a broad system of

bifurcating meltwater conduits. Rhythmites deposited on the distal areas of the

fans are interpreted as varves, produced by low-density underflows and vertical

settling of clays, during and between the meltwater pulses. The varve record in

the Dryden area spans almost 1000 years.

New sedimentological and stratigraphic data from Dryden and elsewhere
in northwestern Ontario have permitted a re-interpretation of the deglaciation

history of northwestern ontario. The Fort Frances-Rainy River area was



deglaciated, and the Eagle-Finlayson moraine formed, at approximately 11 ka.

Lake Agassiz stood at the Herman level at that time. Retreat of the Rainy lobe

from the Eagle-Finlayson moraine resulted in the opening of the Shebandowan

or Dog-Kaministikwia outlets to the Superior basin. The Clearwater outlet in

Saskatchewan may also have been open during this time. The resultant drop in
lake levels and abandonment of the southern outlet marked the start of the

Moorhead Phase of Lake Agassiz, and caused exposure of the floor of the lake

along the southern margins of the Agassiz basin and formation of the Moorhead

Delta at Fargo, North Dakota. The southern Manitoba basin, including Lake

Manitoba, and the Dryden area remained inundated by Lake Agassiz. This

early Moorhead Phase lake level is not represented by any of the currently
recognized and named strandlines, and is here informally referred to as the

early Moorhead level. The Dryden area was probably deglaciated, and the

Hartman moraine, between 21-64 km to the north, began forming, by about

10.4 ka. The ice may have retreated a further 56 km to the north after 1 0.4 ka,
allowing the Kaiashk eastern outlet to open. However, by about 10.1 ka, the
Rainy lobe had readvanced approximately 30 km to form the Lac Seul moraine.
The correlative Marquette readvance of the Superior lobe to the Dog Lake-
Marks moraine position near Thunder Bay caused the formation of Lake
Kaministikwia. Lake Agassiz rose from the Moorhead level to the Norcross level

at this time due to closure of the eastern outlets. lf it had opened earlier, the
Clearwater outlet was also closed by this time. This rise in water level resulted
in a transgression in the southern part of the Lake Agassiz basin, and marked
the beginning of the Emerson Phase. Lake Kaministikwia was confluent with
Lake Agassiz, and flow towards the southern outlet carried red clay throughout
northwestern Ontario, resulting in deposition of the red clay marker unit. lce
retreated from the Lac Seul moraine and formed the Sioux Lookout moraine at
about 9.8 ka. Downcutting of the southern outlet eventually resulted in a drop in

Lake Agassiz to the Campbell level, although water levels remained above the
Campbell strandline until at least 9.5 ka. Retreat from the Sioux Lookout
moraine resulted in the opening of the eastern outlets of Lake Agassiz, allowing

ilt



water to drop below the Campbell level. This marked the beginning of the

Nipigon phase, which likely began around 9.4 ka. During this time,

nofihwestern Ontario gradually became subaerially exposed, and the sub-

Campbell beaches were formed.

IV
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1.1 INTRODUCTION:

As the Laurentide lce Sheet retreated across northwestern Ontario

during the late Wisconsinan, much of its margin was continually in contact wíth

the relatively deep waters of proglacial Lake Agassiz, the largest of several

lakes which formed along the southern margin of the ice sheet. Interactions

between the lake and the ice sheet would likely have operated in a complex,

two-way system with both positive and negative feedback mechanisms.

lsostatic depression of the crust, extensive meltwater production and

blockage of northward drainage into Hudson Bay by the ice were responsible

for creating Lake Agassiz. The ice sheet formed the northern and sometimes the

eastern boundary of the lake, and also controlled the avaitability of the lake's

outlets. The specific outlets used controlled the extent, water depth, and internal

flow patterns of the lake.

Lake Agassiz, in turn, would likely have had a strong influence on the

dynamics, flow regime and hydrology of the ice sheet. Both Lake Agassiz and

the ice sheet would have controlled the nature, distribution and amount of

proglacial, and possibly subglacial, sedimentation in the area.

The Dryden-wabigoon Lake area (Fig. 1-1) was chosen for this study

because of the availability of, and easy access to, excellent exposures of

sediments representing the sedimentary record of deglaciation in northwestern

Ontario.
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Fig. 1-1 The large-scale paüern formed bysand and gravel bodies in northwestern
Ontario, and location of places mentioned in the text. D-Dryden, FF-Fort
Frances, MC-Mine centre, sRL-steep Rock Lake, K-Kaministikwia,

TB-Thunder Bay. The box indicates the study area around Dryden. Note the
lobate form outlined by the major end and "interlobate" moraines and the
central splayed pattern of major eskers which feed the end moraines
(after Sado & Carswell, 1987).
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1.2 OBJECTIVES:

The goals of this study were to determine the nature of unconsolidated

sediments in the area, to determine the sedimentary processes responsible for

these deposits, and to then re-examine the deglaciation history of the area,

including the history of Lake Agassiz.

It has been recognized that moraines in the Dryden area (Fig. 1-2\ are

composed of sorted and stratified materials displaying abundant sedimentary

structures indicating deposition by flowing water (Moorhouse, 1g41; satterley,

1946, 1960; Zottai, 1961 , 1965; Cowan, 1997). This differs significantly from the

composition implied by most moraine models which tend to envisage moraines

as being composed mainly of unstratified, unsorted "till", which has been piled

up at a stationary ice margin by slumping, bulldozing, ancl/or glaciotectonic

thrusting (Fig. 1-S)(oldale & o'Hara, 1gg4; Thomas, 1gg4a; Eyles & Eytes,

1984; Mustard & Donaldson, 1g87; powell & Molnia, 1gg9; Josenhans & Fader,

1989). Thus, a careful examination of the moraines in the area (the Eagle-

Finlayson and Hartman moraines) was undertaken.

The relationship between the large, coarse-grained end moraines, and

the finer, rhythmically-laminated sediments (rhythmites) associated with them

was also examined. These rhythmites had previousty been studied by

Rittenhouse (1933, 1934), and interpreted as varves. Varve chronologies based

on th¡s ¡nterpretation have been devised not only for the Dryden area, but for

other locations in northwestem ontario (Antevs, 1gs1). However, the general

interpretation of rhythmically-laminated silts and clays as varves has been
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Fig. 1-3 Standard model for the formation of major end moraines. This model has been
applied to both subaerial and subaqueous deposits.
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challenged (Eyles & Miall, 1984, Lambert & Hsu, 1g7g), and the Dryden

rhythmites therefore required re-examination.

Another problematic aspect of these rhythmites is the presence of a

series of unusually thick, red-clay rhythmites in an otheruvise monotonous grey-

clay rhythmite sequence. These 'abnormal" rhythmites were studied by

Flittenhouse (1933, 1934) who explained them as being related to the drainage

of a higher proglacial lake into the wabigoon basin of Lake Agassiz. The

distinctive red colour of the clays has been attributed to a different provenance

by Rittenhouse (1933, 1994) and to a water geochemistry effect by Cowan

(1987). The red-clay rhythmites at Dryden have also been correlated with red

clay units elsewhere in northwestern Ontario (Antevs, 1gS1 ; Zolla1l g61 ; Teller

& Thorleifson, 1983; Bajc, pers. comm., 1gg1). By a careful examination and

sampling of the red-clay rhythmites, and of red clay units from elsewhere in

northwestern Ontario, it was hoped that some of these hypotheses could be

tested.

Economic mineral deposits have previously been found in the study

area, but large areas still remain unexplored due to the thick cover of proglacial

lake deposits. Another problem is the scarcity of diamict units, particularly ones

which can be identified as lodgement or meltout titts, since these are the

standard sampling mediums for geochemical drift prospec{ing. An evaluation of

the potential for finding buried lodgement tills, or of utilizing the proglacial lake

sediments for dritt prospecting was attempted.
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1.3 METHODOLOGY:

1.3,1 Field Work:

Two months were spent in the study area during the summers of 1gg7

and 1988. Add¡tional trips were made in the fall of 1987 and 1g88, and in the

summer of 1989. All navigable roads in the area were traversed by four-wheel

drive truck, and most of the shore and islands of Wabigoon Lake, Thunder Lake

and Sandybeach Lake (Fig. 1-2) were examined using an inflatableZodiac

boat. stratigraphic sections were found mainly along wave-cut bluffs in

Wabigoon Lake (Fig. 1-2), and in gravel pits and road cuts throughout the study

area. An additional trip was made in the summer of 1g89 to the Thunder Bay-

Kaministikwia area (Fig. 1-1), in order to collect geochemical samples from the

basin of proglacial Lake Kaministikwia.

1.3.2 Section Logging:

The use of the facies approach has become fairly standard practice in

modern sedimentological studies (Walker, 1984). While developed primarily

through work on fluvial and marine sediments, it is equally applicable to

sediments of glacial origin, as demonstrated by several recent studies (Eyles

and Eyles, 1983, Shaw, l gBS).

The term facies has been used in both a genetic and non-genetic sense.

Examples of the genetic usage of the term are common in the literature: "esker-

delta facies' (fhomas, 1g84b); "lower till facies' (Dardis & Mccabe, 19gs);

"delta-front facies" (Cherven, 1984);'interchannel facies" (Cheel & Rust, 1gg2).

However, following the example of Walker (1984), the term facies is now more



I
commonly used in a striclly non-genetic sense, and this trend will be followed in

this study.

The use of a facies approach necessitates the subdivision of lithologies

found in the study area into units of similar aspect, which are termed facies. A

particular facies is distinguished by "lithological, structural and organic aspects

detectable in the field' (de Raaf et al., 1965, in walker, 1gg4).

The actual measuring of stratigraphic sect¡ons ditfered in detail and

technique, depending on the type of sediments which were exposed. The most

detailed measurements were made on sections of silt-ctay rhythmites. Here the

thicknesses of each silt and clay lamina were recorded on a cash-register tape

pinned to a cleaned, vertical face. Each unit boundary of the rhythmites was

marked on the tape with a pencit. Care was taken to frequently label silt or clay

laminae, in order to avoid missing layers.

For sections of coarser material, which were typically found in active

gravel pits, the two-dimensional geometry of the units was first sketched and

labelled. Detailed descriptions of each unit were then made, noting sedimentary

structures, paleocurrent indicators, grain size and the nature of boundaries. The

faces were completely photographed, and the slides were tater used to

construct accurate, interpreted drawings of the faces.

A total of 32 sections were selected for detailed logging in the study area,

and an additional three sections were logged near the towns of Mine Centre

and Kaministikwia (Fig. 1-1). Annotated graphic logs of these sections are

provided in Appendix A (see Fig. 2-1 for locations).
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A shallow reflection seismic survey was conducted in the study area in

the summer of 1988 under the d¡rection of J.A.M. Hunter and S.E. pullan of the

Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). Six seismic lines were run, including two

north of the Hartman moraine, and four south of the moraine (Fig. 1-4). All lines

were oriented north-south, except for RS-500, which was oriented east-west.

The seismic surveys utilized the "optimum otfset'technique developed by

the GSc (Gagne et al., 198s). A 12-gauge gun, which fired a 7/g-ounce slug

into the ground was used as the source.

The optimum field conditions for the use of this seismic technique are in

fine-grained, moist sediments. Because of this, the seismic suruey was not run

across the coarse-grained, well drained material of the Hartman moraine.

A series of eleven sub-bottom acoustic (sonar) profiles were run on Lake

wabigoon during the summer of 19Bg by L.H. Thorleifson of the GSc (Fig. 1-a).

This technique utilized a Raytheon RTT-10004 Portable Survey System with a

combined 3.5n.0 kHz low-frequency penetrating transducer and a 200 kHz

high-frequency bottom profiling transducer. Reflections from the high-frequency

transducer delineate the sediment-water interface, while those from the low-

frequency transducer penetrate and delíneate layering in the sub-bottom

sediments. The resolution of this system is about S0 cm.
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HARTMAN
MORAINE

WABIGOON LAI(EVS's

Fig. 1-4 Location of seismic and sonar lines and rotosonic
drill holes (D- GSC, DT- J.T. Teller)
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The system was mounted in an inflatable Zodiac boat, and navigat¡on

was by dead-reckoning between fixed points on shore and on islands. The

speed of the boat was kept constant throughout each run.

Sub-bottom profiles in most cases show penetration to bedrock and well-

defined bedding of the sediments. Acousticalty-opaque zones are present in

several profiles. The general explanation for this phenomenon is the presence

of nitrogen and methane bubbles in the bottom sediments, which absorb most

of the acoustic energy (Edwards & Ktassen, 1994, in Larocque, 1gg7).

1.3.5 Rotasonic DrillinS

A number of rotasonic drill holes were drilled in the summer of l ggg by

Midwest Drilling Ltd. of Winnipeg, Manitoba. With this drilling technique, a

carbide-tipped, steel core barrel string is drilled into the sediment, and then a

carbide-tipped casing string is drilled outside of the core barrel string. This drill

utilizes a combination of downhole pressure, rotary motion and ultrasonic

vibration to penetrate both unconsolidated sediment and rock.

The core banel is then withdrawn, and the core is extruded in 1.sm

lengths, using water pressure and ultrasonic vibration. core recovery is

generally in the 100% range in fine-grained sediments. However, it can become

quite poor in sediments coarser than about medium sand, especially if the

sediment is well sorted.

Primary targets for the drilling program were deep, sediment-filled

bedrock lows identified from the reflection seismic profiles. These targets

produced four fairly long cores, which also allowed interpretation of the seismic
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data. A second aim of the drilling program was to attempt to delineate the

distribution of the red clay layer north of the Hartman moraine. Gores were

coflected by J.T. Teller in that area.

Four sonic cores were logged, and their locations are given in figure 1-4

(complete logs are given in Appendix A). cores were logged at the ontario

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines Core Logging Facility in Kenora,

Ontario.

'1.3.6 Water Well Records:

Water well records for the study area were obtained from the Ontario

Ministry of the Environment in order to provide addi¡on4 subsurface

information. These logs can provide information on elevation, unconsolidated

sediment thickness, and depth to bedrock. Though of variable apparent

reliability, stratigraphic information was used to obtain general information on

the subsurface geometry and distribution of the sediments, particularly the red

clay rhythmite unit.

1.3.7 Geochemical Analyses:

In ofder to test various hypotheses about the nature and source of the red

clay rhythmites, samples from several areas were prepared for geochemical,

mineralogical and grain-size analysis. A total of 1 14 samples were coilected,

including samples from both the red and grey clays in the wabigoon basin, a

few samples of the associated silt laminae, samples of red clay from the Fon

Frances area and the Kaministikwia area, and two samples of red lodgement till
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from the Thunder Bay area (Fig. 1-1). Details of this sample suite are presented

in Appendix B.

Preparation of the samples began with drying of the clays at a

temperature of between 60-800 F. This resulted in most of the samples

becoming rather hard and brick-like, which necessitated crushing them by hand

in a ceramic mortar and pestle. Grain size analyses of crushed and uncrushed

samples showed that this did not affect their grain size distribution. The samples

were then dry-sieved in stainless steel sieves to a final diameter of less than

3pm. sub-samples for grain-size anarysis were taken before sieving.

Samples for geochemical analysis were sent to Chemex Labs Ltd. in

vancouver, 8.c., to be analyzed for a suite of 32 major and trace elements

(Appendix B). The samples were digested in aqua-regia, and analysed using

an inductively-coupled-plasma (lCP) technique. In addition, the amount of iron

present as ferrous oxide was determined by titration. The complete results are

given in Appendix C.

A subset of these sampres (Appendix B) was also analysed for Rare

Earth Elements (REE's), using the neutron activation technique (Appendix C).

Qualitative and semiquantitative clay mineral analyses were conducted

on the clay-sized (< s.9pm) fraction of 13 samples (Appendix B) using

procedures designed by Dr. W.M. Last of the University of Manitoba (Appendix

D). Grain-size separation was done by centrifug¡ng, following the method of

Tanner and Jackson (1 g4Z).
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Oriented clay mineral mounts were prepared by allowing an aliquot of

the aqueous clay-sized slurry to dry on a petrographic stide using the

membrane filter-peel technique of Drever (1973). Each slide was placed in an

ethylene glycol environment for 48 hours (Muller, 1967). The glycolated slide

was scanned in one direction from 3" to 150 two-theta. Scanning speed was at

0.6" two-theta per minute, with 200 counts per second. Other instrument settings

were: 1o beam slit, 0"01 cm detector slit, 1 second measurement constant and a

0.01o step s¡ze. After scanning of the glycolated slide, it was heated to SSo.C for

one hour (Canol, 1970). The heated slide was run from 3" to 15o two-theta, and

trom 24" to 27o two-theta.

These x-ray diffraction patterns were used to identify the main clay

mineral components and to make semi-quantitative estimates of the relative

amounts of the major clay mineral groups present: illite, expandable-lattice clay

minerals (which include minerals of the montmoriltonite group, vermiculite,

expanding chlorites, and various mixed-layer species), kaolinite and chlorite.

Semi-quantitative calculation of the main clay mineral groups was made

using a method similar to that described by Biscaye (1965) using the weighting

factors of: ditference in intensities of the 10 A glycolated versus heated peaks

for the expandable layer clays; four times (4x) the intensity of the 10 Å

(glycolated) peak for the illite group; and twice (2X) the 7 A gtycotated peak for

kaolinite and chlorite. Qualitative evaluations of the mixed layer components

were supplied according to the techniques outlined by Thorez (1g7s). The

weighted peak intensities were summed with the weighted intensity of each
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group t¡mes 100 and divided by this sum giving the "percentage" of each

component.

Although this technique is commonly used for semi-quant¡tat¡vs

evaluation of clay minerals, it must be realized that truly quantitative evaluations

are not possible in complex clay mineral assemblages without use of very

detailed and "non-routine' methods.

1.3.9 Grain Size Analyses:

Grain size analyses were carried out on a suite of 33 samples from the

study area and from other areas in northwestern Ontario. A list of the sample

suite appears in Appendix B. complete results are given in Appendix E.

Because of the fine-grained nature of the samples, analyses were carried

out using a Micromeritics Sedigraph particle size analyzer. This instrument

utilizes an x-ray beam and a moving sample chamber to calculate the

equivalent-spherical-diameter distribution of a sample, based on the Stoke's

Law equations. The lower grain size limit of this technique is 0.1¡rm.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION:

The sediments found in the area were divided into eight facies, based on

their grain size, degree of sorting, and sedimentary structures. Detailed

descriptions of all measured aspects of each facies, including their geometry

are given here.

This is followed by an attempt to integrate the surficial distribution with

the vertical and lateral relationships of the facies, in order to determine their

three-dimensional arrangement. This is important, because potentially

erroneous estímates of sediment distribution and volume can result from relying

strictly on two-dimensional representations such as surficial geology maps,

whích typically represent only the upper 1 m of sediment.

Finally, a summary of att measured paleocurrent data is presented.

Figure 2-1 shows the locations of sections referred to in the text.

2.2 FACIES DESCRIPTIONS:

Grey Sequence:

This facies consists entirely of rhythmícally laminated couplets of silt and

clay (Fig. 2-2). These couplets consist of a tower silt laminae, overlain by a ctay

läminae.

The silt laminae may be either massive or finely laminated, and typically

show extensive bioturbation throughout, with numerous looping trackways
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Figure 2-2 Facies 1-Rhythmically laminated silts and clays (section 87-5). 
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visible on its upper surface (Fig. 2-3). The upper and lower boundaries of the silt

laminae are usually sharp, and conformable. The grain size of this silt laminae

usually falls between 63 and 1 pm (Appendix E). The sitts are approximately

greyish-white (variable Munsell hue) in colour, although they may have very

thin laminae (<1mm) of dark grey (Munsell hue 5Y) or red (Munsell hue SyR)

clay within them. These silt laminae usually range from 0.1 to 1.0 cm in

thickness, although they may be as thick as 10.0 cm in some cases.

The clay laminae are generally massive, but occasionally show fine

internal laminations. The clays are not usually bioturbated, but burrows in the

overlying silts often extend as much as 2-3 mm down into the clay laminae and

are infilled with silt. The upper and lower boundaries of the clays are usually

sharp and conformable. Clay unit thicknesses are normally in the range from

0.1 mm to 1.0 cm, but may be as large as 10.0 cm. Clay laminae are usually, but

not always, thinner than the underlying silt laminae which make up the couplet.

In most outcrops of the Facies 1 rhythmites, platy carbonate concretions,

ranging in size from a few millimetres up to 10 or more cm across, can be found

in the silt laminae (Fig. 2-4).ln some sections there can be hundreds of the

larger concretions within two or three square metres of the seclion face. when

these sections are exposed as wave-cut bluffs, there are often residual shingle

beaches made entirely of concretions at the base of these bluffs (Fig. 2-5). In the

outcrop, these concretions are disk-shaped, often forming single or

amalgamated concentric circtes in plan view. ln some cases, they appear to

have completely replaced the silt laminae, while preserving primary structures
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Figure 2-3 Subhorizontal trails seen on bedding planes of silt layers in
 
Facies 1 rhythmites (sample from section 87-5).
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Figure 2-4	 Two pieces of diagenetic carbonate concretion from the Facies 1 
rhythmites (samples from section 87-5). These concretions began 
as nodular forms (some of which can still be seen in the slab on 
the left), but appear to have coalesced until they have replaced the 
entire silt lamanae, preserving the bioturbation structures on the 
former bedding planes. Both slabs are entirely composed of 
coalesced concretions, and all sediment has been washed off 
before photographing. Scale (visible at lower right) is in 
centimetres. 
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Figure 2-5	 Shingle beach at the base of a Facies 1 rhythmite exposure on 
Lake Wabigoon (section 87-5). The beach is composed entirely of 
carbonate concretions. Coller and lunchbox at left for scale. 
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such as bioturbation (Fig. 2-4). They lie parallel to bedding planes, and often

show evidence of having caused minor displacement of adjacent beds during

their growth. Frequently the nodule-shaped concretions are hollow, and have a

jagged surface on their inner shell. The presence of concretions did not appear

to show any relationship to position in the stratigraphic sequence, nor to the

colour of the clay units

All of the rhythmite sequences in the study area show minor to abundant

small-scale (mm to cm) post-depositional, brittle faulting (Fig. 2-6), and in some

cases syndepositional slumping can be recognized (Fig. 2_7).

Outsized clasts are not common;where present, they are pebble-size.

These occur individually, and there was no evidence of concentrations of these

clasts in any one area, or horizon.

The silt-clay rhythmite facies can have a sharp base where it overlies a

local erosional surface or bedrock, or can be gradationat where this facies

overlies sandy rhythmítes (Facies 2XFig. 2-8). The upper contact of this facies is

normally the present ground surface, although thin (< 1.0 m) pebble gravels

(Facies 6) overlie it in a few areas.

Red Sequence:

A notable feature of the Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmite sequence (and rarely,

the Facies 2 sand-clay rhythmite sequence) is the presence of a distinctíve

band of thick, red-clay rhythmites which are found throughout the study area

(Fig. 2-9). These red-clay rhythmites have clay laminae which are distinc¡y

reddish-brown in colour (Munsell hue SYR) in contrast to the overlying and
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Figure 2-6 Post-depositional brittle faulting in Facies 1 rhythmites 
(section 89-1). 
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Figure 2-7	 Syndepositional slumping in Facies 1 rhythmites. Rhythmites 
above and below slumping are undisturbed. Mottling in silts is 
due to bioturbation (section 87-5). Scale is in centimetres and is 
upside down. 
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Figure 2-8	 Gradational upward transition from Facies 2 sand-clay rhythmites 
(left) to Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites (right)(seetion 87-24). Scale 
card is 9 em long. 
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Figure 2-8	 Gradational upward transition from Facies 2 sand-clay rhythmites 
(left) to Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites (right)(seetion 87-24). Scale 
card is 9 em long. 
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underlying grey-clay rhythmites whose clay laminae are typically dark grey in

colour (Munsell hue 5Y), although these are oxidized to a grey-brown colour

(Munsell hue 2.5Y to 5Y) within a few metres of the surface. The number of red-

cfay rhythmites at any section ranges from g lo 24, although this exact number is

difficult to determine because the upper change from red to grey clay is

transitional over 3 to 7 rhythmites. The lower transition from grey to red

rhythmites is always abrupt, and the first hint of red clay often appears as a thin

(mm scale) laminae of red clay at the top of the uppermost grey clay laminae

underlying the first entirely red-clay couplet (Fig. 2_10).

Aside from these ditferences, these abnormal rhythmites are identical in

appearance to the normal, grey-clay rhythmites.

In order to examine the nature and possible origin of the red_clay

rhythmites, a number of measurements and analyses were carried out on two

representative sections from the Dryden area, as well as on comparative red

clay samples from the Kaministikwia area near Thunder Bay and from the Fort

Frances area (Fig. 1-1). A sample of the clay portion of each red rhythmite was

collected from sections 87-1 and 87-19 (see Appendix B for a deta¡led

description of the sample suite). In addition, the clay portion of several grey-clay

rhthymites from above and below the red-clay rhythmites was also sampled

(Appendix B)' Since it was the clay portion of the red-clay rhythmites which

showed the most apparent visual contrast with the grey-clay rhythmites, it was

mainly the clay portions which were sampled. However, a few samples of the
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Figure 2-10 Thin red clay band on top of grey clay lamina beneath the first 
completely red clay lamina (section 87-24). 
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silt portion of the grey-clay and red-clay rhythmites were atso collec{ed and

analysed. The results of all measurements and analyses are given here.

Rhythmite Thickness:

Measurements from numerous rhythmite exposures in the Dryden area

show that the individual red-clay couplets are much thicker than the over- and

under-lying grey-clay couplets (Fig. 2-1 1) (Note that a five-rhythmite-wide

smoothing filter has been applied to the data before graphing). This increased

couplet thickness is due mainly to a dramatic increase in the thíckness of the

clay portion of the red-clay couplets, although the silt portion thickens as well

(Fis. 2-1 1).

Overall patterns of clay thickness variation are quite similar in every

sec{ion. The sudden increase in clay thickness in the red clay rhythm¡tes can be

seen in all of the sections. Just below the red clay unit there is a smaller rise

and fall in clay thickness, which can also be seen in all of the curves. The clay

thicknesses are fairly constant below the red clay unit, although the longer

records show a slight increase in laminae thickness towards the base of the

measured section (Fig. 2-1 1).

The silt thickness curves show more variablility than the clay curves, and

show somewhat different patterns (Fig. 2-11). The overall pattern is one of a

çjradual decrease in thickness at the base of the measured section, followed by

a gradual increase culminating in the red clay unit.
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Grain Size:

A suite of 22 rhythmite samples from section 87-19 (see Appendix E) was

analysed for grain size using a Micromeritics Sedigraph particle size analyzer.

A graphic mean was calculated for each sample from the Sedigraph curves

using the method of Folk (1980, p. 41 ). Figure 2-12 shows that the mean grain

size of the clay parts of the couplets is virtually identical for both the red- and

grey-clay rhythm¡tes. The differences between the average mean grain sizes of

the upper grey clays (0.43¡rm), the red clays (o.4gpm) and the lower grey clays

(0.aapm) are much smaller than the variation within each group.

The silt portions of the rhythmites show some variation in grain size, with

the silts of the red-clay couplets being somewhat coarser than the silts of the

upper and lower grey-clay couplets (average mean grain sizes 3.35, 2.22 and

2.6 4¡tm respecti ve ly).

As can be seen in Appendix E, the Dryden area red and grey clays are

slightly fíner than the massíve to poorly stratified red clays in the Kamínistikwia

area (average mean grain size of two samples = 0.60pm). The two red clay

samples from the Fort Frances area are quite different in grain size, with graphic

means of 0.81 and 0.37pm. The Sedigraph curves indicate that the Fort Frances

red clays contain a greater portion of fine (<0.1pm) material than most of the

Dryden area clays (10-1S% vs O-1O"/o respectively).

Mineralogy:

Bulk diffractograms on one sample each of the Dryden area red and grey

clays was carried out to see if a more comprehensive examination was needed.
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The bulk ditfractograms are virtually identical for the red and grey clays,

suggesting that there are no significant mineralogical ditferences between the

two samples. This concurs with the findings of cowan (1gg7) and w. coker

(unpub. data), that the mineralogy of the red and grey clays is identical, and

consists mainly of quartz, with lesser amounts of albite, calcite, dolomite,

hornblende and various clay minerals.

cowan (1987) examined four samples of the Dryden ctays and

estimated that, based on the relative intensity values from the diffractograms,

the red clays had a relatively higher calcite content and lower quartz content

than the grey clays (zg% vs 13yo, and 30% vs 60% respectively).

Semi-quantitative clay mineralogy data calculated by W.M. Last shows

no apparent significant differences in clay mineralogy between the Dryden area

red and grey clays, although the number of samples examined is insufficient for

statistical testing. All samples contain mainly illite (50.6-62.5/"),chlorite (15.6-

21.8y"), and various expanding-lattice clays (1g.3-32.g%), along with minor

kaolinite (0.0-g.Z%) (Appendix D).

Geochemistry:

As an initial examination of the geochemical data from the two

representative sections (97-1 & g7-1g, see Fig. 2-1), graphs of element

cbncentrations vs. rhythmite number were constructed for each of the major,

trace and Rare Earth erements. visuar examination of this graphed data

suggested that the Dryden area red clay laminae were geochemically distinct

from the grey clay laminae. In addition, visuat examination of the raw data
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suggested ihat the red clay samples from the Kaministikwia and Fort Frances

areas were geochemically distinct from both Dryden area populations.

In order to test whether or not the populations were truly geochemically

distinct, and to see which specific elements were involved, the Student,s t-test

was used. A comparison of the Dryden area red and grey clays shows that the

red clays have statistically higher concentrations of co, cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni

and sc, and lower concentrations of cr, La, Ti, and a lower f ¿z+/fs3+ ratio.

Figure 2-13 shows vertical plots of these elements through the rhythmites in

sect¡on 87-19. Even for elements where no statistical dítferences in

concentrations were seen, a vertical plot through the section shows sudden and

distinct decreases in concentration at the lower grey-clay rhythmite to red-clay

rhythmite transition for Ba, K, Sr, V and Zn (Fig. 2_14).

The silt port¡on geochemistry shows more variable stratigraphic trends

than the clay portion geochemistry (Figs. 2-1g & 2-14). several of the etements

(Ba, co, cr, cu, Fe, K, Mn, Na, Ni, sc, T, v and Zn) show a consistent pattern,

with a decrease in concentration in the lower grey rhythmites, and a sharp

increase in the red clay rhythmites, which decreases again in the upper grey

rhythmites (Figs. 2-13 & 2-14').This pattern is unrelated to the behavior of the

clay portion geochemistry, and does not appear to correspond to any physical

fôatures (eg. colour) of the rhythmites. The silt portion values for Sr weakly

mimic those of the clay portion, while the concentrations of Mg and La show no

systematic variations (Figs. 2-13 & Z_j4).
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left, and clay on the right. All elements shown in
this figure show statistically significant
differences in concentrations óetween the red and
grey clays. The black bars on the x_axis represent
average values for the red clays from the
Kaministikwia area.
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Gomparisons between the Dryden area red clays and the Kaministikwia

area red clays show fewer differences, although the Dryden area red clays have

significantly higher concentrations of Al, cr, Fe, La, sc, T and zn, and lower

concentrations of Ca, p and Sr.

Relative to the Kaministikwia red clays, the Dryden area grey-clays show

statistically higher levels of cr, K, La, T, v, Zn and a higher f¿2+/fs3+ ratio.

Also relative to the Kaministikwia red clays, the Fort Frances red clays

show a statistícally higher concentration of La and lower concentrations of Ca.

Na, Sr, and a lower f ¿2+lf ¿s+ ratio.

The Rare Earth Elements (REE's) are considered to be relatively

immobile in surface conditíons, and are therefore less susceptible to the effects

of lake water chemistry, weathering and soil formation (Mclennan, lggg).

Anafyses for REE's were carried out on a subset of l2samples from sec{ion g7-

19 in the Dryden area, and from the Kaministikwia and Fort Frances areas

(Appendices B & C).

A chondrite-normalized plot of average REE concentrations for each of

the Dryden area red and grey clays, the Kaminístikwia red clays and the Fort

Frances red clays is shown in figure z-1s.lt can be seen that, in generar, the

REE patterns are very similar to those of most post-Archean, fine-grained rocks

(McLennan, 1989). They show a typical depletion of the heavy REE,s (HREE,s;

Gd to Lu) relative to the light REE's (LREE's; La to sm), and a distinctive

negative Eu anomaly. The negative Tb anomaly is probably an artifacl of the

analytical techniques (s. preece, univ. of roronto, pers. comm. l ggo).
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It is interesting to compare these results with data from a commonly used

standard, the post-Archean Average shale (PAAS) (McLennan, 1gg9)" The

extent of the HREE depletion, as measured by the La^/b ratio, is considerably

greater in all of the studied samples (ranging from 14.53 to 20.02) than in the

PAAS (9.15). The extent of the Eu anomaly is measured by the ratio Eu/Eu.,

where Eu' is the Eu value which would lie along the average slope of the REE

curve. This ratio tends to be somewhat smaller in most of the studied samples

(ranging from 0.66 to 0.47) than in the pAAS (0.6s) (Mclennan, 1989).

When the studied samples are compared with each other, it can be seen

that the red clay samples from the Dryden area, Kaministikwia, and the Fort

Frances area show virtually identical REE patterns, while the Dryden area grey

clay samples show a distinctively greater depletion in the heaviest of the REE,s

(Dy, Yb and Lu) (Fig. 2-15). The Lalyb value for the Dryden area grey ctays

(20.02) is quite high rerative to that of the red clay samples (Dryd. = 13.s4; Kam.

= 10.19; Ft. Fran. = 12.30). Also, the Eu/Eu'value forthe Dryden area grey clays

(0.47) is lower than the varues for the red cray sampres (Dryd. = 0.56; Kam. =

.54; Ft. Fran. = .61). lt should also be noted that, where the element variation is

greatest between the red and grey clays (Nd, yb, Lu), the values for the Dryden

area red clays are intermediate between the Kaministikwia red clays and the

Óryden area grey clays.

None of the variations in REE concentrations could be tested statistically

due to the insufficient number of samples.
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Geometry:

The Facies 1 rhythmites show a very consistent geometry in all of the

outcrops examined, regardless of their location. This facies drapes and mantles

the underlying lithologies throughout the entire area, and mimícs any pre-

existing topography (Fig. 2-16). syndepositional slumpíng related to such

topographic highs can also be recognized in some exposures (Fig.2-17).

Where the facies overlies coarser sediments, the rhythmites may infíll and drape

scoured channel surfaces (Fig. 2-18). The rhythmites within these channel

forms are often quite disturbed.

The thickness of this facies ín outcrop never exceeds S m, and is usually

on the order of 2-3 m.

Description:

Like the Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites, this facies consists of a sequence of

rhythmically bedded couplets. However, these couplets are composed of a

lower sand to sandy-silt member capped by an upper clay laminae (Fig. 2_1g).

Couplet thicknesses are also generally greater than in Facies 1, with the sand

member ranging from 1.0-10.0 cm, and the clay member from 0.1-1.0 cm in

thickness.

' 
The lower member typically ranges from very fine sandy-silt to medium

sand. The dominant sedimentary structures are climbing ripples (A, B and c-
type of Jopling & Walker, 1968), and plane laminations. A common sequence

within a single bed is from plane laminations in the lower part of the bed to
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Figure 2-17 Syndepositional slumping in Facies 1 rhythmites (section 87-20). 
Exposed face is approximately 3 m high. 



~ Facies1 I~-;J Facies2 ~ Facies4 r-l Facies6 r-l Facies8L-.J silt-clay rhythmites ' . .. sand-clay rhythmites ~ current-bedded sand L.--J clast-supp. gravel ~ massive, 
matrix-supp. diamict 

r--::-l red clay r-l Facies 3 r-:-l Facies 5 ~ Facies7 o bedrockl...:....--J rhythmites L.--J sand-silt rhythmites l:....--J pebbly sand ~ rnatrix-supp. gravel 

Fig. 2-18 Disturbed Facies 1 rhythmites infilling channel or scour cut into Facies 5 sands at the crest of the Hartman 
moraine. Note that the red clay rhythmites are present on the moraine crest. This diagram is a sketch made 
from photographs of section 87-11. Shovel is about 1m long. See Fig. 2-1 for location. 
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Figure 2-19	 Facies 2 sand-clay rhythmites, showing both ripples and sub
horizontal laminations in the sandy part. Note the relatively thin, 
clayey parts of the couplets (section 87-20). Scale card is 
graduated in centimetres. 
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poorly to well-developed climbing ripples in the upper part. In some cases,

ripples at the base of a couplet begin to form in the lee of clay-draped ripples of

the underlying couplet (Fig. 2-20). other sedimentary structures present include

small-scale trough crossbedding and tabular crossbedding. Where the sand

member is horizontally lam¡nated, graded laminations often occur. Both normal

(fining-upward) and reverse grading are present, although normal grading is

more common.

As a general rule, the thicker the sand member of the rhythmite, the more

likely that ripples will be present, and the more well-developed these ripples will

be. Typical sand member thicknesses range from 1.0 cm to 10.0 cm, arthough

beds may reach up to 20.0 cm or more. At one location (g7-2), aTcmthíck bed

of silt, in a 4'5m high sec{ion of silt-clay rhythmites, shows evidence of having

been re-worked by wave activíty (8. Greenwood, pers. comm., 1gg1). This bed

displays non-migrating vortex ripples with an amplitude of 3cm and a

wavelength of 1ocm, and rippre crests oriented g0-260 degrees (Fig. z-21). This

unit was considered significant, but not widespread enough to merit a separate

facies classif icatíon.

An unusuar sequence of opposing rippres (Fig.2-22) is seen in the

couplets found at one particurar outcrop (section g7-27). Each coupret is

cbmposed of a number of stacked sets of unidirectional (westward; Fig. z-22)

climbing ripples (sometimes with a thin clay cap) which are overlain erosively

by a single set of rippres indicating frow in the opposite (eastward; Fig. z-zz)
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Figure 2-20	 Close-up of Facies 2 rhythmites. Note the partial erosion of the 
clay drape at the crest of the ripple near the tip of the tape 
measure, and the foresets built on the clay drape in the lee of this 
ripple crest (section 87- 27). Scale at left is in centimetres. 
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Figure 2-21 Facies 2 rhythmites showing effects of wave modification. 
Symmetrical, straight-crested wave ripples from section 87-2. 
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Figure 2-22	 Reversing ripples from Facies 2 rhythmites at section 87-27. Note 
truncation of ripples (at arrow), and opposing foresets (A) built in 
the lee side (formerly the stoss side) of truncated ripples, all of 
which are draped with a clay lamina. West is to the right in this 
photo. Scale is graduated in centimetres. 
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direction. The entire sequence is then overlaín by the ctay member of the

couplet"

The ripples in sectio n 87-27 appear to be opposed unidirectional ripples

rather than bi-directional wave ripples for two reasons. Firstly, the vast majority

of the foresets in each couplet indicate paleoflow towards the west, while the

eastward foresets comprise only a small portion of the couplet. Secondly, there

is no interbedding of the eastward and westward oriented ripples as would be

expected with bidirectional wave ripples (Harms et al., 19g2;pp. 3-2g to 3-33).

The eastward oríented ripples are confined to the tops of the couplets. These

two observations indicate that a unidirectíonal westward flowing current formed

the majority of each couplet, followed by an abrupt reversal in paleoflow

direc{ion (towards the east) whích resulted in erosion of the top of the westward

ripple sequence and deposition of the single set of eastward ripples. This was

followed by relatively quiet water conditions in which the clay lamina was

deposited.

The clay member of the couplet is generally a massive, grey clay ramina

ranging between 0.1 and 1.0 cm thick. These laminae drape the underlying

sand surface, and may show evidence of having been eroded by the

subsequent flow, being thin or absent at the crest of underlying ripples, and
jenerally thicker in the troughs (Fig. 2-22). The lower contacts of these ctay

laminae are always sharp and conformable.

Commonly within these sequences, there are discrete horizons or zones

of moderate to extreme soft sediment deformation, including flame struclures,
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attached and detached ball and pillow structures and severely convolute

beddíng (Fig. 2-23). These zones of deformation are frequently capped by an

undeformed clay laminae, indicating that quiet water conditions followed a

period of deformation. Deformatíon structures such as flames and folds may be

entirely vertical, or may show a prefened oríentation (Fig. z-zs), Bossibly

indicating overturning by gravity-induced downstope movement, or bv

overriding traction cunents.

There are also minor internal discontinuities or erosion surfaces within

this facíes. outsized clasts are rare, and are always solitary pebble-sized

clasts. Overall, this facies tends to display an upward trend of fining grain sizes

in the sand member of the couplets, and a decrease in couplet thickness. The

upper contact of this facies is gradational where it is overlain by silt-clay

rhythmites (Facies 1) and erosional in all other cases.

Hed Sequence:

In two of the soníc cores from north of the Hartman moraine (D-g & DT-6,

see Fig. 1-4), there is a zone in which the Facies 2 sand-clay rhythmites are

capped by clay laminae which are distincily red in colour (see Fig. 2-s6, p. gs).

These laminae are identical to the more common grey ctay laminae in all other

respects. These red-clay rhythmites appear to be equivalent to the red clay

sequence in the Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites from south of the Hartman

moraíne.
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Figure 2-23	 Syndepositional deformation of Facies 2 rhythmites. Note two 
undeformed zones are separated by a thin undeformed layer, and 
upper deformed zone is overlain by undeformed clay laminae 
(section 87-3). Scale card is 9 cm long. 
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Geometry:

The outcrop-scale geometry of this unit is quite similar to that of the

Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites, in that in areas where it overlies bedrock highs, it

appears to drape and mimic the underlying surface (Fig. 2-16).

The unit thickness of Facies 2 in outcrop us usually on the order of 1-4 m.

Description:

This facies is very similar to the sandy rhythmite facies (Facies 2), except

that it lacks clay drapes in its couplets. Instead, the upper member of the couplet

is a centimetre-scale massive silt bed which drapes the underlying sand layer

(Flg" 2-24)- As in the sandy rhythmites, the most common sedimentary

structures are climbing ripples and horizontal lam¡nations. In the horizontally-

laminated members, both normat and reverse grading are seen, with no clear

dominance of one type.

Grain sizes within the fower sandy members range from sandy silts to

fine sands, and minor medium sands. These sandy members are typicaily

decimetres to centimetres in thickness, and have sharp to erosional lower

contacts. Theír upper contac{s with the silt drape are always sharp and

conformable.

' 
Soft-sediment deformation struc{ures are commonly confined to díscrete

horizons within the outcrop (Fig. 2-2s). Also common are minor, low angle

internal disconformities. The upper contact of this facies is typically gradational

into silt-clay rhythmites (Facies 1) or sandy rhythmites (Facies 2), otherwise it is
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Figure 2-24	 Facies 3 sand-silt rhythmites. These rhythmites are conformably 
overlain at this site by the Facies 2 and 1 rhythmites see in figure 
2-8 (section 87- 24). Scale card is 9 cm long. 
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Figure 2-25	 Syndepositional deformation in Facies 3 rhythmites. This 
deformed zone is overlain and underlain by undeformed 
sediments, and grades laterally into undeformed sediments 
(section 87-2). Vertical field of view is approximately 80 cm. 
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erosional. The lower contact of this facies is quite variable, and may be

gradational, sharp and conformable, or erosional.

Geometry:

This uncommonly exposed facies normally exhibits a horizontal to

subhorizontal attitude (Fig. 2-16). A feature which sets it apart from the finer

rhythmically bedded facies is the abundance of channels withín which this

facies is often found (Fig.2-26). within these channels, it is often associated

with Facies 4 current-bedded sands.

The unit thickness of the Facies 3 rhythmites in outcrop ranges from 1-2

m.

Description:

This facies may be divíded into two tairly distinct associations (4A and

48) based on sedimentary structures, outcrop-scare geometry, and relatíonship

with adjacent facies. However, both associations show some símirarity.

In both associations, the units consist mainly of moderately well-sor.ted

fine to coarse sand. These sands typically occur in decimetre- to metre-scale

beds, w¡th sharp to gradationar rower and upper contacts. These sands are

occasionaily interbedded with minor granurar or pebbry beds, or with sirty

tiorizons' These intebeds normatly comprise no more than 1 0"/" otthe outcrop
area of this facies, and are generally a few centimetres to dec¡metres thick.

Bedding does not show any rhythmic variation in this facies, and clay laminae
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are ent¡rely absent" This facíes may have gradational, sharp and conformable,

or erosional upper and lower contacts.

Geometry:

Facies association 4A is most commonly found in esker deposits, and

consists of a broad (10's to 100's of metres) tabular body of sand, typically 0.S-

2.0 m in thickness, which show large-scale, two-dimensional ripples. These are

often found between thick units of clast-supported gravels (Facies 6XFig. 2-27).

These tabular bodies may grade laterally (transverse to measured paleoflow)

into thick (2-3 m) trough-crossbedded channet fiil sands (Figs. 2-zB & 2-zg).

These channels are oriented parallel to the esker trend and to the measured

paleoflow directíon. The tabular sand bodies may also grade parallel to the

paleoflow direction (and the esker orientation) into thicker deposíts which

appear to have been deposited in the lee of large, clast-supported gravel

bodies (Facies 6XF¡g. 2-30). In one instance, these sands were interbedded

with clast-supported gravels (Facies 6), forming large-scale (3-4 m) foreset beds

(Fig. 2-31). Poorly developed ripple forms (Fig. Z-32) and apparent deposition

in the lee, and scour around the stoss sides of underlying clasts (Fig. 2-38) was

observed.

The 48 association is found most commonly within the end moraines,

ánd occurs as an ínfill within broad, shallow channels (Figs. 2-26 &, z-g4),often

in combination with Facies s pebbly sands. These channels are always

oriented normal to the trend of the moraine, and may be cut into underlying

deposits of Facies 4, 5 and 6. Bedding surfaces are normally parallel to the
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Figure 2-27	 Close-up of a broad, tabular Facies 4A sand body sandwiched 
between clast-supported gravels (Facies 6)(section 87-2). Note 
both sub- horizontal and tabular crossbedding in the sand. The 
sand bed in the middle is approximately 20 cm thick. 
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II Facies 4 r-I Facies 6 o talusL--J current-bedded sand L-.J c1ast-supp. gravel 

Fig. 2-28 Photograph and sketch of tabular sand body at right grading across the 
paleoflow direction into large-scale trough crossbedded sandy channel 
infill at left. Paleoflow is directly towards viewer. Section 87-2, see Fig. 2-1 
for locations. Shovel handle is approximately 1m high. 
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Figure 2-29 Large-scale trough crossbedding in Facies 4 sands (section 87-2, 
same channel as in figure 2-28). Figure for scale. 
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Figure 2-30	 Thin, tabular sand body (Facies 4)(at left) grading into a much 
thicker crossbedded unit (at right) in the lee of a large, clast
supported gravel body (section 87-2). Figure for scale. 
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Figure 2-31	 Facies 4 sands interbedded with clast-supported gravels 
(Facies 6) to form large-scale foreset beds at section 88-6. Figure 
for scale. 
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Figure 2-32	 Poorly-developed ripples forms which appear to indicate 
paleoflow up large-scale forest beds seen in figure 2-31 (section 
88-6). Flow is from left to right. Scale card is 9 em long. 
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Figure 2-33	 Foreset beds deposited in the lee of an underlyng boulder 
indicating paleoflow from left to right, up the large-scale foreset 
beds seen in figure 2-31 (section 88-6). Notebook is 12 em wide. 
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channel margins. channer depth may be up to 4-s m, and widths can exceed

20 m" These channels are rarely solitary features, and are often part of a series

of stacked, erosionally nested channels (Fig. 2-Sa).

Large- and small-scale, two-dimensional ripples (Figs. 2-3s & 2_36) and

sub-horizontal bedding (Fig. 2-97) are most common in the 48 sands. Both

large- and smail-scare rippres show evidence of crimbing and ree-side

preservation. Normal and reverse-graded beds are not uncommon, with normal

grading predominating.

Description:

This facies is comprised mainly of medium to coarse sands, containing

between 10% and s0% crasts, which are armost arways supported by and

dispersed in a sandy matrix (Figs. 2-38 to 2-40). The clasts are gener a¡y 0.2-2.0

cm in size but may be up to 6.0 cm in diameter.

These pebbly sands may show large-scale, two-dimensional ripples and

large-scale trough crossbedding, arthough horizontar bedding is the most

common sedimentary struc{ure (Figs. 2-38 to 2-40'). Normal and reverse grading

is common in the horizontally stratified units (Fíg. 2-40). Bedding is typically on

a scale of decimetres to metres. There may be minor (<10%) interbeds of

granules or pebbles, or of well sorted,non-pebbly sand. Minor internal erosion

surfaces are common, and individual beds may have gradationat, sharp and

conformable, or erosional upper and lower contacts. The same is true for the

facies as a whole.
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Figure 2-35 Tabular crossbedding in Facies 4 sands (section 87-11). Scale 
card is graduated in centimetres. 
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Figure 2-36 Facies 4 sands (darker sands) showing climbing ripples, 
interbedded with cross-stratified pebbly sands (Facies 5). Scale 
card is 9 cm long. 
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Figure 2-37	 Sub-horizontal bedding in Facies 4 sands. Note interbeds of 
Facies 5 pebbly sands (section 88-4). Scale is graduated in 
centi metres. 
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Figure 2-38	 Facies 5 pebbly sands. Note that the pebbles are mainly 
supported by and dispersed in the matrix. A concentration of 
pebbles along a bedding plane can be seen below the knive 
(section 88-4). Knife is approximately 25 cm long. 
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Figure 2-39 Sub-horizontal bedding in Facies 5 pebbly sands (section 88-4). 
Shovel handle for scale. 
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Figure 2-40 Normal grading in Facies 5 pebbly sands 9 (section 88-5). Zone in 
centre is slumped material. Scale is graduated in centimetres. 
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Geometry:

The Facies 5 pebbly sands form thick (2-1Om) infills in broad, shallow,

nested channel sets, often in combination with Facies 48 sands (Figs. z-g4,2_

41). These channers are usuaily quite rarge, and can be as deep as 10 m and

up to 50 m in width. Beddíng in the channel infill is parallel to the channel

margin (Fig. 2-a1). These channels may be eroded into units of Facies 4, or 6,

or into other Facíes 5 deposits. within these large channel infills may be smaller-

scale erosional surfaces and channels. Overall, a series of these stacked,

nested channels may form sequences exceeding 20 m in thickness.

The facies also (but less commonly) forms tabular units of 0.5-2.0 m in

thickness, with subhorizontal parallel bedding, partícularly when seen in

sections oríented parailer to pareofrow (Fig. z-42). These units are often

interbedded with Facies 4 or 6.

Description:

This facies is composed mainry (>s0%) of crasts ranging in size from

granules to bourders, with most exposures showing ctasts in the pebbre to

cobble range. The distinguishing aspect of this facies is that the majority of

clasts are in contact, forming a supporting framework. crasts are generaily

moderately sorted, subangular to well rounded and usuaily display a relatively

high sphericity (Fig. 2-43). Maximum clast size observed in the study area was

about 50-60 cm' when a matrix is present it is usually poorly sorted and ranges

from fine to very coarse sand and granules.
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Figure 2-43	 Facies 6 clast-supported gravel. Note alternation of open-work 
and closed-work beds (section 87-2). Scale is graduated in 
centimetres. 
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Geometry:

This facies can be subdivided on the basis of geometry, sedimentary

structures and clast size into two distinct associations. The most common forms

for this facies to take are large tabular bodies (Facies 6A, Fig. z-zz), usually

found within esker and kame landforms. These bodies are typically 1 - 5 m in

thickness, and may extend for several hundred metres in a directíon normal to

paleoflow and 100 m or more parallel to paleoflow. The gravels generally are

massive to slightly imbricated (Fig.2-44), and the gravel bodies may have an

angled face on their downflow end (Fig. 2-SO).

These large gravel bodies may also display well developed foreset beds

1-3 m in height, visible due to grain size variations (Fig. 2-4s), or due to

interbedding with current-bedded sands (Fig. 2-31). Clasts in the Facies 6A

gravels are generally in the cobble to boulder size range. The other occurrence

of this facies (Facies 68) is confined to the end moraine landforms, and appears

as infills in large, broad, shallow channels up to 6 m in depth and 45 m in width.

These are often nested and stacked (Fig. 2-34), and cut into underlying

sediments of Facies 3 through 8. Bedding is parallel to channel margins, and

internal discontinuities are not uncommon. A common feature of Facies 68 is an

overall normal grading in the clast sizes, although not in the matrix. Clast sizes

in the Facies 68 gravels are generally in the pebble to cobble range.

This facies ranges in overall thickness from 1.0 m to > s.0 m, and usually

has an erosional base and a gradational, sharp and conformable, or erosional

upper surface.
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Figure 2-44	 Imbrication in Facies 6 clast-supported gravel (arrowed). Flow was 
from right to left (section 88-9) Red notebook near base of 
exposed gravel in centre of photo is 21 cm long. 
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Figure 2-45	 Well-developed foreset beds in Facies 6 clast-supported gravel, 
defined by variations in grain sizes and alternations of open-work 
and closed-work beds (section 87-2). Scale card (centre-left, 
circled) is 9 cm long. 
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crast-supported gravets may arso appear as rerativery thin (10 _ 25 cm),
isolated beds within sands or pebbry sands (Facies 4 and 5). These generaily

have little or no matrix and an írregular upper surface.

This facies consists of subangular to subrounded clasts ranging in size
from pebbles to 90.0 cm boulders. The feature which distinguishes this facies
from the Facies 6 clast-supported gravets is the lack of contact between the
majority of clasts. Most clasts are completely supported in a matrix of poorly-

sorted medium sand to smail (<2.0 cm) pebbres (Fig" 2-46).These gravers are
generally massive, although rare indistinc{ stratificatíon, normal grading of the
clasts, ancl/or poorly-developed ímbrication may be seen. This facies differs
from the Facies 5 pebbly sands ín that the average crast size is much greater,

and the clasts form more than S0% of the deposít.

Geometry:

This not a particurarry common facies in the study area, and was
observed at only three locations. lt always occurs at the top of sections, and has
an erosive base. lt may occur as either a flat-lying tabular body (Fig. 2_46), or it
may have a channerized base (Fig. 2-34). unit thicknesses range from 1_3 m.' 

Both the upper and lower contacts of this facíes are erosional. The
thickness of this facies ranges from approximatefy 1.0 m to > 4.0 m.

Description:
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Figure 2-46 Facies 7 matrix-supported gravel overlying and truncating large
scale forest beds at section 88-6. Shovel for scale. 
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Description:

This facies is a poorly sorted admixture of clay and silt, with only minor

sand, and a few crasts ranging from pebbre to bourder size (Fig.2-47). In the

only exposure of diamict in the study area, clast sizes range up to 60 cm in size

and the majority are not in contact, being supported entirely by the matrix. There

is no apparent imbrication of the clasts.

The matrix is generally massive, but deformed, remnant sedímentary

structures such as ripples and horizontal laminations were observed. within this
facies, there are also minor interbeds of horizontally bedded sand up to 30 cm
in thickness.

Geometry:

This facies was observed in onry one outcrop and in the bottom of

several sonic cores, and is generally not well exposed. lt appears to be at least

3 m thick (Fig. 2-34), but the geometry of the unit is unknown. lt ís known to
overlie Facies 68 clast-supported gravels at least 3 m thíck, and is itself

erosively overrain by Facies 2 sand-cray rhythmites and Facies 68 crast_

supported gravels. lt does not appear to be laterally extensive.

From the surficiar georogy maps of cowan & sharpe (1991) and Minning

& Sharpe (1991) (F¡g. 1-2), and from the geology seen in outcrops, it can be

seen that the various facies show marked differences in their geographic

distributions. Deposits of the coarsest facies (Facies 4 through 7) arequite
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Figure 2-47 Facies 8 matrix-supported diamict, overlying sandy beds at section 
88-2 (see also Figure 2-34). Knife handle is 10.5 cm long. 
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restricted, and can be divided into three dístínct types, based on their orientation

and geometry.

The first and most prominent type of coarse deposit forms a rong, thin,

arcuate ridge oriented transverse to reg¡onar ice-frow (Fig. 1-2)" This type of

deposit has been termed an end moraine by previous workers in the area

(Rittenhouse, 1g34; satterry, 1g43; Zortai,1g61; Gowan & sharpe, 1gg1;

Minning & sharpe, 1991), and this terminology will be maintained in this thesis.

There are three such end moraines within the study area,and these are

referred to (from south to north) as the Eagre-Finrayson, the Haftman and the

Lac Seul moraines (Fig. 1-2).

A second, and ress weil-defined coarse deposit forms a rong, semi-

contínuous body oriented paraltel to regíonal ice-ftow, which usually forms a
link between two adjacent moraines (esker deposits of Fig. 1-2). These deposits

often form discontinuous ridge-rike topographic highs, whích appear to be

analogous to the beaded eskers of Banerjee and McDonald (1g75). several of
these bodies occur in the study area, but were not noted by previous workers.

and are not formally named.

The third type of coarse-grained deposit occurs as a rerativery rarge,

isolated mound or hill. These forms have been referred to as kames by

satterrey (1943) and Zortai (1961), and as isorated fans by cowan (1987) (Fig.

1-2)' These deposits are generally located in areas between the end moraines

and away from the esker deposits.
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In contrast to the restricted distribution of the coarse facies, the finer,

rhythm¡cally bedded facies (Facies 1 through 3) are quite widespread

throughout the study area (Fig. 1-2). These sediments, especially the finer silt-

clay rhythmites of Facies 1, form a laterally extensive blanket which drapes the

underlying lithologies. In outcrop, these rhythmically bedded sediments are

seen to drape underlying bedrock highs, mimicking and subduing the pre_

existing topography. Rhythmically laminated sediments are most common and

thickest in-between the moraines and away from the esker and kame deposits,

but in some cases they drape these topographicaily higher deposits as weil.

The most common gaps in the blanket of rhythmic sediments are caused by

extreme bedrock highs with steep flanks, that are barren of all sediment.

of particular interest is the distribution and extent of the red clay rhythmite

unit within the Facies 1 and 2 rhythmite sequences. The distribution noted by

Zoltai (1967XFig . 2-48) is essentially correct, except that he places the northern

boundary of the red cray at the Hartman moraine. New exposures, and

information from the sonic cores and from water well logs allow this limít to be

better defined (Fig. 2-48). lt appears that the actual boundary of the red clay unit

is somewhere between the Hartman and Lac seur moraines.

Throughout the ent¡re study area there is an overall fining-upward trend
in the sedímentary sequence, which can be seen both in outcrop and in sonic
drill cores (Fig. 2-a9)' on the scale of an individual outcrop or drill hole
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however, smaller sequences may show either fining and coarsening upwards

cycles.

Within the three end moraines, the vertical sequences normally start with

a core of coarse (cobbly to bouldery) clast-supported gravels with rare diamicts.

Commonly overlying these are finer clast-supported gravels and current-

bedded pebbly and non-pebbly sands. Deposits of pebbly sands can be quite

extensive, as is the case on the crest of the Eagle-Finlayson moraine near

Vermillion Bay.

In many cases, this sequence from coarse gravels to pebbly and non_

pebbly sands forms the entire morainic deposit, particularly on the Eagle-

Finlayson moraine. However, it is not uncommon to find the finer, rhythmic

sediments of Facies 1 through 3 draped on top of the moraines. euite

commonly these finer sediments drape and infill large (metre scale) channels or

chutes on the surface of the coarser sediments. The finer sediments which are

found on or near the moraine crests normaily show a higher degree of

disturbance and slumping than those deposited away from the moraine.

Generally the contact between the coarse sedíments forming the core of the

moraine and the finer draping sediments appears to be abrupt rather than

continuous in nature. In one exposure, badly disturbed sand-silt and sand-clay

rh¡hmites actually underlie a 2-m-thick deposit of clast-supported gravels on

the crest of the Hartman moraine (Fig. 2-50).

Within the esker and kame deposits, there is also a core of coarse clast-

supported gravels (but without diamicts) overlain by relatively thin deposits of
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~ Facies 2 r---I Facies 3 
~ sand-clay rhythmites L-J sand-silt rhythmites 

O Facies 6 0 talus
clast-supp. gravel 

Fig. 2-50 Photograph and sketch showing disturbed Facies 2 and 3 
rhythmites overlain by Facies 6 clast-supported gravels on 
the crest of the Hartman moraine (section 88-9). Figure for scale. 
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finer gravel, and current-bedded pebbly and non-pebbly sand. However,

frequently overlying this is a fining upwards sequence of rhythmically bedded

sediments (ie. from Facies B through to Facies 1). unrike the moraine

sequences, this entire sequence from crast-supported graver to sirt-cray

rhythm¡tes is usually gradational, or shows only minor discontinuities (Figs . z-s1

A 2-52)' The majority of the esker and kame structures are entirely or almost

entirely draped by finer rhythmically bedded sediments. Because the surficial

geology maps of cowan & sharpe (1991) and Minning & sharpe (1991)

represent only the upper 1 m of sediment, the number of esker and kame

deposits within the study area may be greatry under-represented.

on both the proximar and distar sides of the Hartman moraine, the

sedimentary seguences seen in the sonic driil cores and in reflection seismic

profiles show some interesting features. The sonic cores reveal a continuous

fining upwards sequence from a thin basal diamict and/or pebbly to non-pebbly

sand, through thick rhythmically laminated sediments of Facies 3, 2 and 1 (Fig.

2-49; see Appendix A for detailed logs).

Interestingry, the geophysicar profires (Figs. 2-sg, z-s4) show that the

bedrock topography is much more extreme than the current surface topography,

and that this is due to infilling of deep (up to at least 65 m) bedrock lows, mainly

by thick deposits of fine-grained, rhythmically-bedded sediments. The

lowermost units of the sedimentary infills appear to have been ,,ponded,, 
in

these lows, and it is onry the uppermost refrectors which seem to drape the

adjacent bedrock highs (Fig. 2-SS).
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Figure 2-51	 Conformable sequence from clast-supported gravel through 
current-bedded sand, overlain by Facies 3, 2 and 1 rhythmites in 
an isolated fan (kame) deposit (section 87-23). Notebook is 21 cm 
high. 
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These bedrock lows appear to be oriented approximately east-west,

since there is much more relief exhibited on the north-south seismic lines, than

on adjacent, transversely oriented east-west lines. The trend of the valleys thus

appears to parallel the east-west regional bedrock str¡ke.

ln the intermoraine areas, away from the esker and kame landforms, the

vertical sequence is dominated by Facies 1 silt-clay rhythm¡tes. These may

overlie sand-clay and rarely sand-silt rhythmites, or they may lie directly on

bedrock.

Sub-bottom sonar profiles from beneath Lake Wabigoon show that the

sediments in the intermoraíne areas drape the underlying bedrock topography

(whose relief frequently exceeds 15 m) and infill bedrock lows (Fig. 2-54). The

units between the reflectors appear much thicker over the deepest parts of the

bedrock lows, and gradually become thinner and sometimes pinch-out against

bedrock highs (Fig. 2-Sa).

In some cases, irregularities in the reflectors can be seen at the base of

bedrock highs, often associated with a local thickening of the units (Fig. 2-55).

Like the areas closer to the moraines, the bedrock lows in the

intermoraine areas appear to trend east-west, paralleling the bedrock strike.

Because the determination of lateral facies sequences would have

required large, laterally continuous sections, or numerous sonic drill holes,

much less ís known about this aspect of the sediments in the study area.

Nevertheless, Walthe/s Law suggests that the overall fining trend that is seen
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-

500 m

Fig. 2-55 Probable slump structure in rhythmites at the base of a bedrock
high, seen in a sonar profile of Lake Wabigoon.
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vertically throughout the area is also developed distally away from the

moraines, eskers, and kames.

Sonic drill cores provide evidence for lateral transitions in the rhythmites.

Where the red clay is present in drill cores from north of the Hartman moraine

(see DT-6, D-3, Appendix A), the red clays form the clay portion of Facies 2

sand-clay rhythm¡tes (Fig 2-56). In the holes drilled south of the Hadman

moraine (D-1, D-2, Appendix A), and in all outcrops south of the moraine, the

red clays are found in the Facies 1 silt-clay rhythm¡tes (Fig. 2-56). This seems to

indicate that the Facíes 2 sand-ctay rhythmites are somewhat more ice-proximal

equivalents of the finer-grained Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites.

The rhythmic bedding of the sand-silt rhythmites of Facies 3, and their

gradational, vertical transition through Facies 2 into Facies 1 rhythmites,

suggest that these too are higher energy, lateral equivalents of both the sand-

clay and silt-clay rhythmites.

These fine-grained rhythmites and the coarser-grained sediments

(Facies 4-7) ot the moraines, kames and eskers all lie stratigraphically below

the red clay unit. This suggests that there may be a continuous transition

between the coarse and fine-grained sediments.

2.6 PALAEOCURRENT DATA:
' 

Paleocunent measurements were taken from a variety of sedimentary

struclures, including ripples, tabular crossbeds, large-scale foreset beds, and

other dipping surfaces. Overall, these measurements shows a clear paleoflow

trend toward the southwest, parallel to the regional iceflow patterns and the



Figure 2-56	 Red clay (arrowed) capping Facies 2 sand-clay rhythmites in sonic 
core (left) from north of the Hartman moraine (hole DT-6). Scale is 
graduated in centimetres. Compare with red clay in Facies 1 
rhythmites (right) from south of the Hartman moraine (section 87
19). Scale is 9 cm long. 
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trends of the esker deposits, and perpendícular to the moraine trends (Fig. 2-

s7).

A comparison of data from different structures at single sites shows that

ripples, tabular crossbeds and large-scale foreset beds all reflect approximately

the same paleoflow directions (Fig. 2-58) The largest range usually occurs

within the ripple measurements.

Paleoflow data from ripples at site g7-zr,just southwest of Dryden, (see

Fig. 2-1 for location) show a distinct bimodal pattern (Fig" 2-S9). This is due to

the presence of the opposing-flow ripples in the Facies 2 rhythmites at this

location.
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Fig' 2-58 Comparison of paleoflow data from various bedforms for sites in

an end moraine (gg-4) and an esker (gz-z). scale of rose diagrams
is in percent.
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percent

Fig. 2-59 Bimodal paleocurrent directions seen in ripples in section gT-27
(see Fig.2-22). N=33.
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Underflows:

The Facies 1, 2 and 3 rhythmites are interpreted as deposits of the same

depositional processes, because of their common, rhythmically-stratified form,

and the gradatíonal nature of their lateral and vertical contac{s.

The coarse-grained portions of all the rhythmites were

deposited by low-density, quasi-continuous underflow currents. Ripples,

climbing ripples and occasional erosional bases seen in the Facies 2 and 3

rhythmites confirm the presence of traction currents, and argue against

deposition by vertical settling from over- or interflows (Smith & Ashley, 1gg5;

Keunen, 1951). Thickening of the rhythmite facies in bedrock lows, as seen on

the seismic and sonar profiles (Figs. 2-53 & 2-54) also supports an underflow,

rather than an over- or interflow interpretatíon, as underflows tend to be

channeled into topographic depressions.

The clay portion of the Facies 1 and 2 rhythmites confirms a subaqueous

depositional setting, which is necessary for an underflow interpretation. The

clay portion was deposited by vertical settling under quiescent conditions of

clays carried into the lake by under-, over- and/or interflow currents, and

represents periodic cessation of underflow ac{ivity (Gustavson, 1975).
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Keunen (1951) suggested that rhythmites like the ones in the study area,

deposited by a combination of sedÍment-laden underflows and vertical settling

from over- and interflows, should be common in proglacial lakes. Gustavson

(1975) actually measured quasi-continuous underflow currents in proglacial

Malaspina Lake in Alaska, and documented rhythmites very similar to the ones

in the Dryden area, in cores and exposed sections in and around Malispina

Lake. A combined underflow and over/interflow mechanism has been

suggested for similar rhythmite deposits ranging in age from euaternary to

Proterozoic (Henderson, 19Bg; Deimer, 19gg; Mustard & Donaldson, 19g7;

Smith & Ashley, 19BS; Ashley, 1g7S; Saunderson, 1g7S).

Differences between the three rhythm¡te facies can be attributed entirely

to variations in the strength and continuity of the underflow currents. The fining

trend in the grain size of the coarse portion of the rhythmites, from coarsest in

Facies 3, to finest in Facies 1 suggests a high- to low-energy transition,

representing a proximal to distal transition relative to the ice margin, both in time

and space (Gustavson, 1g7s). A relatively higher energy environment is

suggested by the commonly channelized geometry of the Facies B rhythmites.

The lack of a clay portíon in the Facies s rhythmites suggests that the

underflows which deposited this facíes operated continuously, or that the

currents were powerful enough to completely erode previously deposited clays.

The presence of occasional clay clasts in the coarse portion of the couplets

(seen jn sonic cores), which may represent roll-ups or rip-ups, seems to favour

the latter hypothesis. The absence of traction structures in the coarse portion of
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the Facies 1 rhythmites may be due to the extensíve bioturbation, or more likely,

to the lower velocity and tractive power of the most distal underflow currents.

The underflow currents probably originated at or near the mouths of

subglacial meltwater tunnels. Underflows may also have been generated by

slumping of sediment from the ice surface, although the lack of dropstones in

the rhythmites sediments suggests the ice margin contained relatívely little

debris. Shoreface processes probably contributed little sediment to the

rhythmites, as the only shore of the lake in the study area probably was formed

by the ice margin. Neither does wave action appear to have played more than a

minor role in the deposition of the rhythmites, as wave-induced sedimentary

structures are almost entirely lacking, and the largely undisturbed nature of

these fine-grained sediments argues for water depths below effective wave

base.

Periodicity of the Underflows:

Given the preceding depositional interpretation, the rhythmic stratification

in the deposits represents periodíc waxing and waníng of underflows in a

proglacial lake. Figure 2-11 shows a plot of the retative vertical variations in

both clay and silt thicknesses from several, widely spaced sites in the Wabigoon

basin. These sites are located along the shores of Lake Wabigoon, and include

the longest available records from the study area.

It does not seem possible to correlate individual couplets between

sections. However, the overall patterns of thickness variation are fairly

consistent from section to section, especially in the longer, more complete
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records. This suggests that there is a systematic, basin-wide control on

sedimentation patterns, although ít does not resolve the periodícity of the

rhythmites.

The patterns of silt thickness variations offer some insights into changes

in sedimentation rates in the area (Fig. 2-11). The longer silt thickness curves

show an initial decrease in thickness, which may relate to either retreat of the

ice margin, or diminishing meltwater and sediment output from the ice (or both).

This decrease is followed by a gradual increase which culminates in the red

clay unit. This suggests that deposition of the red clay was accompanied by

either a readvance of the ice margin, or an increase in meltwater and sediment

output (or again, both). However, this increase in silt sedimentation begins

before the actual red clay deposition.

The clay thickness curves show considerably less variation, although

there is a slight initial decrease in clay thicknesses which mirrors the increase in

silt thickness (Fig. 2-11). The increase in clay thickness in the red clay unit is

quite sudden and dramatic (as is the change in colour). Thus, the colour change

to red clay was accompanied by a sudden increase in clay sedimentation rates.

Periodic underflows affecting an entire basin may be generated by a

number of processes. These can include relatively short-lived, recurring storms
' 

vüfiicfr cause higher meltwater and sediment output from the glacier due to

heavy rainfall on the ice, and possible slumping of lake sediments due to higher

wave energies. underflows may also be generated by annual, diurnal, or

irregular variations in the melting of the ice sheet.
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The length of time represented by each rhythmite is suggested by the

nature of the bioturbation seen in the Facies 1 rhythmites. Bioturbation ín this

facies is confined almost entirely to the silt portion of the couplets. The only

bioturbation seen in the clay layers comes in the form of burrows which

originate in the silt layers, and extend only for a short distance into the adjacent

clay layer. The implication is that the burrowing organisms were present in the

sediment only during, or immediately after the períod of silt deposition, and

were absent during clay deposition"

A possible reason for this is that the bioturbation may have been caused

by the burrowing instar of some type of arthropod, which metamorphosed to a

free-swimming or flying form before deposition of the clay unit began. This

metamorphosis normally occurs on a yearly cycle, suggesting that these

deposits are varves. The bioturbation seen in this facies is very similar to traces

produced by chironomid larvae (Duck & McManus, 1gg4; Morrison, 19g7; Duck

& McManus' 1987), whích do undergo a seasonal metamorphosis. Virtualry

identical trace fossils have been found in both the Lake superior (Teller &

Mahnic, 1988) and the Lake Nipigon (Lemoine, 1989) basins to the east of the

Wabigoon basin. lt was noted by Lemoine (1989) that the Lake Nipigon trace

fossils were confined to the sirt rayers, and a seasonal metamorphosis of

durrowing arthropods was also suggested.

lf the periodicity of couplet deposition were less than a year (eg. due to

diurnal, or episodic melting varíations or random storms), it is difficult to explaín

why the bioturbation is confined to the silt portion of the couplets. lf the
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period¡c¡ty was longer than a year, it is again ditficult to imagine what happened

to these arthropods during deposition of the clay.

Thus, it is concluded that the Facies 1 rhythmites are varves. Since the

Facies 2 and 3 rhythmites are interpreted as higher energy equivalents of the

Facies 1 rhythmites, this implies that they are also varves. While there is no

direct proof of this, it is strongly suggested by their common rhythmic

stratification, and by the continuous lateral and vertical transitions between

these facies. In addition, the thicknesses of the Facies 2 clay portions (0.1 to 1.0

cm) are comparable to those of the Facies 1 rhythmites, suggesting a similar

amount of time for deposition.

A yearly periodicity would exclude the possibility that the couplets are

individual turbidites produced by random, short-lived, slump-generated

underflows, as suggested by several authors (smith & Ashley, 1gg5; Eyles &

Miall, 1984; Lambert & Hsu, 1g7g). lt would also appear to exclude other

random causes such as storms and irregular warm periods over the glacier, or

non-annual processes such as diurnal meltíng. This is in agreement with the

interpretation made by Rittenhouse (1993, 19g4).

One problem that arises from this interpretation is the extremely fine-

grained nature of the clay portion of the rhythmites. The mean grain size for

these clays is approximately 0.4 pm (see Appendix E), and the maximum

settling velocity for grains of this size under ideal (Stokes Law) conditions is

approximately 0.01 m day-1 (smith & Ashley, 199s, their Table 3). using a

conservative estimate of a 65 day glacial melt season, this leaves 300 days per
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year lor these clays to settle from suspension. Even under ideal conditions, they

would settle only about 3.0 m in this period of tíme. However, there are

numerous clay laminae in the rhythmite sequences that exceed 1.0 cm in

thickness, and some that are up to 10"0 cm in thickness. lf, as the nature of the

bioturbation suggests, the couplets are annual deposits, some factor must have

resulted in enhanced settling rates.

smith & syvitski (1982) have shown that fecal pelletization of

suspended silt and clay particfes in a modern glacier-fed lake by pelagic

copepods can produce particles which have settling velocities of between g0

and 400 m day-1. Given that a pelagic fauna can exist in a modern glacier-fed

lake, and that a benthic fauna clearly existed in the Facies 1 sediments in the

study area, it does not seem unreasonable to suggest that a pelagic fauna may

also have been present in the study area during deposition of the Facies 1

rhythm¡tes. However, it was not possible to find a reference in the literature

confirming the ability of an ice-contact lake to support a pelagic fauna.

Nevertheless, it is suggested that pelletization by pelagic fauna can explain the

anomalous thicknesses of the clay portions of the varved Facies 1 sediments.

Red Clay Rhythmites:

Data presented in Chapter 2 demonstrates that the red-clay rhythmites in

the Dryden area are distinct from the surrounding grey-clay rhythmites in their

colour, thickness, and geochemistry. lt is difficult to explain such differences by

syndepositional lakewater chemistry variations, and they are also unlikely to be

due to post-depositional diagenetic or weathering effects. The most probable
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explanat¡on is a different provenance for the red clays, as has been suggested

by previous workers (Zoltai, 1961; Rittenhouse, 1934). Zoltai (1961) suggested

that the Dryden area red clays were produced by a mixing of the local Dryden

area grey clay with red clay derived from the drainage basin of proglacial Lake

Kaministikwia near Thunder Bay, which was formed by the Marquette

readvance of the superior Lobe (Fig. 3-1). This would also explain the

increased clay sedimentation rates associated with the red clays.

Figures 2-13 & 2-14 show that, where a sharp geochemical change is

seen at the lower grey clay to red clay transition, the change is normally in the

direction of the Lake Kaministíkwia values, and is never in the opposite

direction. This strongly supports Zoltai's (1961) mixing hypothesis. That the

geochemical variations do not always reflect a simple mixing between the two

sources is not unexpected, and suggests that other sources outside the Lake

Kaministikwia basin may have affected the Dryden area red clays.

Figures 2-13 & 2-14 also show that, in general, the etfect of the influx of

Lake Kaministikwia material is strongest in the lowermost red clay rhythmites

and tends to die out upward. This may reflect decreasing input of Lake

Kaministikwia red clay into the Dryden area with tíme. Alternatívely, it may mean

that the Lake Kaministikwia red clay was brought into the study area in a single

"þulse", and was gradually removed from the water column by vertical set¡ing.

The geochemistry of the silt portion of the Dryden area rhythmites does

not, in general, show the same stratigraphic patterns as the clay portion

geochemistry. There is also no apparent colour difference between the sílt
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Fig. 3-1 Configuration of Lake Agassiz and Lake Kaministiwia at the time of red clay
depositon. Both lakes were probably confluent at the Agassiz Norcross level.
Blockage of the eastern Agassiz outlets by Superior lobe ice, resulted in
westward flow from Lake Kaministikwia, which carried the red clay plume into
eastern Lake Agassiz. Known areas of red clay in nofthwestern Ontario are
stippled (after Thorleifson, 1 983).
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ponions of the grey clay and red clay rhythmites. This may be due to a much

smaller influx of silt-sized material from the Lake Kaministíkwia basin.

Alternatively, it may be due to the underflow origin of the silt portions of the

rhythmites, which would provide much less opportunity for mixing with

extrabasinal material during deposition.

The actual red colour of the red ctay is not due to the absolute amount of

Fe in the clay, nor can it be completely explained by the FeO:Fe2O3 fatio, since

there is considerable overlap in this ratio between the grey and red clays. lt

would appear that some more complex geochemicat effect, probably involving

several elements is responsible for the colour of the red clays.

An impoilant question is the bedrock provenance of the red clay. The

most probable bedrock sources are the red beds of the Proterozoic Sibley

Group (Keele, 1924), which outcrop in the Thunder Bay area (Fig. 3-2 ; Franklin

et al., 1980). Glacial erosion of these redbeds probably produced the red clay

found not only in the Lake Kaministikwia lacustrine sediments, but also in the

dístinctive red tills observed in the area of the Lake Kaministikwia basin by the

author, and by Thorleifson (1993) and Zottai (1963).

While there are no detailed geochemical data available for the Sibley

Group red beds, their geographical proximity to the Lake Kaministikwia basin,

and their striking red colour make them the most likely candidate for the bedrock

source of the red clays (Keel, 1gZ4).

Transport of the red clay into the Dryden area, and the rest of

northwestern Ontario probably occurred when Lake Kaministikwia drained
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westward into, or was confluent with Lake Agassiz (Thorleifson, 1gB3; Zoltai,

1e61).

The ultimate igneous bedrock source of the clay sediments in the Dryden

area probably controls their REE geochemistry, as the REE's are relatively

immobile under near-surface conditions. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the

Dryden area grey clays show a more frac{ionated REE pattern (higher La:yb

and Eu:Eu'values) than the red clays from the Dryden area, and from

elsewhere ín northwestern Ontario. This suggests the source rocks of the

Dryden area grey clays and the red clays had different fractionation histories.

However, it is probably impossible to determine the ultimate ígneous source or

sources for either of the clay types.

The data presented in Chapter 2 also demonstrates a relatively close

geochemical atfinity between the Fort Frances red clay samples and the Lake

Kaministikwia red clays. lt is assumed that the Fort Frances red clays, like the

Dryden area red clays, were produced by mixing of locally-derived clays with

the exotic Lake Kaministikwia red clays.

Notable Features of the Facies 2 sandy Rhythmites:

An ìnteresting feature observed at one part¡cular site (87-27, see Fíg. 2-1

for location) is the presence of apparently opposing ripple foresets at the tops of

many of the sandy portions of the Facies 2 rhythmites (Fig. Z-Zz,described in

Chapter 2). Paleoflow measurements from this site show that the flows were

almost 90" opposed, with no intermediate orientations (Fig. 2-Sg). This argues

against the opposing ripples being due to an exposure oriented transversely to
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a wide fan of paleoflows. Interestingly, this type of return-flow ripple was also

present, but apparently not noticed, in glacíal Lake Hitchcock sediments in

Massachusetts described by Gustavson, Ashley and Boothroyd (1g7S, their Fig.

1 1).

As discussed in Chapter 2, these are not wave ripples. They represent a

distinct, 180 degree reversal in flow direction just before underflow activity

ceases. Given that these rhythmites are interpreted as varves, this cessation

presumably occurred at the end of the glacial melt season. This phenomenon

has been described from a number of turbidite deposits (pickering & Hiscott,

1985) and has been explained by Pantin and Leeder (1987) as the result of

"solitons", or solitary waves created at the currenVwater interface of an

underflow current which has encountered a significant obstruction. These

solitary waves move back up the flow, and can cause a localized reversal in

flow direction as they pass, provided flow in the initial direction has waned

sufficiently. Since this feature is locally restricted in the study area, it may be

explained by the underflow encountering a buried block of ice, or an esker or

kame deposit.

An apparent flow reversar caused by antidunes is unlikely, since

antidunes represent very high flow velocities which would not be expected at

the end of the glacial melt season.

The presence of a wave re-worked bed interbedded with silt-clay

rhythmites at section 87-2 indicates that this particular site (at about 400 m.a.s.l.)

was shallow enough to allow occasional wave energy to impinge on the bottom,
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but deep enough to allow frequent deposition of clay laminae. However, it is

difficult to determine the exact depth without knowing the period of the waves

which formed the ripples (8. Greenwood, pers. comm., 1gg1).

In the 4A facies association, the planar to crossbedded sand sheets

found between or on top of Facies 6 gravels are interpreted as either upper or

lower flow regime flat beds and lower flow regime large scale 2-d ripples

(Harms et al., 1982). These sands moved along the tops of large gravel bodies

(see Facies 6, this chapter) during periods of relatively lower flow velocities

(shaw, 1985; Boothroyd & Ashrey, 1g7s) within, or at the mouths of, subglacial

meltwater channels.

Where these sands were carried over the tops of these gravel bodies and

down the lee faces, the deposíts they produced depended on whether or not the

current velocity was high enough to cause flow separation in the lee of the

underlying bedform (Allen, 1980, in walker, 1994, Fig. 3-B). lf flow separation

occurred (Fig. 3-3), the sands formed steeply dipping, paratlel bedded foresets

which show poorly developed, but convincing evidence of return flow up the lee

face of the gravel body (Figs. z-91,2-92 & 2-gg). Fluctuations in the flow

produced the interbedding of sand and gravel foresets seen at site g8-6 (Fig. 2-

31).

lf flow separation did not occur, the large scale ripples continued to

migrate down the lee face (Fig. 3-3), probably experiencíng frequent slumps

due to the near angle of repose bedding surface (Fig. 3_4 ).
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Figure 3-4 Slump structure in crossbedded sands seen in Fig. 2-30 (section 
87-2). Field of view is approximately 60 cm high). 
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The trough crossbedded channel fills were formed by the migration of 3-d

large ripples (dunes and megaripples), moving in channels between the large

gravel bodies (Boothroyd & Ashley, 1975) in the subglacíal meltwater conduits.

The second association of this facies (Facies 48) forms infills within

large, broad, shallow channels. Sedimentary structures are domínated by sub-

parallel bedding, and small- and large-scale two-dimensional ripples. Evidence

of stoss-side preservation and climbing in both large and small ripples suggests

that both traction and suspension processes were occurring simultaneously

(Jopling & Walker, 1968). These (48) types of sedimentary structures appear to

be best explained by deposition from density underflow (turbidity) currents

(Jopling & Walker, 196g; Lowe, 19gZ; Walker, 19g4). The lack of massive beds,

or dish structures is evidence for low-density underflow currents, while the

presence of inversely graded beds, and the association of this facies with

Facies 5 pebbly sands (see Facies 5, thís chapter) suggests that high-density

underflow currents also played a role in the deposition of the Facies 48

sediments. The quasi-continuous nature of underflow currents in a glacial

setting may have precluded the deposition of massíve beds, which are

regarded as the waning stage deposits of high-density underflow currents

(Lowe, 1982). Lowe (1982) has suggested that there is a continuum from high-

tô low-density currents, in that the deposition of the high-density suspended

load leaves behind a residual low-density flow carrying material finer than

about medium sand. Given the available evidence, it seems likely that both high-

and low-density underflow currents were active in this environment.
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The Facies 48 current-bedded sands are clearly higher energy deposits

than those of the Facies 1,2 or 3 rhythmites. lt is suspected that the Facies 48

sands are simply the more proximal equivalents of these rhythmícally-stratified

facies" The lack of rhythmic bedding in the current-bedded sand facies may be

due to flows that were continuous over the entire year, and/or were energetic

enough to erode any finer-grained sediments deposited during periods of lower

flow velocity.

3.1.3 Pebblv Sand (Facies S):

This facies is quite common in the study area, and is found in all of the

coarse sediment deposits. The characteristic features of this facies are the

dispersion of clasts within a medium to coarse sand matríx, the abundant sub-

parallel stratífication, and the presence of normal and reverse grading and

occasional traction current structu res.

Their most common occurrence is as thick (2-10 m) infills in broad,

channels up to 10m deep and 50m wide. Where crossbedding is present in this

Facies it indicates unidirectional current flow, and there are no sedimentary

structures such as wave ripples or hummocky cross-stratification which are

strongly indicative of wave action. These pebbly sands also show a close

association with Facies 4 sands, all of which were deposited by unidirectional

fiows, and lack any evidence of wave actívity. These features do not support an

interpretation of these sediments as beach or shoreface deposits.

The features found in the Facies 5 pebbry sands are thought to be

diagnostic of deposition from densíty-modified grain flows or traction carpets,
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produced by a deceleration of high-density underflow currents (s2 division of

towe, 1982; Hein, 1gB2; Farquharson et al., 19g4).

The larger clasts are buoyed-up in the matr¡x during transport by

"...strong grain interactions and hígh dispersive pressures* (Hein, 19g2, pg.

283), and are frozen in place by rapid deposition. This can result in the

formation of reversely graded beds. The association with tractional high-density

underflow currents is supported by the presence of minor tabular and trough

crossbedded pebbly sand units. These crossbedded units may correspond to

the 51 division of Lowe (19g2).

The large, massive to indistinctly stratified gravel bodies of Facíes

association 6A are typically found within esker and kame features. This unit is

interpreted as part of a large-scale longitudinal or transverse bar, similar to bars

found in gravelly braided rivers. These types of bars are described by Harms et

al' (1982) as being composed of massive to d¡ffusely bedded cores, possibly

with shallowly to steeply-dipping foresets on the downstream ends. Well

developed angle of repose foresets are indicative of transverse bars, while low-

angle foresets are more common on longitudinal or diagonat bars (pg. 617).

Both of these types of structures are seen in several localities within the study

area.

This interpretation is supported by the studies of Banerjee & McDonald

(1975) and Deimer (1988). The latter author cited evidence which suggests that

common alternations of openwork and closed-work gravels represent
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fluctuating flows (Frostick et al, 19g4; Fraser and cobb , 1gg2; both in Deimer,

1 e88).

An alternative hypothesis considered for some of these gravel bodies is

that they are small, subaerial Gilbert deltas. This is suggested by the presence

of 2-3m high, near-angle-of-repose crossbedding in two exposures within esker

landforms in the study area (Figs.2-31& 2-45). As the foresets themselves

provide no evidence for or against a deltaic origin, they must be examined in

líght of their stratigraphic context.

lf these foresets did represent a prograding, gravelly Gilbert delta, they

míght be expected to be overlain by topset beds indicative of deposition in a

gravelly braided stream environment. ln one exposure the foresets are

truncated and overlaín by a thick, matrix-supported gravel unit (Facies 7, Fig. 2-

46), a facies which is considered to be incompatible with a braided stream

environment (Rust & Koster, 1994; Harms et al., 1gg2). This suggests, but does

not prove that a Gilbert delta model may not be applicable.

In the second exposure, the foresets are overlain by coarse, massive

gravels which could be topset deposits. However, in this large, three-

dimensional outcrop, these foresets are seen to have lateral equivalents both

along the paleoflow direction, and across it. These include 3m deep channels

tílþO witfi trough crossbedded Facies 4 sands, and massive, tabular bodies of

Facies 6 clast-supported gravels. These lateral facies variations suggest an

interpretation of these foresets as braided stream-type bars rather than Gilbert
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deltas, as delta foresets should thin laterally into finer lacustrine sediments

(Walker, 1984).

ln addition, the morphology of the esker deposits, which form local

topographic highs standing above the surrounding lacustrine rhythmites,

suggests that if these deposits were deltas, they must have been íce-contac{

deltas. However, the apparent lack of post-depositional deformation (ie. ice-

collapse structures) in any of the extensive exposures of these deposits argues

against their having been supported by ice at any time.

The finer (cobble to pebble size) gravels of Facies association 68 occur

mainly as complete or partíal channel fills within the end moraines. These

deposits tend to show characteristic sub-parallel stratification and normal and

reverse grading. These finer gravels closely resemble the deposits of gravelly,

high-density underflow currents described by Lowe (1gg2, Rz_g, sr divisions)

and Hein (1982). The sediments were likely transported within a highly

concentrated traction carpet, and in suspension at the base of the underflow

current, and deposited rapidly as the flow velocity decreased. These deposits

would be the higher energy equivalents of the Facies 5 pebbly sands.

Cowan (1987) has noted that the end moraines in the study area show

evidence of minor wave reworking of their surfaces. The confinement of the

Facies 68 gravels to broad, shallow, nested channels and the complete lack of

wave-produced sedimentary structures in these or the surrounding deposits

argues against them being beach or shoreface deposits. However, in one

section (88-2) in the crest of the Eagle-Finlayson moraine, there is a 1.Sm thick
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gravel and sand unit at the top of the section (Fig. 2-26) which truncates the

underlying channels. This unit may be due to wave reworking. Overall however,

wave reworking does not appear to have signíficantly altered the internal

structure of the moraines.

In all but one occurrence this facies is thought to be an artificíal deposit,

produced by mixing of the soil horizon with underlying units during gravel pit

operations" The one natural deposit of matrix-supported gravel is found within

an esker landform, overlying and truncating the sand and gravel foresets of a

large gravel bar (section 88-6, Fig. 2-46).

Saunderson (1977) pointed out that a matrix-supported gravel implies

contemporaneous deposition of a wide range of grain sizes by a common

mechanism. He argued that these characteristics could be produced by

deposition from "..a sliding bed inside a subglacial tunnel during full-pipe ffow',

(pg" 633).

The mechanism he proposed involved movement of the entire bed of the

channel by the combined action of water being driven laterally through the bed,

and shear stress imparted to the surface of the bed by the overlying flowing

water. Sorting within such a sliding bed would be negligible, and relatively

large clasts would be transported easily due to the buoyant effect of the finer

matrix (Carter, 1g7S; Middleton & Southard, 1984).

A more conventional interpretation for a matrix-suppor,ted conglomerate

is that it represents deposition from a debris-flow (Miall, 1g7g, in smith, 19gs;
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Fisher, 1982, 1984; Nemec & steel, 1994). while this is a possibility, its

occurrence within an esker landform tends to support a subglacial tunnel origin.

In addition, several authors have suggested that debris flow deposits should

lack an erosive lower contact (Fisher, 1992, 1gg4; Nemec & steel, 1gg4).

This facies is interpreted as the product of a stump-generated debris flow.

The sorted nature of the matrix (little material coarser than fíne sand), and the

presence of some disturbed laminations and ripples in the matrix suggest that

these sediments had previousty been deposited by fluvial processes, and had

not been transported a great distance. Failure of these previousty deposited

sediments may have been caused by any number of factors including high pore

water pressures due to rapid deposition, loading of coarse-grained sediments

onto finer sediments, ice collapse, or iceberg calving. The source of the debris

flow may have been sediments deposited on the moraine, or on the ice surface.

A lodgement till origin is unlikely, given the restricted nature of the

deposit, and the remnant sedimentary structures. The ínterbeds of horizontally-

bedded sand, and the overlying and underlying Facies S gravels suggest that

fluvial processes of some type were occurring contemporaneously with the

slumping.
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MODE L

The coarse-grained sedíments (Facies 4-7) in the study area are

confined to moraines, kames and eskers, all of which are glacial or glaciofluvial

landforms. These sediments show evidence of having been deposited by

flowing water, and the dominant paleocurrents are unidirectional (away from the

ice margin) and parallel to the former ice flow. These sediments therefore

represent proglacial and/or englacial/subglacial outwash" The close association

of the rhythmite facíes (Facies 1,2 & 3) with these outwash sediments suggests

that these rhythmites are glaciolacustrine deposits formed in a proglacial lake.

Rhythmites of virtually identical appearance are found in numerous other

proglacial lakes, both ancient and modern (Ashley, 1975; Gustavson, 197s;

Gustavson et al., 1g7S).

Three possible environments of deposition for the coarse grained,

proglacial outwash sediments (comprising the kames and moraines) are

envisioned: a broad, ice-marginal subaerial braid plain; a series of individual

and coalesced, ice-contact glaciolacustrine deltas; and/or a series of individual

and coalesced subaqueous outwash fans.

The subaerial braid plain is a common environment in modern proglacial

settings (Boothroyd & Ashley, 197S; Rust & Koster, 19g4; Smith, 1985). They

form broad, low relief plains which can cover wide areas, and otten terminate in
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proglacial lakes (Fraser & Cobb, 1982; Smith, lgg5; Eyles & McCabe, 19gg).

They typically show little lateral facies varíation except over considerable

distances (Rust & Koster, 1984; Boulton, 19g6).

Most of the coarse deposits in the study area are concentrated in narrow,

ice-marginal moraines and kames, so rapid loss of competence in standing

water is indicated" This is further evidenced by the rapid lateral transition from

the coarse morainal sediments to fine-grained subaqueous rhythmites.

The narrow spatial distribution of the coarse-grained sediments, notably

within the moraines, does not fit a broad braid plain model, and this model is

therefore rejected. The two remaining alternatives are a series of individual and

coalesced ice marginal deltas or subaqueous fans. The main difference

between these two models is whether the deposits aggraded to lake level or

were entirely subaqueous. This is often difficult to determine. Aggradation to

lake level is usually accompanied by progradation of the delta into the lake.

Subaqueous fans, on the other hand, probably would not undergo significant

progradation, since'the zone of flow expansion and loss of competence would

not prograde with the structure, as it does on a delta. The combination of

aggradation to lake level and progradation in deltas is commonly identified by

the presence of a characteristic, coarsening upward sediment sequence wíth

þro-delta muds (rhythmites in this case) at the base. These are overlain by large-

scale foreset beds, which are in turn, erosionally overlain by coarser, flat-lying

topset beds. This type of sequence has been documented from numerous areas
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(eg. Gustavson et al., 1g7S; Shaw, 1g7S; Miall, 19g4; Smith & Ashley, 19g5;

McOabe & Eyles, 19BB; Fyfe, 19g0; postma, l gg0) .

None of the exposures in the Hartman or Eagle-Finlayson moraines, or in

the kame landforms, showed evidence of topset beds. However, since the

subaerial portíon of a delta is a relatively minor component, and is most easily

modified by wave action, the lack of topset beds does not, by itself, rule out a

deltaic environment.

The stratigraphic sequences in and immediately in front of the moraines

and kames in the Dryden area generally show a fining upward, rather than a

coarsening upward sequence. In all available moraine and kame outcrops, and

the cores from immediately in front of the Hartman moraine, there is an overall

fining upward sequence from gravels and sands into rhythmites. While many of

the contacts in the moraine and kame sequences are erosional, there do not

appear to be any major, regionally-extensive unconformities, and the

sequences are considered to be generally continuous. In addition, the

stratigraphically-continuous drill cores also show a fining upward sequence.

There is no evidence of a coarsening upward sequence anywhere in or in front

of the moraines or kames.

A comprehensive facíes model for subaqueous fans does not really exist,

dtttrougn a review of the literature suggests that they posses a number of

diagnostic features:

1) a generally continuous, upward-fining sequence from a core of
massive, clast-supported gravels, through fine gravels and sands, and
finally into a lacustrine/marine sequencõ of rhythmically-laminaieo
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sands, silts and clays or in some cases a coarse, fossiliferous beach
deposit (eg. Rust & Romanelli, 197S; Rust, 1972; Sharpe, lggg)

2) rapid lateral facies transitions from coarse, high-energy deposits to
very fine material (Boulton, 1996; Sharpe, lggg;-Rust, 1-ggg) 

'

3) the deposits. of subaqueous fans always form a positive relief feature
which stands above the surrounding area (eg. Rusi a Romanelli, 197S;
Rust, 1977;Thomas, 1gg4b; Deimer, lggg; Burbidge & Rust, lggg)

4) sedimentary sequences are dominated by sediments indicative of
deposition by sediment-gravity flows (Mccabe et al., 1gg4; Kaszycki,
1987; Henderson, lgBB; Deimer, lggg)

5) sediments finer than fine gravels are often found infilling broad,
symmetric, shallow channels, with bedding parallel to theihannel
margíns (Mccabe et al., 1994; Deimer, lggg).

6) steep-sided channels filled with massive to vaguely- stratified sand,
and often contain¡ng intact blocks of laminated sãnd áre common (Rust,
1977; Cheel & Rust, 1992; Sharpe, 19gg)

All of these diagnostic features can be found in moraine and kame

outcrops throughout the study area, with the possible exception of the massive

sand-filled channels.

structurally, for deltas to form topographically-high ridges (ie the

moraines and kames), they must be ice-contact deltas, supported on their

proximal side by the ice margin. subaqueous fans are thought to be free-

standing forms which do not normally require a supporting ice margin (Banerjee

& McDonald, 1g7S; Gustavson and Boothroyd, 1gg7). However, there is no

evidence in any of the exposures in the study area of any significant

distubance or faulting which could be attributed to the collapse of supponing

ice (cf. McDonald & shilts, 1g7s), orto thrusting caused by fluctuations in
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position of the ice margin. lt is possible that this may be due to the limited

number of exposures in the coarse-grained deposits, although the exposures

that were available were quite large.

Fyfe (1990) has studied the very similar Salpausselka I moraine in

southern Finland, and has suggested that it too is a glacial outwash structure.

She has shown that the deltaic portions of the Salpausselka I moraine are

generally wider and relatively flat topped, with abundant ketile holes, while the

subaqueous portions tend to be narrow with more rounded tops and lacking

kettle holes (Fig. 4-1). This characterístic morphology of proglacial deltas has

also been noted by McCabe and Eyles (1999).

The Haftman and Eagle-Finlayson moraines are mainly narrow bodies

with rounded tops, and lacking kettle holes (Fig. a-1), and are more

characteristic of subaqueous fans. Portions of the Hartman moraine in the

southeast part of the study area, however, occur at a higher elevation, and have

a broader, flat-topped morphology with abundant kettle holes (Fig. 4-1),

indicating that at least some of the Hartman moraine aggraded to lake level.

Unfortunately there were no exposures in this area.

Information on specific paleo-water levels is probably the best way of

determining if a structure is a delta or a subaqueous fan (Fyfe, 19g0; Rust, 19g9;
' 

Deimer, 1988; Rust & Romanelli, 1g7s). The broad, flat-topped, portion of the

Hartman occurs above the 440 m contour (Fig. a-4. Kettle holes on the

Hartman moraine are largely restricted to areas above the 430 m contour

(Cowan & Sharpe, 1991). Thus the geomorphic evidence suggests water levels
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of around 430-440 metres above sea level (masl) during construction of the

Hartman moraine. As the Eagle-Finlayson moraine (in the study area) is

everywhere below 410 masl, and is narrow, round-topped, and devoid of kettle

holes, it is assumed that similar water levels existed during its formation.

Additionally, in section Bz-2, a sequence of Facies 2 and 3 sandy

rhythmites contains minor wave-rippled sands and silts at an elevation of

approximately 400 masl. This indicates concurrent underftow activity and

occasional (probably storm) wave reworking of the sediment (8. Greenwood,

pers. comm. 1991). As Lake Agassiz has a maximum fetch to the northwest of

between 900-1 100 km, wave energies would likely have been high and storm

wave base fairly deep. Thus, the sedimentological evidence is again roughly in

agreement with the geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence for water levels of

approximately 440 m. Since the rhythmites at section g7-27 form the

subaqueously deposited portion of a beaded esker (discussed below) located

between the Hartman and Eagle-Finlayson moraines, indicated water levels

reflect a time in-between the deposítion of the two moraines.

Overall, the sedimentologícal and paleo-water level evídence seems to

favour the Eagle-Finlayson moraine, and most of the Hartman moraine, having

been formed entirely subaqueously (as subaqueous fani), probably in water

ciepths of around 440 masl. Since all kames in the Dryden area occur below

400 masl, these are presumed to be (isolated) subaqueous fans as well. Only a

port¡on of the Hartman moraine in the southeastern part of the study area likely
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aggraded to lake level, and thus, it is the only true delta in the study area (Fig. 4-

2).

It is widely acknowledged that eskers are often composed both of

sediment deposited within a glacial meltwater conduit, and sediment deposited

at the mouth of the conduit as a tunnel-mouth subaqueous fan or delta

(Banerjee & McDonald, 197S; Rust & Romanelli, 1g75; Saunderson, 1975 and

refs. therein; Hebrand & Åmark, 1989). Conduit sediments may be deposited in

a super-, en-, or subglacial conduit. A super- or englacial tunnel environment is

unlikely for the esker deposits observed in the Dryden area, as no evídence of

post-depositional collapse was seen in any of the excellent esker exposures. A

tunnel-mouth, subaerial delta environment is also unlikely, as none of the

eskers sit above 410 masl. Esker deposits formed subaqueously at the mouth of

subglacial tunnels should show a rapid, downstream fining from coarse gravels

into lacustrine silts and possibly clays (Banerjee & McDonald, 1975;

Saunderson, 1975). This is seen at esker sections 87-2 and gZ-27, but not at gg-

6, suggesting that the first two sites represent tunnel-mouth fans, while the latter

síte represents a subglacial tunnel environment. site gg-6 also shows massive,

matrix-supported gravel overlying and truncating large sand and gravel foresets

(see Facies 7). This type of deposit is thought to be restricted to subglacial

conduits which experience tunnel-full flow conditions (Saunderson, 1 g7Z).

The presence of tunnel-mouth deposits in an esker landform ímplies that

at least some component of the esker ís a time-transgressive deposit, and that

the entire esker was not simply deposited in a single event within a subglacial
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conduit (Banerjee & McDonald, 1975)" These tunnel-mouth fans, although not

laterally confined by the íce, could still have formed significant topographic

highs (and therefore esker ridges), since rapid flow expansion and toss of

competence would have resulted in most of the coarse sediment load being

deposited in the immediate vicinity of the tunnel mouth (Rust & Romanellí, 197S;

Banerjee & McDonald, 197s; saunderson, 1g7s; Deimer, lggg).

Because only three extensive exposures were available in the esker

landforms (and probably in the same esker system), this interpretation may not

be generally applicable to all esker landforms and deposits in the study area.

IL.2 FACIES MODEL:

The ice-marginal subaqueous outwash fan model shown in figure 4-3

can be applied to almost all of the sedíments found in the study area, including

the rhythmites. The exceptions are the areas of sandy diamict mapped by

cowan & sharpe (1991)and Minning & sharpe (1991)(Fig. 1-2), andthe

Bortion of the Hartman moraine interpreted as a deltaic deposit (Fig. a-2).

Because of the complete lack of exposures in either of these deposits, they are

not considered further in this facies model.

The subaqueous outwash fan (Fig. 4-3) consists of several depositional

zones' Boundaries between these zones are gradational, and would probably

ririgrate as glacial meltwater discharge varied. These zone are interpreted as

follows:

1) Zone 1 consists of the subglacial conduit. This represents the highest

energy environment on the fan, and is roughly analogous to the braided river
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Fig. 4'3 Plan view of idealized subaqueous fan model. Zone 1, the conduit, is dominated
by current bedded sands deposited in channels between large gravel bars
(shaded), and by matrix-supported gravels representing tunnel-Íull conditions.
Zone 2, the channelized inner fan, represents a transitiòn between river-type
fluid-gravity flows and sediment-gravity flows. Finer clast-supported gravéls and
pebbly sands deposited by highdensíty underflow currents are the dôminant
sediment types within the channels, while Facies 2 & 3 sandy rhythmites are
found in abandoned channels and interchannel areas. zone ã, the' unchannelized outer fan, is dominated by the low-density underflow current
deposits of the Facies 2 & 3 rhythmites . Zone 4, the basin floor, is dominated by
low-density underflows during the melt season, and by vertical settling of clays
from suspension during the winter. This produces the Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites.
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system traditionally envisioned for the formation of an esker (Banerjee &

McDonald, 1975; Saunderson, 1975). Deposition was largely from river-type

traction currents. conduit deposits typically form the core of an elevated ridge

(esker) oriented NE-sw and transverse to the former ice margin.

Both longítudinal and transverse gravel bars were deposited during peak

flow periods. Deposition between peak ftow periods is represented by Facies

4A planar and trough-crossbedded sands, deposited on the bar tops, and in

channels between the bars.

The single deposit of Facies 7 matrix-supported gravel (Fig. 2-46) found

within an esker ridge at site gg-6 is likely a "sliding-bed deposit", formed by

extremely high flow velocities in the conduit (Saunderson, 1g7z). Saunderson

assumed that this type of deposit represented tunnel{ull conditions in the

conduit, but since conduits in the Dryden area discharged below lake level, they

must have been continuously filled with meltwater. Meltwater discharge in Zone

1 was likely year-round (cf. Gustavson, 1g7S).

2) Zone 2 represents a hydrodynamic transition from river-type fluid flows

to sediment gravity flows, probably due to rapid flow expansion. Rapid settling

of coarse-grained suspended sediment occurs at the subglacial conduit mouth.

sediments in this zone are characterized by the deposits of high-densíty

turbidity currents (Facies 48, s and 68 sands, pebbly sands and gravers). The

concentration of these sediments in broad, shallow channels suggests a

channelized fan surface analogous to the channelized míd-fan environment of

Walker (1978 in Walker, 1 984). Channelized Facies S (sand-silt) rhythmites
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represent deposition from low-density turbidity currents on the more distal

port¡ons of the channelized zone, or in proximal zones during periods of lower

discharge" Lowe (1982) has suggested that there should be a proximal to distal

transition from high-density to low-density turbidity currents.

channel abandonment and switching, combined with vertical

aggradation in the channels probably resulted in the vertically-stacked

sequences of nested channels which are common in the study area. No

evidence of lateral channel migration was seen.

3) Zone 3 represents the unchannelized lower portion of the subaqueous

fan, and is dominated by the low-density turbidity current deposits of the Facies

2 (sand-clay) and 3 (sand-silt) rhythmites. These low-density turbidity currents

did not significantly erode the underlying beds, resulting in their largely sheet-

like, unchannelized geometry. The presence of silt and clay laminae within

these rhythm¡tes suggests that the reduced winter output of glacial meltwater

resulted in currents which died out before they reached this portion of the fan.

The only evidence for triave activíty in the study area comes from an

unchannelized portion of a fan which forms part of an esker between the Eagle-

Finfayson and Hartman moraines (section 87-2). At this location, wave energy

reworked fine sand and silt that was originally deposited by underflows,

producing straight-crested sinusoidal wave rippled silts and sands interbedded

with climbing-rippled fine sands and sílts.
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The flat-lying beds filling deep bedrock lows, which can be seen on the

seismic and sonar profiles (Figs. 2-sg & 2-s4), were likely deposited on an

unchannelized lower fan environment.

4) zone 4 is the basin floor area in the distal region of the fan.

Sedimentation in this zone was likely dominated by relatively weak, quasi-

continuous underflows during the glacial melt season, which deposíted the silt

component of the Facies 1 silt-clay rhythmites. During the winter when

meltwater output was reduced, underflow activity lower, and the lake possibly

frozen, vertical settling from suspension dominated, depositing the clay

component of the rhythm¡tes" Benthic organisms appear to have been active

during deposition of the silt component, but were absent during deposition of

the clays.

This facies model is similar to those developed for other ice-marginal

subaqueous fan deposits (both euaternary and older) from other areas (eg.

Rust & Romanelli, 1g7S; Shaw, l gg5; Mustard & Donaldson, 1gg5). Not

surprisingly however, differences do exist between the study area and other

localities and some of these differences will be briefly examined here.

Diamicts are typically seen ín other subaqueous outwash deBosits, and

are usually explaíned as products of slumping and debris flows from unstable

portions of the fan or from the ice margin itself (eg. Mustard & Donaldson, 19g7;

Mcoabe et al., 1987; Visser et al., 1987). Alternatively they may represent tills

deposited by earlier graciar advances or retreats, especiaily when they are
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found at the base of the sequence (eg. McOabe et al., 1gg4; Burbidge & Rust,

1988). Diamicts may also result by the dumping of sediment from debris-rich

icebergs (ice-rafting), or from overhanging or floating ice-shelves (Mcçabe et

al., 1987; Thomas, 1gB4). Dropstones in laminated sediments are also

considered charac{eristic of ice-rafting.

The scarcity of diamicts and dropstones within the sediments in the

Dryden study area suggests that these types of processes were not significantly

ac{ive here. In any subaqueous fan setting, where a glacier margin is fronted by

a large body of water, calving rates will likely be extremely high, and iceflow is

likely to be extensional (Burbidge & Rust, 1988). This would discourage upward

shearing within the ice sheet, and prevent debris from beíng carried into the

upper portions of the ice margin, where it could slump into the basin. lcebergs

that calved from the upper portions of the glacier would be debris-poor, and

would not contribute much iceberg rafted debris. Thus the sediment source for

debris flows and dropstones in most subaqueous fans likely comes from the

lower portions of the ice sheet. In the study area, this debris was presumably

removed and reworked by subglacial meltwater.

Slumping and mixing of rapidly deposited, unstable fan sediments can

also produce diamicts, and this appears to have occurred to a certain extent

(Facies 8). However the steep-sided, massive sand filled channels that are

considered diagnostic of slumping in subaqueous outwash deposits (Rust,

1977) were not seen at all in the study area. This does not mean that these
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deposits are not present, since outcrops in the lower fan portions were not

abundant in the study area.

The degree to which the subaqueous outwash fan is channelized is quite

variable among various facies models. Examples range from totally

unchannelized (shaw, 19Bs; Thomas, 1gg4b), through fans with only slump-

generated channels (Rust, l ggg; Sharpe, l ggg) to fans w¡th abundant,

meltwaterderived channels (Burbidge & Rust, 19gg; Cheel & Rust, 19g2). lt is

clear from exposures in the Eagle-Finlayson moraine (Figs. 2-26 & 2-34) that

meltwater-cut channels are common, at least in the more proximal areas of the

subaqueous fans. Rust and Romanelli (1975) suggested that these types of

channels were cut by powerful meltwater flows at the peak of the glacial

meltwater season. No channels were seen which could be attributed to

slumping, although this may be due to a lack of outcrop.

The deposits within the study area generally lack faulting or other

disturbances which can be attributed to the melting of buried ice blocks, or to

the collapse of supporting ice walls. These features appear to be common in

other subaqueous fan deposits (eg. sharpe, 19gg; Deimer, lggg; Kaszycki,

1987). This implies that the meltwater tunnels were subglacial rather than

englacial, and were not floored by ice (cf. Gustavson & Boothroyd, 1gg7, their

Fig. 9C). Furthermore, it suggests that these conduits were quite broad, with

high width to height ratios, and were therefore less susceptible to marginal

collapse when the surrounding ice melted or was calved away. pfirman and

Solheim (1989) described a 200-m-wide meltwater tunnel at the margin of a
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tidewater glacier in Svalbard. The tunnels in the Dryden area may have been

on the scale of tunnel valleys described elsewhere in the titerature, which range

from 180 m to over 2.0 km in width (wright, 1 973; Mooers, l ggg; Eyles &

McOabe, 1989).

It aBpears from a review of the riterature that sandy and gravelly

subaqueous fans like those in the Dryden study area are end members in a

continuum of ice marginal deposits. At the other end of this spectrum are the

diamict-dominated morainal banks of powell and Molnia (19g9), while

intermediate types are described by Mccabe et al. (1g94) and Mustard and

Donaldson (1987) (Fig. 4-4). The controlling factor on this contínuum appears to

be the amount of meltwater being discharged at the ice margin, with

subaqueous fans representing high meltwater discharge. In addition, the nature

of ice flow at the margin may also be a controllíng factor. The presence of the

large proglacial Lake Agassiz in the Dryden area would have promoted

extensional flow near the ice margin. Compressional flow near the margin

would tend to cause upward shearing of basal debris, concentrating wet, poorly-

sorted debris on the surface of the ice. This material would be prone to

slumping, resulting in abundant debris-flow diamicts at the ice margin.

Meltwater would have been carried toward the íce margin ín a series of

subglacial meltwater tunnels. Where these tunnels entered Lake Agassiz, flow

expansion occurred, resulting in deposition of a subaqueous outwash fan or a

delta, depending on the elevation of the tunnel mouth retative to the lake
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surface. lf, as discussed previously, water levels in the study area were above

most of the deposits, they represent subaqueous fans. lsolated subaqueous

fans (kames) formed when a meltwater tunnel was abandoned before

significant ice marginal retreat had occurred (Fig. 4-SA).

When a meltwater tunnel remained in use as the ice margin retreated,

the zone of coarse sediment deposition retreated with it. This resulted in the

formation of an esker, consisting of an iceflow-parallel ridge (Fig. 4-sB), with

subglacial tunnel sediment at its core, overlain by a fining upward sequence of

subaqueous fan sediments. These fans, although not laterally confined by the

ice, would still have formed significant topographÍc highs, since rapid flow

expansion and loss of competence would have resulted in most of the coarse

sediment load being deposited in the immediate vicinity of the tunnel mouth

(Rust & Romanelli, 1g7s; Banerjee & McDonald, 197s; Deimer, lggg).

The formation of the end moraines in the Dryden area clearly seems to

have occurred through a process similar to that which formed the esker and

kame landforms, that is, the deposition of subaqueous outwash fans (and deltas

in the case of the moraines) along the margin of the ice. lt is relatively simple to

envisage individual esker and kame deposits as the products of meltwater

discharge from individual subglacial meltwater conduits. lt is more difficult to

imagine the meltwater source of a moraine which is continuous for hundreds of

kilometres along the former ice margin.

The lack of evidence for overriding of the moraines in the study area

(Cowan, 1987; this study) and the lack of observed glaciotectonic disturbance
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within the moraines argues that: a) the moraines are unlikely to represent

multiple readvances of the ice margin to the same point; b) the ice margin was

essentially stationary during whatever period of time was required to construct a

particular moraine.

Individual moraines may be composite, time-transgressive structures,

formed by laterally migrating meltwater tunnels at a stationary ice margin (Fig. a-

6A). This process requires that either meltwater discharge was dramatically

increased and the meltwater tunnels migrated rapidly, or, if meltwater discharge

did not increase, that the ice margin remained stationary for a consíderable (but

unknown) period of time.

Alternatively, the moraines may be single, contemporaneous structures,

formed by meltwater discharging along the entire margin of the Rainy Lobe,

either from closely-spaced subglacial conduits (Fig. 4-68) or from a short-lived,

sheet-like subglacial meltwater flow of the type envísaged by shaw (1gg3) and

Shaw and Kvill (1984). Either case would seem to require a dramatic increase

ín the discharge of meltwater during moraine formation, as there is no evidence

of a closely spaced conduit network existíng in the areas in-between the

moraines (ie. between moraine-forming events) (Fig. 1-2).

These multiple working hypotheses can, to a limited extent, be tested.

Whether or not the meltwater discharge increased, if the moraines are the

products of laterally migrating meltwater conduits, they should consist of a

series of stacked and overlapping fans, with the later-constructed fans

deposited on top of the finer-grained sediments of the adjacent, earlier-formed
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fans (Fig. 4-64). This would produce numerous complex, fining and coarsening

upwards sequences with coarse Zone 1 or 2 sediments overlying finer-grained

Zone 3 and 4 sediments. In the entire study area there is only one exposure

where this occurs (Fig. 2-50) and this is near the crest of the Hartman moraine.

This deposit is probably explained by later wave erosion and slumping of the

moraine crest as the lake level fell for the final t¡me. The bulk of the exposures in

the study area show no evidence of non-contemporaneous, overrapping fan

deposition.

In addition, if the moraines were formed gradually by the lateral shifting

or swítching of meltwater tunnels, without an increase in meltwater discharge,

some mechanism would have been required to stabilize the ice margin for a

considerable period of time. A climatic deterioration has been suggested as a

mechanism by Saarnisto (1974). However, such a climatic deterioration

probably would have been accompanied by a decrease in the amount of

meltwater delivered to the ice margin. Given a lower meltwater (and therefore

sediment) discharge, a relatívely long stabilization of the ice margin would have

been necessary to form the thick, laterally-continuous moraíne deposits.

However, the narrowness of the moraines and lack of any graciotectonic

disturbance within the morainic sediments would require a remarkable lack of

marginal flucluatíon during a long, clímatically-índuced stillstand.

The climatic evidence from palynological investigations in Minnesota and

northwestern ontario shows no evidence of climatic reversals, with the

exception of one site (Rattle Lake) located just south of the Eagle-Finlayson
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mora¡ne (Bjorck, 1985). Bjorck noted that a decrease in the abundance of ash

and elm pollen from approximately 11.1 ka to 10.2 ka seems to indicate a

climatic deterioration, but is not conclusive. This time period seems too long to

account for the formatíon of any one moraine, and is shorter than the time

period spanned by formation of all the moraines.

The relatively simpre, fining upward sedimentary sequence obserued

within and immediately in front of the moraines in the Dryden area (see Section

2.4) suggests that individual moraines are single, contemporaneous deposits

(Fig. 4-68). lf this is correct, then a mechanism and a cause for discharging

meltwater and sediment simultaneously along the entire margin of the Rainy

Lobe must be sought.

DISCHARG E:

lf a significant increase in the discharge of subglacial meltwater did

occur, bifurcation and enlargement of subglacial tunnels near the ice margin

might have been required to accommodate this increased meltwater flow,

resulting in the delivery of water and sediment along a broad regíon of the ice

margin simultaneously. Such a mechanism has been proposed for the Hartman

and Eagle-Finlayson moraines by Sharpe and Cowan (1gg0) and for similar

riroraines in Finland (Fyfe, 19go) and porand (Ruszcyzynska-szenijch, 19g2).

Shaw (1983) and Shaw and Kvill (1984) have proposed that subglaciat tunnet

expansion may be unable to keep pace with a sudden, catastrophic increase in

subglacial meltwater discharge, leading to a sheet-like subglacial meltwater
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flow which they suggest may be tens to hundreds of k¡lometres wide (thickness

is not specified). There is no evidence from the Dryden area either for or against

tunnel or sheet flow, although only subglacial tunnel flow has been observed in

modern glaciers.

A review of the literature suggests two possible causes for such an

increase in the discharge of subglacial meltwater. studies of the 1gg2-1gg3

surge of the variegated Glacier in Alaska by Raymond (1gg7), and Kamb

(1987)' have shown that, prior to, and during surging of the glacier, margínward

flow in the basal meltwater system is retarded and lateral dispersion of the

meltwater flow is enhanced, due to the development of a linked cavity/orífice

drainage system. This results in increased basal water pressure in the glacier,

which, in turn, reduces basal shear stresses and enhances sliding of the ice

(Bindschaldler, l g8g), which ultimately causes the glacier to surge.

Zoltai (1965) noted that overridden rhythmites nofth of the Lac Seul

moraine suggest a readvance (surge?) of approximately 30 km to the Lac Seul

moraine position, prior to the actual formation of this moraíne. However, neither

the Lac seul moraine, nor any other of the Dryden area moraines show any

evidence of having been overridden by readvancing ice (cowan, 1gg7). This

would seem to indicate that, while moraine formation in the Dryden area may

have been preceded by surging, the surging ended before the actuat increase

in meltwater discharge that is thought to have formed the moraines.

This is in agreement with the observations of Kamb et al. (19gs), who

described the termination of the 1982-1983 surge of the Variegated Glacier as
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being "-..accompanied by a particularly spectacular flood" (p. a75). The

marginward release of glacial meltwater from a linked cavity system was

suggested by Fyfe (1990) as a mechanism for delivering meltwater and

sediment simultaneously along a large portion of the Scandinavían lce Sheet,

resulting in the formation of the Salpausselka I moraine in Finland, although

Fyfe did not relate the release of meltwater to the end of a surge event.

A second possible cause for increased meltwater discharge has been

suggested by Sharpe and Cowan (1990). They note that Teller and Thorleifson

(1983) have documented several drops in the level of Lake Agassiz due to the

opening of eastern outlets by the retreating Superior lobe of the íce sheet. A

drop in the level of Lake Agassiz woutd result in an oversteepening of the

potentiometric englacial meltwater surface, and an increase in the relative

hydraulic head within the ice sheet. This would lead to a drawdown of glacial

meltwater as the glacial hydrologic system re-equilibrated to this lowered base

level, resulting in increased meltwater discharge at the ice margin. Sharpe and

Cowan (1990) argued that this increased meltwater discharge resulted in the

formation of the Dryden area moraínes, and that each moraine corresponded to

a drop in lake lever caused by the opening of a new, rower eastern ouilet.

This mechanism is partially anatogous to the re-equilibration moraine

cbncept of Hillaire-Marcel et al. (1981), who maintain that the sakami moraine

in Quebec is due to a pause in íce-marginal retreat as the surface profile of the

ice sheet re-equilibrated to the lowered level of the proglacial water body.

Perhaps both a pause in ice-marginal retreat, and an increase in meltwater
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discharge would result from a lowered proglacial lake level. This would allow

both increased time for moraine sedimentation, and higher sedimentation rates.

It is difficult to determine if either of these mechanisms (surging followed

by rapid meltwater ejection vs lake level drop followed by a halt in retreat and

hydraulic gradient steepening) was responsible for the formation of the four

major moraines in and around the Dryden area. An examination of the timing of

deglaciation and Lake Agassiz water levels (Chapter S) suggests that either

one or both of these mechanisms may have been operative.



AGASSIZ

5.1 INTRODUCTION:

The history of Lake Agassiz in the southern regions is divided into two

periods of relatively high water levels (the Lockhart and Emerson phases)

separated by a period of relatively low water levels (the Moorhead phase)(Fig.

5-1: Fenton et al., 1983). The Lockhart Phase is thought to have ended around

1 1"0 ka, with the Moorhead Phase lasting around 1,100 years until the start of

the Emerson Phase at around 9.g ka (Teiler & Thorleifson, l ggg).

The position of the margin of the Rainy and Superior Lobes controlled

the availability of outlets, which in turn controlled the level of the lake. Drainage

through the relatively high southern outlet during a time of maximum isostatic

depression resulted in high lake levels during the Lockhart phase (Fenton et at,

1983; Teller & Thorleifson, 19Bg).

As Elson (1967) described, the main low water level episode of Lake

Agassiz (the Moorhead Phase) was due to the opening of the lower eastern

outlets to Lake Superior. This was caused by retreat of the Rainy Lobe nofth of

the Sioux Lookout moraine position and possibly as far north as the Whitewater

moraine position, and withdrawal of the Superior Lobe from the Superior basin

(Fig. s-2xTeller & Thorleifson, 19Bg).

The existence of the low water Moorhead phase is based on an

unconformity first noted in the Rainy Fliver area by Johnston (1915) and Elson
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Figure 5-1 The most up to date Lake Agassiz chronology (Fenton et al., 1g83, p. s3).
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(1967), and later documented in North Dakota and Minnesota (Harris et al.,

1974; Arndt, 1975; Arndt, 1977: Cla¡on et al., 1gg2). Radiocarbon dates

obtained from wood at sites where a physical unconformity can be observed in

North Dakota, Manitoba, Minnesota and ontario, range from 10.96 ka to g.g ka

(Elson, 1967; Harris et al., 1g74; Bajc, 1gg7; Broecker et al., lggg). Nielsen et

al. (1982) also present a date obtained from mollusc shell fragments of 1 1.4 ka

from Moorhead Phase alluvium below Emerson Phase sediments near Rainy

River. This date was corrected to 11.0 ka, to compensate for contamination by

older carbon.

The northward extent of the Moorhead unconformity is uncertain. Teller

(1976) stated that 'no unconformity or fluvial unit has been recognized at any of

the contacts in (the area along the Red River in) Manitoba, as it has been over

much of North Dakota and Minnesota" (pg. gg). Teller and Last (19g1) have

suggested the unconformity may be present in the modern Lake Manitoba basin

(which is approximatery 20-30 m higher than the area arong the Red River),

based on the presence of zohes of blocky structure and low moisture content in

cores. Radiocarbon dates supporting this interpretation are on disseminated

organic material ín the cores, and were corrected for the presence of pre-

Quaternary organic matter (Nambudiri et at., 1gg0).

Workers in northwestern Ontario have not found evidence of the

Moorhead unconformity within the Lake Agassiz basin north of the Foft Frances-

Rainy River area (Rittenhouse, 1gS4; Antevs, 1gS1 ; Zoltai,1g61 ; Elson, 1g67:

this study).
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Johnston (1946) constructed the first strandline diagram for Lake

Agassiz, using measured elevations mainly from the southern and western

parts of the basin. Updated strandline diagrams were drawn by Elson (1967)

and Thorleifson (1983XFi9. 5-3), but were not much different from the original.

Based on these strandline diagrams, various workers have attempted to

assign water levels (which are named after the beaches and other strandline

features they produced) to various phases in the history of Lake Agassiz. The

Herman levels have been assigned to the Lockhart phase, while Moorhead

phase water levels have been placed anywhere from the Ojata level (Fenton et

al., 1983) to as low as The Pas or Gimli levels (Teller & Last, 1981). Regardless

of the exact Moorhead Phase water levels, the radiocarbon dates discussed

previously require that the level of Lake Agassiz fell below the southern ouilet

between approximately 11.0-9.9 ka. The Moorhead Delta at the southern end of

Lake Agassiz apparently formed during this time (Arndt, 1g7z). Any water levels

below the Gampbell level would have required the opening of one or more of

the eastern outlets to Lake superior (Fig. 5-3xTeller & Thorleifson, 19Bg),

and/or the Cleanrater outlet to the Arctic Ocean in Saskatchewan (Elson, 1967).

The Ojata level would have required opening of one of the lower Kopka Series

outlets, while the Pas or Gimli levels would have required opening of the lowest

Pikitígushi outlet (Fig. s-3xTeller & Thorleifson, 19Bg). Moorhead phase water

levels are important to this study, because Ojata or lower levels would have

resufted in complete subaeríal exposure of the Dryden area.
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Thorleifson (1983) has argued that the assignment of the Ojata water

level to the Moorhead Phase is íncorrect. He states that the lower northward

gradient on its isostatically deformed surface (lower than that of the Emerson

Phase campbell level)(Fig. s-3) is more consistent with a younger Nipigon

Phase age, since declining isostatic rebound requires that strandline age is

proportional to gradient. This, of course, assumes that the isostatic rebound

history of the Agassiz basin during the final deglaciation was not punctuated by

periods of isostatic depression. In addition, Thorleifson (1983) maintains that

none of the radiocarbon dates used as evidence for a Moorhead phase age for

the ojata level (w-729, TAM-1 ,l-5213, w-900 & w-100s) can be related with

any certainty to the actual ojata beach. Neither can the ojata beach be

physically traced to the Moorhead delta at the south end of Lake Agassí2, which

formed during the Moorhead row water phase (Arndt, 1g7z; steve Moran, pers.

comm. 1989).

Most workers have concluded that Lake Agassiz rose to the Campbell

level during the Emerson phase (Elson, 1g67; Fenton et al., 1gg3; Bajc, pers.

comm. 1991) although Thorleifson (1983) favoured a rise above the Campbe¡

to the Norcross level, and Johnston (1915) suggested the level may have been

as high as the uppermost Herman strandline. In any case, the rise from

Moorhead to Emerson Phase levels has been interpreted as a result of a

readvance of the superior and Rainy robes (Marquette readvance) which

blocked the eastern outlets to Lake superior (Teller & Thorleifson, 1gg3). The
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Rainy Lobe is thought to have readvanced as far as the Hadman moraine at

about 9.9 ka (Nielsen et al., 1gB2; Teller & Thorleifson, 1gg3).

It must be stressed that all of the strandline diagrams that have been

constructed for Lake Agassiz are somewhat speculative, since few beaches can

be traced north of the international boundary with any confidence, and no

beaches can be traced from the eastern and southeastern side of the basin into

northwestern ontario (Elson, 1g67; steve Moran, 1ggg, pers" comm.).

The interpretation of the sedimentary record of deglaciation at Dryden

(presented in Chapters 3 and 4), and evidence from areas elsewhere in the

Lake Agassiz basin, have a bearing on the chronology of Lake Agassiz water

levels. This section will attempt to present these facts and interpretations in a

logical sequence, and then discuss the specific implications of each one. This

will be followed by a more general discussion of the currenily accepted

chronology of Lake Agassiz water levels.

1) Fac't: The Moorhead unconformity is radiocarbon dated from

approximately 10.9 ka to g.g ka at sites in North Dakota, Minnesota and

northwestern ontario (Elson, 1g67; Harris et al., 1g74; Nielsen et al,. 1gB2; Bajc,

1987; Broecker et al., 1989). lmptication; Lake Agassiz fell below the southern

cjutlet between 10.9 ka and g.9 ka (Fig. S-S).

2) Fact: The red clay marker unit in northwestern Ontario directly overlies

Moorhead Phase alluvial sediment radiocarbon dated as young as 10.0S ka

(Bajc, 1987). In addition (as discussed in Chapter 3) deposition of the red clay
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unit is contemporaneous with the existence of the short-lived proglacial Lake

Kaministikwia, which was formed by the Marquette readvance of the Superior

Lobe (Fig. 3-1). This readvance is radiocarbon dated at approximately 10.0 ka

(Clayton, 1983; Drexler et. al., 1983). lmptication: The age of the red clay unit is

roughly 10.0 ka (Fig. 5-4).

3) Fact: The longest varve records at Dryden show approximately 400

pre'red varves conformably overlying coarse, ice-proximal Facies 2 and 3

rhythmites (Fig. 2-1 1). lmplication: Dryden was deglaciated at 10.4 ka" Thus, the

only Lake Agassiz outlets lower than the southern outlet, which were available

during the early Moorhead Phase (prior to 10.4 ka) were those located south of

the Dryden ice margin. These are the Shebandowan and Dog-Kaministikwia

eastern outlets (Zoltai, 1967; Teller & Thorleifson, 1g8g), and the Clearwater

western outlet (Elson, 1967). The alternative to this scenario is that the eastern

outlets of Lake Agassiz to Lake Superior were in fact opened prior to 10.4 ka,

and that a subsequent readvance to some position south of Dryden removed all

evidence of pre-10.4 ka lacustrine sedimentation (íncluding sediment deposited

in the deep bedrock lows examined by the sonic cores). However, if such a pre-

10.4 ka readvance went to or beyond the Eagle-Finlayson moraine (which

seems probable), all eastern outlets would have been blocked, and drainage

would temporarily have been returned to the southern outlet. This would require

that two Moorhead Phase unconformities exist in North Dakota, in order to

explain the presence of an unconformity with dates younger than 10.4 ka.
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4) Fact: The Hartman moraine is olderthan the red clay unit, since it

stratigraphically underlies it. The thicker and coarser rhythmites which occur in

several Dryden area rhythmite sequences approximately 400 varves below the

red clay unit (Fig. 2'11) probably correspond to the formation of the Hartman

moraine. lmplication: The Hartman moraine was formed at roughly 10.4 ka (Fíg.

5-4).

5) lnterpretation: The transition of the Haftman moraine from a narrow,

round-topped, unkettled morphology to a broad, flat-topped, kettled morphology

at approximately 430-440 masl implies a water level of 4SO-440 masl at Dryden

at the time of the Hartman moraín e.lmplication; The water level of Lake Agassiz

at Dryden was 430-440 masl at 10.4 ka (Fig. S-4).

6) lnterpretatìon: The lower silt portions of the rhythmites in the Dryden

area show a thickening and coarsening trend which culminates in the red clay

rhythmites and then dies out above them (Fig. 2-11). This is presumed to

represent an increase in meltwater output from the íce margin, and/or a

readvance of the ice. Also, the northern limit of the red clay unít lies between the

Hartman and Lac Seul moraínes (Fig. 2-48). tmplication.'Formation of the Lac

Seul moraine by increased meltwater output is corretative with the red clay

marker unit, and is dated at 10 ka.

7) Fact: There are no unconformities within a sequence of approximately

400 pre-red clay, and 457 post-red clay varves at Dryden at an elevation of

approximately 370 masl. lmplication: Lake Agassiz did not fall below 370 masl

at Dryden in late Moorhead or early Emerson time (10.4-9.5 kaxFig. 5-4). Thus,
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during this time, no eastern outlet of Lake Agassiz lower than the Kaiashk outlet

could have opened (Fig. S-3)"

8) Fact:: A seclion identified by Elson (1967) contains G7 pre-red clay and

145 post-red clay rhythmites at Dryden at an elevation of 41 1 masl. tmptication:

Lake Agassiz did not fall below 411 masl at Dryden between approximately

10.06 ka and 9.85 ka (early Emerson Phase)(Fig. 5-4)" Thus, the Kaiashk outlet

was closed by 10.0G ka.

CHRONOLOGY OF LAKE AGASSIZ:

The facts and interpretations discussed in the previous section are at

odds with the currently accepted chronology of fluctuations in the water level of

Lake Agassiz, particularly with respect to the Moorhead phase.

That the Moorhead low water Phase occurred is undeniable, given the

sedimentological evidence from North Dakota, Minnesota and the Fort Frances

area of Ontario. Several radiocarbon ages from these areas date this low water

phase as occurring between approximately 10.g and 9.g ka. However, íf the

evidence and interpretations from the Dryden area are accepted, then the water

levels (Ojata or The Pas/Gimli) which have been assigned to this low water

phase are incorrecl; spec¡fically, they are too low.

' 
lf only the Shebandowan, Dog-Kaministikwia and Cleanr¡ater ouilets of

Lake Agassiz were available prior to 10.4 ka, the three potent¡al early

Moorhead Phase water planes produced by joining these three outlets with a

level just below the Fort Frances unconformity (dated at up to 1O.B ka) and the
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Moorhead Delta (dated at up to 10.9 ka), are all significantly steeper than any of

the cunently identified strandlines save perhaps the Herman (Fig. s-sA). only

the water plane produced by the shebandowan outlet satisfies the

interpretation of a 440 masl water level at the Hartman moraine at 10.4 ka (Fig.

5-54). A late (post-t 0.4 ka) Moorhead phase water plane which joins the

Kaiashk eastern outlet with the Moorhead Delta can be drawn, without falling

below the lower limits of 370 masl at Dryden (the level of the continuous late

Moorhead Phase varve sequences) or 325 masl at Foñ Frances (the lowest

occurrence of the unconformítyxFig. 5-58). This water plane is also steeper

than any of the currently identified strandlines except the Herman. The highest

elevations of the Emerson Phase red ctay unit at both Fort Frances and Dryden,

are at or above the projected campbell strandline (Fig. s-sc). This suggests

that water rose above the campbell level during the Emerson phase.

An alternative hypothesis is proposed in which the Herman strandline

represents the main Lockhart Phase water level and the steeper, newly added

and unnamed strandlines in Figure 5-5 represent (respeclively) the theoretical

(now eroded or buried) early (54) and late (58) Moorhead phase levels. The

Norcross strandline represents the later Emerson phase high level, which

resulted from the advance of Marquette ice ínto the superior basin. All

strandlines lower than the Norcross are assigned to the later Emerson and

Nipigon Phases, as proposed by Thorleifson (1983). The Lake Agassiz outlets

in this model are the southern outlet during the Lockhart phase, the

Shebandowan, Dog'Kaministikwia and/or Cleanruater outlets during the early
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Figure 5-5 Strandline diagrams for the A) early Moorhead, B) late Moorhead, and
C) Emerson Phases of Lake Agassiz. Possible water levels for the earfy
and late Moorhead Phases as constrained by data discussed in the texf,
are shown. Diagram after Johnston (1946) with additional data from
Zoftai (1965), Elson (1967), Amdt (1977),Tefler & Thorleifson (1983),
Cowan (1987) and Bajc (pers. comm., 1991).
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Moorhead Phase and the Kaiashk outlet during the late Moorhead phase (post-

10.4 ka). Downcutting of the southern outlet during the Emerson phase resulted

in a drop from the Norcross to the Campbell levels (Fig. S-3), and opening of the

Kaiashk and lower eastern outlets initiated the Nip¡gon phase and produced

the sub-Campbell strandlines (Thorleifson, 1 ggg).

This hypothesis differs in its assumptions from the currently accepted

chronology of Lake Agassiz, only in that it assumes that the Dryden area was

not deglaciated prior to 10.4 ka. lnterpretations regarding the apparent water

level at the time of formation of the Hartman moraine atfect only which of the

Shebandowan, Dog-Kaministikwia or Cleanrater outlets were opened during

the early Moorhead Phase. This alternative hypothesis resolves the apparent

inconsistency between the slope of the currently identified strandlines and their

assigned ages (Thorleifson, 1983), while still permitting eastward drainage of

Lake Agassiz during the Moorhead Phase. However, it does not explain why

the southern outlet appears to have been more rapidly eroded during the

Emerson Phase than during the Lockhart phase.

Because this alternative hypothesis is at odds with the currently accepted

chronology of Lake Agassiz water levels, it clearly requires further testing before

it can be accepted as more than an additional working hypothesis. However,

this hypothesis does not appear to be seriously contradicted by the available

evidence from the Dryden area, or from elsewhere in the Lake Agassiz Basin.



The deglaciation of northwestern Ontario produced a series of large,

arcuate end moraines and associated eskers and isolated fans (kames),

composed of sorted glaciofluvial deposits. Detailed study of two of these

moraines, the Hartman and Eagle-Finlayson, and of related deposits, reveals

that the sediment types, their ínternat architecture, and sedimentary structures

cannot be explained in terms of processes associated with push moraines,

morainal banks, or other traditional end moraine diamict accumulations.

The moraines and isolated fans show an overall fining upwards cycle

from coarse gravels in their core through pebbly sands, current-bedded sands,

and coarse to fine-grained rhythmites. This fining trend occurs rapidly, both

vertically and distally from the moraine cores. Paleocurrent indicators, large

scale bedforms, and broad, shallow scour and fill channels provide evidence for

the presence of powerful, unidirectional meltwater currents which flowed NE to

SW, parallel to ice flow and away from the ice margin. Sedimentary structures

and the rapid lateral fining trends indicate rapid flow expansion in these

currents.

These features suggest that the moraines represent coalesced

subaqueous outwash fans and minor deltas, formed at an ice margin which

fronted in a large lake, during periods of enhanced meltwater and sediment
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output. The vertical distribution of features such as subaerial depositional

surfaces, shoreline indicators, wave ripples and clay deposits suggests lake

levels of approximately 440 masl at the time of deposition of the Hartman

moraine, and somewhat higherthan 410 masl forthe Eagle-Finlayson moraine

to the south.

The eskers probably represent former meltwater tunnels which delivered

water and sediment to the ice margin. These eskers were formed by a

combination of sediments deposited within the tunnels, and at the mouths of the

tunnels. Short-lived tunnels likely formed the isolated subaqueous fan deposits

(kames).

The rhythmically-stratified sediments of Facies 1,2 and 3 are interpreted

as annual deposits or varves, produced by low-density underflows during the

glacial melt season, and vertical settling of clays during the winter. The thicker

and coarser rhythmites of Facíes 3 may represent a more ice-proximal fan

environment ancuor a higher energy environment caused by increased

meltwater output associated with construction of the moraines.

A distinctive band of red clays in the rhythmite sequence can be

correlated both visually and geochemícally with similar bands of red ciay

throughout northwestern Ontario" This red band forms an important stratigraphic

marker bed. The source of this red clay was probably the Precambrian red beds

found in the drainage basin of glacial Lake Kaministikwia, near Thunder Bay,

Ontario, based on visual and geochemical similarities, and paleogeographic

reconstructions. The red clay was carried into the Lake Agassiz basin when
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Lake Kaministikwia and Lake Agassiz became confluent during the Emerson

Phase of Lake Agassiz.

MO D ELS:

New sedimentological and stratigraphic data from Dryden and elsewhere

in northwestern Ontario, as well as additional radiocarbon dates from the Fort

Frances area (Bajc, 1987), have permitted a re-interpretation of the deglaciation

h¡story of northwestern Ontario.

The Fort Frances-Rainy River area was deglaciated, and the Eagle-

Finlayson moraine formed, at approximately 11 ka (Fig. 6-1). This date is based

on the fac{ that retreat from the Eagle-Finlayson moraine is required in order to

open the eastern outlets at the start of the Moorhead Phase of Lake Agassiz at

10.9 ka (chapter 5). This date agrees with the radiocarbon date on

disseminated organics from Rattle Lake, located just in front of the Eagle-

Finlayson moraine (Bjorck, 1985). The area south of the ice front during the

formation of the Eagle-Finlayson moraine was inundated by the Lockhart phase

of proglacial Lake Agassiz, which stood at the Herman level at that time (Fig" 6-

1).

It does not appear that the formation of the Eagle-Finlayson moraine was

related to a sudden drop in the level of Lake Agassiz and a resultant steepening

of the glacial and hydrologic potentiometric surfaces. lnstead, the cause of the

increased meltwater output was probably internal to the ice sheet and may have
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been related to a surging event, although no evidence for a surge or readvance

was seen in the Dryden area"

Retreat of the Rainy lobe from the Eagle-Finlayson moraine, and the

opening of the Shebandowan and/or Dog-Kaministikwia eastern outlets to the

Superior basin (Zoltai, 1967; Teller & Thorleifson, 1983), and/or opening of the

Cleanvater outlet in Saskatchewan resulted in a drop in lake levels and

abandonment of the southern outlet. This also resulted in exposure of the lake

ffoor in the southern margins of the Agassiz basin (Arndt, 1977), and formation

of the Moorhead Delta at Fargo, North Dakota (Arndt, 1g7z). The Dryden area

was probably deglaciated, and the Hartman moraine began forming, by 10.4 ka

(Fig. 6-1), based on the varve chronology discussed in Chapter 5. lf the estimate

of the time of the deglaciation of Dryden is incorrect, the Rainy Lobe may have

retreated an unknown distance north (opening the Kaiashk or lower eastern

outlets) by this point, and then readvanced over the Dryden area, re-zeroing the

varve record. However, this is considered unlikely (chapter s).

As with the Eagle-Finlayson moraine, the formation of the Hartman

moraine was not apparently associated wíth a drop in the level of Lake Agassiz,

and no evidence for a surge or readvance was seen.

The Lake Manitoba basin, and the Dryden area remained under

rblatively deep water during the early Moorhead Phase. The early Moorhead

Phase water level, which permitted subaerial exposure at Fargo and Fort

Frances, while maintaining relatively deep water at Dryden and Lake Manitoba,

is not represented by any of the currently recognized strandlines (Fig. 5-5A).
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After approximately 10.4 ka, the Rainy Lobe may have retreated

northward far enough to open the Kaiashk eastern outlet to Lake Superior (Fig.

6-2), forming the possible late Moorhead water level shown in figure S-SB.

However, by 10.06 ka (Chapter 5), the Rainy lobe had readvanced, closing the

Kaiashk outlet, and forming the Lac Seul moraine (Fig" 6-2). Evidence for this

readvance com€s from overridden lacustrine rhythmites north of the Lac Seul

moraíne (Zoltai, 1961), and the fact that the Hartman moraine appears to be

truncated, at least at its western end, by the Lac Seul moraine (Fig. s-4).

Here, unlike with the Eagle-Finlayson and Hartman moraines, there is

evidence for both a rapid drop in the lever of Lake Agassiz and a surge or

readvance related to the formation of the Lac seul moraine.

The correlative Marquette readvance of the Superior lobe to the Dog

Lake-Marks moraine position caused the formation of Lake Kaministikwia west

of Thunder Bay (Zoltai, 1965), which eventually became confluent with Lake

Agassiz"

Lake Agassiz rose from the late Moorhead level (Fig. s-sB) to the

Norcross level at this time due to closure of the Kaiashk, Dog-Kaministikwia and

Shebandowan eastern outlets. lf the Clearwater outlet had been opened during

the Moorhead Phase, it too must have been closed by this time in order to allow

deposition of the red clay unit in the eastern Agassíz basin. This rise in water

level resulted in a transgression in the southern parts of the Lake Agassíz basin,

which marked the beginning of the Emerson Phase. Lake Kaministikwia was

confluent with Lake Agassiz (Fig. 6-2), and flow towards the southern outlet



Fig. 6-2 Deglaciation and lake level history for northwestern Ontario following retreat from the Hartman
moraine. lce cover is tippled. Lake Kaministikwia influx into Lake Agassiz is shown by arrows.
H=Hartman moraine, LS=Lac Seul moraine.
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carr¡ed red clay throughout northwestern Ontario, resulting in deposition of the

red clay marker unit.

The ice eventually retreated northward from the Lac Seul moraine and

formed the Sioux Lookout moraine (Fig. 6-3) at about g.g ka, based on the

radiocarbon date from Sioux pond, located on top of the moraine (Bjorck &

Keister, 1983). Little information is available regarding this moraine forming

event. Downcutting of the southern outlet eventuatly resulted in a drop in Lake

Agassiz to the Campbell level (Thorleifson, 1983), although the varve record

from the Dryden area indicates that water levels remained above the Campbell

strandline until at least 9.57 ka, 430 years after deposition of the red clay

ceased.

Retreat from the Sioux Lookout moraine resulted in the opening of the

eastern outlets of Lake Agassiz, allowing the water levels to drop below the

Campbell level. This marked the beginning of the Nipigon phase, which likely

began around 9.5 ka, based on the Dryden varve record. During this time,

northwestern ontario gradually became subaerially exposed, and the sub-

Campbell beaches were formed.

Overall, it does not seem possible at this time to determine the exact

cause of moraine formation in northwestern Ontario. A drop in the level of Lake

Ágassiz does not seem to be indicated for the formation of the Eagle-Finlayson

or Hartman moraines, although the Lac Seul moraine may have formed after

opening of the Kaiashk outlet, an event which would have resulted in a rapid fall

in lake level. No evidence was found to indicate surging or readvance to the



Fig. 6-3 Deglaciation and lake level history for northwestern Ontario during the later Emerson Phase of Lake
Agassiz. lce cover is stippled. H=Hartman moraine, LS=Lac Seul moraine.
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Eagfe-Finlayson or Hartman moraines, but Toltai (1961) described overridden

rhythmites 30 km north of the Lac seul moraine, suggesting that surging may

also have played a part in its formation.
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APPENDIX A

ANNOTATED GRAPHIC LOGS FOR ALL SECTIONS AND ROTASONIC
BOREHOLES IN THE STUDY AREA.

SEE FIGURES 1 .4 &2-1 FOR LOCATIONS.

sEcÏoNS g7-1 
, _87-_4, 

g7-5, g7-7, g7-12, g7-1 3, B7-14, B7_15, B7-1 6, g7_1g, g7_
19, AND 87-26 CONSIST ENTIRELY OF FACIES 1 SILT.CLAY NNWHMITES,
AND ARE IDENTICAL IN ALMOST ALL RESPECTS. AS SUCH, THEY ARE
DESCRIBED HERE TOGETHER IN ORDER TO AVOID REPETITION. THE
GRAPHIC LOGS ARE PRESENTED ON THE TOU-OWING PAGES. FOR AMORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION AND OVERVIEW OF THIS FACIES SEE
CHAPTER 2.

DESCRIPTION: sirt-cray rhythmites, o.s-s.0 cm thick, rarery up to 10 cm thick,red-clay rhythmites gften present, anywhere from g-20 red'rhythmites.
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87-8

]

0 " 0O-1.00lÛ

1 " 0O-1. 548

1 " 54 -1. 928

L.92-2.48

silt-cIay
rhythnites, red
rhythnite unit not
present

u. to f. sand with
cliubing ripples,
horizontal
lauinations and
¡oinor trough
crossbeds near
base, thin (0"5-
L"0 cn) clay
laninae are
present'

fining upward from
welÌ sorted tr.
sand to v.f. sand,
abundant trough
crossbeds,
paleoflow 265

well sorted D.
sand, horizontally
laminated with
ripples near top

'ã\ o 
-<i o

acoo
nat''
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I 7-9

]

0 " 0O-3.40I!

3 " 40-3.50tû

3.50-3 " 6OE

silt-c1av
rhyÈhnites, reå
rhythnites fron
1"6 to 2.1n

poorly sorted
pebble gravel

very bard,
ceuented pebbty
nassive dianict
over bedrock
striated 219
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87-10

l
0.00-0" l7tr

0. 1?-0.45u

o " 45-1.1610

1 . 16-1.40n

1.40-1.99¡¡

1.99-3.09n

c 1 ast-supported
sandy pebble and
cobble gravel,
clasts subrounded

flning upwards
trou c. sand sith
granules and sual.l
peÞb1es, to ¡8.
sand

silt-clav
rhythroites showini
sotre disturbance
and internal
erosion surf,aces,
red rhythuites
fron 0. 66 t,o 1. 16ul

horizontallv
stratified tã
clinbing rippled
f. to v.f. sand

v. disturbed f. Èo
v"f . sand,
containing
occasional
granules and
distorted clay
lauinae

uell sorted n. to
c- sand, planar
tabular
crossbedded,
paleoflows 85, 88,
LO8, L32
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87-'-17

O " O0-2. 30tr

2"30-2"55n

Z. SS-¡. OOn

3 . O0-3.80tr

silt-clay
rbrt'hnitesr red
rhythnites from
0.23 to 0.59n

horizontatly
stratified f. to
u. sand

horizontally
stratifÍed and
clinbing rippled
f. to c. sand,
paleoflow 272

fÍning upward from
pebble and cobbl.e
gravel, to v.c. to
c. nassive sand

a¿a

oo'-a
ô.ol) oo-6

_9lo "o:.t ? ;
clay s¡lt sand gravel
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87"20

]

0. 00-O.86tr

0.86-3 . ooD

silt-clay
rh)¡thnites, red
rhythnites from
0"35 to 0.53tr

sandy rhytbmites
consisting of
horizontally
laninated to
clirbing rippled
c" silt to f. sand
(2.0 to 11"0 ctr)
vitlr a 0.1 to 0.5
on clay cap
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87-21

I'
o.00-3 " 80

3.80-4 .00u

4.00-4 . 8On

silt-c1ay
rhythuites, red
rhythnites from
0.86 to 1.43 ¡û

horizontally
Ianinated v. f. to
f . sand r.rith
abundant soft-
sedinent
deformation
structures

nassive sandy
cobble gravel, not
well erryosed
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87-22

]"

0.00-1"12n silÈ-cl
rhyth¡ites,

. rhYthnites
PresenE

1.12-1.72tr sandy rhythnites
consisting of
silty f. to v.f.
horizontally
laninated beds
with clay caps

1.72-1.8on sandy dia¡¡ict over
bedrock

ay
red
not

a.
to

friltl;iiiiâ;g5iåË
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206

0. 0O-4 . oon

4. 0O-8.oOE

silt-cl
rh]¡thnites'
rhythmites
1"02-1"50n

sand-silt
rhytbultes
consisting of E.
to v.f" sand,
horizontally
lan inated to
clinbing rippled,
capped with
horizontally
lauinated to
uassive silt, or
rarely massive
c1ay, paleoflows
243, 262

ay
red

fron
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87-25

]

0. 00-0 - 8ûtr

0 .80-1. 10rrô

sil.t-cIal
rhytbnites, red
rhythBites not
present

sandy rhyth:liÈes
consisting of
horizontally
la¡inated v.f. Èo
t. sand witb
uassive clay cap
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g7*28

]

0.00-1.0OD silt-clay
rhlÊ,hnites, red
rhytbnites from
0.2-1. O8

1.0o-1"2ûE uassive sandy silt
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8V-29

O" 0O-2 " sOD

2"50-8"00n

uassive red clay,
becoues faintly
Ia¡oinated over
bottotr 20 cE,
Einor disturbance
and 2 c.ln silt
clasts

sandy peÞble and
cobble gravel,
cnrdely stratified
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87-30

]'-

0. O0-2. OOn

2 " OO-2.15D

2 " 15-4.oOD

faintly lauinated
to massive red
clay

borizont,ally
Ianinated v. f"
sand

nassive sandy
pebble, cobble and
boulder gravel
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87-2

l,-

0. 00-4 " 40¡r

break in
section

4 .40-8. 65n

nunerous fining
and coarsening
upvard cycles
ranging fro¡¡ c.
silt to D. sand,
horizontally
laninated and
cliubing rippled,
sone.soft-sedi¡¡ent
defo¡:nation and
ninor granule to
pebble horizons
and clay laninae

silty v.f. to c.
sand, horizontally
laninated and
crossbedded, minor
cIi'ìbing ripples,
granule and pebble
layers conmon,
paleoflows 323,
243, 276, 234,
2O2, 2L6, 190
(this unit is a
wedge of sedinenÈ
and rests on the
lee face of a
gravel bar)

clay silt sand gravel
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],-

87-2
(cont'd)

clay sllt sand gravcl

c 1 ast-supported
cobÞle and boulder
gravel, clasts up
to 60 cm, sandy to
grranular ¡atrix
D.toc"
crossbedded and
horizontally
laninated sand
witlr grranules on
foresets

c I ast-supported
pebble and cobÞIe
gravel, clasts up
to 18c8, sandy to
granular natrix
large-scaLe
foresets of
interbedded open-
and closed-sork
grranule, .pebble
and cobble lravel,
clasÈs up to 15c¡!

break in
sestion

8.65-
1L.35¡n

1t"35-
11" 72¡

Lt"72-
13 " 85Ð

13.85-
L5. 38¡û
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87-3
0"O0-0"78D

0 " 78-1.288

1"28-2"128

silt-cÌay
rhythnites, red
rhythroites not
presenE

strongly defol¡ed
sílt-clay and v.f.
sand-claY
rhytbnites
sandy rhyth.toites
consisting of v. f.
to f" sand,
horizontallY
lauinated to
rippled, vith claY
caps, paleoflow
206, over bedrock
striated 214

a

a

bi$i
'-l(ù.

::-,\í,
-'.t-: 

t i
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sând grarol

0 " 00-0. 90n

0.90-1.20u

1 " 20-1. 4OE

1" 40-1.. 708

1.70-1.858

L"85-2.22n

2.22-2.92û

2.92-4.02n

4.O2-5.]''2Ã

pebble and cobble
gravel, clasts
subrounded and up
to 13sE in síze,
c. sand natrix
granule and pebble
gravel

sandy matrix-
suppolted cobble
gravel, vith
clasts up to 16cr

pebbly t. to c.
sand with vague
horízontal
laninations

horizontall-y
laninated f. to c.
sand and granules
over lag of
subangular to
subrounded.pebbles
and cobblés up Èo
19sn in size

granules and
pebbles up to 7cE
in a f. sand
natrix
f. to v. f. sand
with ¡uinor n. to
c. sand, abundant,
clinbing ripples
and large (ln
wide) soft-
sedinent
defornation
structures

v.f. to f. sand,
abundant clirnbing
ripples and
horízontal
l¡¡ninations

interbedded v"f.
to ¡!. sand, and
granules and
pebbles up to 10cn
in a v. f. sand
natrix
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215

0. 00-0. 3O¡u

0 " 3O-0. 8On

0 " 8O-1. 50tr

1" 50-2.60n

2.60-3. 60D

3 " 60-4.30n

4 .30-5. 50n

5.50-6. 00tr

6.00-6.90n

horizontally
lauinated c. sand

interstratified
f., and v.c. sand

fining upward from
pebbles and
cobbles in a v.c.
sand uatrix, to
rippled pebbly u.
sand

fining upward fron
peÞbly v.c" sand
to interbedded
v"c. sand and
silt, horizontalJ.y
stratified,
abundant clinbing
ripples
interstratified
layers of pebbles
and cobbleq up to
8qE, and '' pebbly
v.c. sand

interstrati fied
layers of pebbles
and cobbles up to
8cn, and pebbly
v"c. sand

crrdely stratified
interbeds o f
c 1 ast-supported
boul.der gravel
with clasts up to
6Ocn, and poorly
sorted f. sand
nith pebbles up to
6sn

cobbles and
boulders up to
2os¡a in a trassive
silt-clay natrix
fining upward froro
v.c. sand to D.
sand, abundant
horizontal
La¡rinations and
ninor
crossbedding,
paleoflow 217
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88-28
(cont'd)

1,"

6"90-7.90n

7.90-9.40¡û

rippled silt to
v.f. sand

pebbles and
boulders up to 6O
sn in a ¡oassive
silty f" sand
natrix
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88-4A

Ë
F

0"00-0"60D pebbl.y sand,
horizontally
Laninated with lag
of cobbles at base

0"60-0.95n planar Ëabular
crossbedded pebbly
sand, paleoflow
270

0.95-1.308 silty f. sand,
clinbing ripples
with 3 clay
1a¡ninae

1.30-2.20¡n t a b u I a r
crossbedded rn.
sand with nassive
pebbly sand unit
at base

2"2O-2.7Omcrudely
crossbedded pebble
to cobble gravel,
sandy natrix in
upper ,'5cD,
othenrise oÞen-
work

2.70-3.05n planar tabul.ar
. crossbedded

granule-rich sand,
paleoflow 300

rand gravel
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E
P

87-27

clay sllt sand gnavel

0.00-0.408 silr-c1åy
rùyth¡iteG, red
rhych.Eftes lroE
0.20-0. 3 SE

0.,t0-O"?5 ¡¡ssive to highly
disturbGd eandy
lhytbEftes

0.75-1.00¡ E ¡dy rhlzthEites,
r.rdy prÊ, v"f . to
t" aànd,
horizoncàIly
lâEinrted to
clbbing riÞptêd,
uith clay dràp€6

1" O0-1. 98D cli-lbi¡rg rj.ppt€d
f. sând, rrith.
ainor sÉrs.lev
la¡inationsl
påÌeoflon ZB9

:."98-2;O8E silty D. to f.
6and, cLiabing
ripples in lower
5@

2"08-2.{28 vagruely rippled ¡û.
to c. sånd

2.42-2.78ÃtåbulaE
crossbcdded D" to
c. s.nd sitlr
coarse! grains åt
bas€ o! foresets,
pa¡eofloes 2AZ.
268, 292

2.?8-3.25D vaguely rippled B.
to c. sand

3.25-3.36! bori z onta I ¡.y
laeinated E. to
v.c" sand,
abundant. glanules
on IðEinåtions

3.36-3.57E h o r i z o n t, a I L y
srratified Þebbtyc. to v"c. sand,
pebbles on bedding
planes

3.57-3.72! h o r i z o n t â l. L y
Ia¡inated E. to c.
sànd sith ainor. 

.granules
3.72-6.oOD forêset beds

co!posed of
alternacing open-
sork and elosed-
sork grâvels,
pebbles to cobbles
up to 20c8. sor¡e
fining upuard of
clast si,ze is
aPPârenÊ

õ
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88-48

FF-

0. OO-1. 31rû

1.31-1.55u

1" 55-1. 97r!

I " 97-2. 53D

2.53-2.57m

2 " 57-3.53D

3.53-3.63D

poorly sortedsand
with pebbles and
cobbles supported
in natrix
poorly sorted
pebbl.y sand

poorly sorted
pebbly sand with
Binor cobbles uÞ
to 7s¡

n" sand with
crudely developed
cliubing ripples
pebbly cobbly
gravel layer,
clasts up to 6cm

finely laminated
D. sand witb
occasional layers
containing
granules ,' and
pebbles, rarely
coþbles

slightly pebblyn.
to c. sand with
faint hori.zontal
laninations
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O.00-0.368 pebbles and
cobbl.esup to locn
in a natrix of m.
to f. sand

0" 36-1.08¡û interbedded silty
f. to¡a. sand, and
D. to f. sand,
abundant clinbing
ripples,
paleoflovs 222,
242

1"08-1.98n horizontally
stratified c. to
v"c. sand with
fairly common
granule, pebble,
and cobble layers
up to 10 cE,
especially at top
and botton

1.98-3.598 5cm silty ¡n. to
v.c. sand, very
faint ripples;

. t7Ø, c. to v.c.
pebbly sand wiÈh
abundant granular
horizons; 6sm
silty D. to c.
sand with granule
layers, vagiqe
clinbing ripples;
34cn B. to c.
sand, horizontally
laninat,ed with
severaL layers of
granules and

3.59-4. 04¡n

pebbles up to6cm,
¡ninor cobbles uÞ
to 14 s¡n

interbedded silty
n. tof" sand with
abundant clirubing
ripples, and
nassive silty m.
to c. sand and
9ranul.es,paleoflows 2Og,
234, 253

clast-suppotî.ed4 " 04-4.248
pebbles
cobbles up
l0cra, with
D. to f.
¡natrix

and

silty
sand

crossbedded ¡n. to
f. sand

4 .24-4 .34m
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I 8-5

clay rftt

0. 00-0. 248

0 " 24-0.74D

0. 74-0. 82tr

0. 82-1. 2 0n

clsY

1. 20-1. 60D

1. 60-1" 80¡u

1.80-2. 55n

2.55-3.15¡¡

laninat,ed f,. ton"
sand

laninated f" sand
with pebbles on
1a¡ninat,ions

natrix-supported
pebble gravel

fining upwardfron
f. sandto f. s1lt
uith abundant
cliubing ripples

sllt tlnd

clinbing rippled
¡¡¡. sand with
pebbles on
foresets, with
drapes of v.f. to
f. sand

lag deposit of
granules to 2oqn
cobbles

interbeddedpebble
and cobblegravel,
and pebbly u.sand

matrix-supported
pebble grravel ,
pebblesup to 6crn,
natrix f. to D.
sand

sand o
a!

i ¿" .:o:.:.'
.::'
A*r."' .' X\'

t.o.-.4

. a a .O -a. '
o o' ô .'o.o
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f,:i;- .=..W

ffi

0"0- grey, silt+lay rhythmites, 0.S-S.O
7.80 m cm thick, rarely up to 10.0 cm

thick, abundant bioturbation in
silt laminae

7.80- red clay rhythmites, similar to
8.85 m grey rhytmites ,,

8.85- grey, silt-clay rhythmites, 0"S-S.O
12.10 m cm thick, rarely up to 10.0 cm

thick, abundant bioturbat¡on in
silt laminae

12.10- coarser and thicker silt-clay
13.20 m rhythmites than above

13.20- f. to m. sd. and clay rhythmites
13.34 mcont¡nued

õ
6
o
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13.34- f. to m" sd" and clay rhythmites,
14.51m highty disturbed by soft-sed.

deformation or drillingl,*

14.51-
17.S1m mytnmnes composed of f. to m.

sd. gradinging upwards to silt
with a clay cap, graded portion
laminated, some disturbance

lost
core

17.51- very poorcore re@very, only
31 .23 m 1.62 m for 13.62 m drilted,

sed¡ment appears to be
rhythmites like those overlying

31.23- very disturbed sd.-clay
36.54 m rhythmites

cont¡nued

o
(g

CD

s¡lt lsand
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D-1 (cont'd)

m.{. sd. and clay rhythmites,
rhythmites becoming thicker and
coarser with depth

interbeds and graded beds of m.
to f. sard and sittty-fine sand,
rare clay laminae, sands parallel
laminated, some disturbance,
sequence coarsens downwards

ï:.i!

iw#

F;i'gl

i$:.g

¡i:..':'."*

tiiff'tu

.

ffi

i ir:'i ffi

36.54-
40.04 m

40.04-
46.74m

silt sand
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46"74-
47"34m

47.34-
51.74 m

51.74-
54.29 m

D-1 (cont'd)

sandy-silt and clay rhythmites,
4 rhythmÍtes over 0.8 m

m.-f" sd. and ctay rh¡hmites,
rhythmites becoming thicker and
coarser with depth

massive f" to v.f. sd wíth minor
silt roll+ps

cont¡nued

õ
(g

crf

sands¡lt

r
ï1'-'t';

::.ti:.:ïi.::...E

íil:.¡';.ç

ffi
'::iji '.'.r

it.ii*1Ì
:::i:.".*

ffi
ifiit:.:'ÍË

'ffii:..f
iij*

clay
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ffiffifin +ï
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55.25- interbedded f. sd" and silty f.
57.30 m sd., one clay laminae

57.30- rnod. well rounded, pebbly to
57.66 m cobbly gravel, grades down into

granular c. sand ,,

33.33'n c. sd. wirh pebbles in matrix

227

D-1 (cont'd)
massive f. sand with occais. silt
beds and on cfay laminae

frcrizontally-laminated f. sd.

interbedded f. to m. sd.

fine gravelfining upwards to c.
sd at top, gravelwell-rounded

massive m. to f. sd.

massive fine sand

massive m. to f. sand

54.29-
55.15 m

55.15-
55"25 m

58.00-
59.45 m

59.45-
60.01 m

60.01-
60.36 m

60.36-
61.25 m

61.25-
63.34 m

continued

o
6L
cn
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pebbly sandy silt diamict,
massive at base, banded in
upper part, common mafic
pebbles

pegmatitic bedrock

63.34-
63.96 m

63.96-
æ.98 m

.A. 
^. ^ô.

t ¿ ¿ I ¿ r a a ¿ ¿'¿-a-\\\\\\\\\\\\f¿al¿t¿¿¡trr\\\\\\\\\\\\¿t¿utttt¿¿¿/\\\\\\\\\\\\
ff¿t¿taa¿¿¿t\\\\\\\\\\\\f¿¿l¿¿¿r¿trr\\\\\\\\\\\\af¿¿faa¿t¿ì¿\\\\\\\\\\\\a¿rra¿ttar¿¿\\\\\\\\\\\\¿¿a¿¿rt1¿a¿¿\\\\\\\\\\\\
¿-a-¿ f ¿ I a I / ¿ ¿ |

¿ ¿ I I ¿ I t-¿-¿-¡-¿'t-\\\\\\\\\\\\\ftt¿t¿r¿¿/¡,\\\\\\\\\\\\\aft¿¿ttttttì\\\\\\\\\\\\\¿¿a¿atat¿Ìa¿\\\\\\\\\\\\\
aaf¿¿aattaa,\\\\\\\\\\\\\a¿ataa¿¿ta¡j\\\\\\\\\\\\\a¿tttt¿t¿¿¿/\\\\\\\\\\\\\afat¡¿a¿¿atl\\\\\\\\\\\\\

.¿-¿ ¿ ¿ I a ¿ a | ¿ ¿ ¿
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grey, silt-clay rhythmites, 0.5-5.0
cm thick, rarely up to 10.0 cm
thick, abundant bioturbation Ín
silt laminae

red clay rh¡hmiteb, similar to
grey rhytmites

grey, sift-clay rhythmites, 0.S-S.0
cm thick, rarely up to 10.0 cm
thick, abundant bioturbation in
silt laminae

silVf. sd. and clay rhythmites,
10.0-15.0 cm thíck

f::;;Ná::ìÈ% 0.00-
9.70 m

9"70-
10.6 m

10.6-
15.3 m

15.3-
15.95 m
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ffi
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D-2 (cont'd)

f. to m. sd. and clay rhythmites,
highly distu¡öed by soft-sed.
deformation or drilling, except
over bottom 1.0 m

sand-sitt rhythmites consisting of
graded f. to c. sd. beds capped
by a thin silt bed, minor clay
laminae present, graded sand
beds usually parallet laminated

15.95-
18.70 m

18.7-
26.0 m

cont¡nued
õ
E
ct)

s¡lt sand
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D-2 cont'
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26.0-
28.8 m

8.69m
lost
core

28.8-
37.49 m

37.49 m

massive m. to c. sand

lost core

bedrock (not recovered)

silt sand o
€L
cr¡

ffiffiffi
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E-3

0.00-13.6 m s¡tt-clay rhythmites, 0.5-5.0 cm thick,
rarely up to 10 cm thick

13.È
13.95 m granitic boulder

13.95-
19.40 m

sandy rhythmites consisting of
parallel-laminated c. silt to f" sand,
0.9-35.0 cm thick, with 0.5-16 cm
thick red clay caps, minor bíoturbation
in coarse laminae

continued

s¡lt lsand
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D-3 (cont'd)

m. to f. sd., apparently massive
but some possible highly
contorted bedding

silty{. sand with laminations
and one clay layer
massive f. sand, occais.
granules, poorly sorted

sand-sitt rhythmites consisting of
f. to m. sand, horizontally
stratified, somet¡mes disturbed,
1.0-20 cm thick, capped by silt
layers 0.5-10.0 cm thick,
occaisonalclay laminae and clay
balls or rip-ups, minor granules
individual bed thicknesses
dÍfficutt to determine because of
soft-sediment and/or drilling-
incuced disturbance ¡n the core.

19.40-
19.85 m

19.85-
20.00 m
20.00-
20.40 m

20.40-
31.80 m

continued

s¡lt õ
6L.gl

sand
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1,.

31.80-
34.97 m

u.97-
36.08 m

36.08-
36.68 m

36.68-
37.30 m

37.30-37.50 m

37.50-
37.93 m

D-3 (cont'd)

thick sand/silt and clay
rhythmites, f inely laminated
to massive, abundant
soft-sedimenVdrllling
disturbance near base,
some clay units up to 20 cm
thick

-sitt, silty f. sd., & fs. sd.,
vaguely laminated to
bedded, occaisonal clay
laminae, all highly dísturbed

-æbbly c. to m. sd., grading
to f.sd. at top, no pebbles at
top, massive, pebbles
subrounded, granitic

-sitty{. to f. sd., laminated at
top, somewhat disturbed,
apparent ripples at base
-m. to c. sd., massive at top,
laminated, rippled at base

granular to f. gravelly m. to
c. sd., normally graded

s¡ltclay sand
continued
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37.93-
38.20 m

38.20-
38.50 m

235

massive silty-sd" diamict, v.
gravelly in lower 20 cm,
subang. to subround.
granitic pebbles

granitíc bedrock

l,'
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grey, s¡lt-clay rhythmites, 0.5-5.0
cm th¡ck, rarely up to 10.0 cm
thick, abundant bioturbation in
silt laminae

silVf. sd. and clay rhythmites,
2.0-5.0 cm thick at top,
becoming coarser (m. sand) and
thicker (up to 50 cm thick) at
base, note red clay caps on
some rhythmites

0.00-
7.70 m

7.70-
15.90 m

contlnued

s¡lt lsand õ
6
L
çt)
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cobbly, silty-sand diamict,
subang. to subround. clasts

],'

15.90-
16.35 m

clay I s¡¡t lsano I ol
6r.g)

end of core
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE SUITE, AND THE ANALYSES PERFORMED
ON SAMPLES FROM SECTIONS B7-1 ,87-19, FORT FRANCES AND THE

KAMINISTIKWIA AREA.

Note in sections 87-1 and 87-19, the rhythmite numbered "0" is thej'lowermost
red-clay rhythmite. see Fig. 2-1 tor the locations of B7-1 and g7-1g, and
Appendix A for annotated logs of the sections.

REE -Rare Earth Elements
MIN -Quantitative clay mineralogy
C -Clay lamina
S -Silt lamina
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sEcTtoN 87-19
61 C
s6c
5f c
46 C,S
41 C
36 C,S
31 C
26 C,S
2sc
24C
23C
22C
21 C
20c
19 C
18 C
17C
16 C

15 C,S
14 C

13 C
12C
11 C,S
10 c,sg c,s
8C
7C
6C
5 C,S
4C
3C
2C
1C
0c

-1 C
-2C
-3 C
-4 C
-5 C,S

-10 c,s
-'15 c,s
-20 c
-25 C
-30 c
-3s c

grey rhythmite
grey rhythm¡te
grey rhythm¡to
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythmite
grey rhythmíte
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythmite
grey rhyfhmite

. gr€y rhythmite
grey rhythm¡te
grey rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite

c Ç,s
c
s
c

c
S

c
c

c

c,s

c,s

c,s

c,s

c,s

c

c

c,s

cc

cc

c

c c,s



RHYÏHM
t{..hrBËR

SECT¡ON 87.1

28
23
f8
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

10
I
8
7
6

5
4

3
2
1

0
-1
-2
,.3
-4
-5

-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
-40
_45

' -50

GEO FEE MIN
ct+M

GRAIN

SZE
DESCRIPTION

grey rhythm¡te
gr€y rhythmite
grey rhythm¡t€
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythm¡te
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythmite
grey rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
red rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
gr6y rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythmite
grey rhythmite
gr€y rhythmite

240

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
e
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c



RIÍYTHM GEO
}üJI!ßER CI-EM

OTHËRSAA/PLES

FEE M¡N

c

c

D€SCFìIPTþ¡¡

Thunder Bay red till
Thunder Bay red till
L" Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam" red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
L Kam. red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft" Frances red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft. Frances red clay
Ft. Francqs red clay
Ft. Frances red clay

CTRAIN

SZE
241

89TB OlA
89TB 01 B

89TB 02

89TB O3A

89TB O3B

89TB 04
89TB 05
82-08
82-104
82-108
82-12
82-14
F47-A7
F€8-01
F€8-25
F-1

F-2

N&380
NB-38{r
E-165
E€11
Ë-349

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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APPENDIX C

GEOCHEMICAL RESULTS FOR ANALYSES PERFORMED ON SAMPLES
FROM SECTIONS 87-1 ,87-19, AND THE FORT FRANCES AND

KAMINISTIKWIA AREAS.

.¡l

See Fig. 2-1 tor locations of sections 87-1, and 87-19, Appendix A for annotated
logs of the sections, and Appendix B for sample descriptiorìs. "+61"
designations refer to the rhythmite number, where rhythmite "0" is the lowermost
red-clay rhythmite in sections 87-1 and 87-1g.
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ol
o <l

o. t9 to 3. 2ó tEo
o. tt to 2.2, 620
o. ó9 ro 2.21 120
o.79 to t-10 710
o. 7,1 to 2. ro rl ,

7EO
rot
r20
tto
t1,

¡rô
too
7EO
170
6JO

- o.;l- ro - ,.rs srJ
o. El !o 2. to 79t
o. ó7 ao 2.ol óEo
o.1 5 !o 2.zE 170
o. tJ JO 2.40 74t

CERTIFI(:AIfOH:

o.óo < ro 7.t1 zoo--- i'0.6r .to 2. I | 71t 6
0.6 | 20 2.25 7 tO A

o.,la 20 1.99 tgt < ¡
o. t2 io t.9t ó70 < l

/< /'- -i
t\)è
o)



ôrPa¡t No. : l-B
Tot. Pa!cs: J
D¡tc , I l-^UC-S0
lnvoicc fìl-E92llll
P.O. ! :FG-O4 lE7

'fo: UNIVERS'I'IY OF IIÀNITOBA
DEPARIMEI.¡T OF GEOLOCIC^L SCI EI.¡CES
240 WALLACE BU¡LDING
\ry¡NNIPEC, MB
R]T 2N2

ProJ..| :

(ÌffinI!: ATTN: lIM wARf,AN

NrNlPPbSbScSrTtTIUVw.ZÃFcO
ø ptn pfm pFn pfrn pfm pfm

71
JE
5l
91
11

iì--
7t

'E62
96

to t6 < lo t2óro tt < to t22
ro 9t < to tt6
fo E, < to t20ro t¡ < to t71

lo 7¡ <lo rt
fo 1t <to 92
lo l, < to toó
fo 7, <to rrlo t9 <to il{ l

ro iå ? io - i''o- -l
lo EJ <to ilo IlO EO <lO. lO,t Ilo 9t <to ila Iro tl <to loE I

lo tt <to tor Iro 79 <to too I

to E2 <to 9r Iro tt <to tol I

ro t2 <to to? |

LO 7l <tO 9,t ILO 72 <to 91 |ro 7t <lo 96 |
o ?E <to too I
LO ót <to 71 |

o 7t <to 92 |
o 7r <to t6 |
o t,l <lO to2 1

o 9l <to tt2 :
o 17 <to to8 2

O 92 <lO ll,l 7

o t9 <to il2 t
o 7E <to 96 t
o Et <to tot I
o E, <to tot ¡

o 72 <lo EE I
o E4 <to 100 2
o 79 <to 97 |
o ó2 <to 11 |
o 7t <to t,t 2

.El

.76

.96

.69

.21

.01

.t7

.62

.lE

.4.t

.1,
,29
.,tt
,19
,49

.61

.99

.ot

.02
tl

,lr I
Ghennex Labs ttd"

^ñ¡lyrlc¡l 
Cñ6dstâ r Oeochadãtr . R.glstôrad 

^lsryera{l'ì mÎil}:s(}N tr|.\,tr..ti INt.r 14. Mtsstss^t{ì^
()NT^R tO. (aN^tr r 4z- | R I

t,lKrNP (¡tÁt ¡îr¡_nll0

15 <to
l,l < lO
t, <to
tt < to
14 <to
it -¿ìô ?'t¡ <tot, <lo
t2 <tot4 <to

't-<ìö 
:

l¡l < lO12 <to
rJ <to
[ <to
ii ¿rõ <9 <to
9 <to
t <to
t <lo
;-- < ¡õ <-, <to
7 <to
t <to
5 <to
;-<¡o <o <to
I <to
J <to4 <to
;-- ¿ 

'o- 
¿

J <to
4 <to
t <lo6 <lo

-.*__L___2 <to <l
¡l <lO <l
I <to <l
9 <lo <l
| <to <l

o2
t7
to
t2
l2

76
o2
t9
tt
ol

N)
Þ
!

55 ().
1f o.
óo o.
57 0.
tt o.

¡r 'i;
14 0.to o.
52 0.,-¡ o.

¡¡ o.:
51 0.:
JO O.i
tt o.l
t2 0.1

ii -o.r
54 0.l
,4 0.
5.t o.l
t1 0.1";d 

ór
t1 0.1
J6 ().1
5t o.l
t4 0. I

- lr '-tl
JE O.'
62 0.i
67 0.i
6l o.:

-;t ìr
60 0.:
49 0.t
t7 0.2
tl 0.¡

to
t?
ll
¡o
lo

9
9

tl
9

l2'. ri
t2
t¡
IJ
IJ

r'j
lt
¡J
t¡
IJ

ìi
il
l2
t2
to

- il
9

to
tl
t¡

í. ( .-_-y

¡fóO 11 < 5
,flo 6 t
4EO tO 5too to <t,190 to < ,
i¡ri E j
4lo t2 ,.rto t <5¡rEo t <,,rJo 4 to

-;¡ro t -¿i
470 12 <t.l4O I <J
170¡J,lto 2 <J
ìtã it -¡
160 to t
,oo to <,
4úo 6 <t
170 t¡ J

,t,to ¡ : i
4(,O 1 <t
470Et
460Et
460 <l <t
tro '- ¿ r - ¿ t
170 <2 <J,loo E 5

420 t4 t
Jqo l,l I O

¡ro - õ --Z-i
4to ó t
4902t
4lo 4 <t
4702t
¡¡ö- ii- - i,lto ó ,
1tozt
4EO g lo
róo1t

o.oE J t
o.ll ó4
o.o9 tl
o. 09 t7
o.o9 ,2

o-'.oi - iøo.or 1.'
o.o0 t7
O. Og ¡lt
o.il ó1

õ.ñ ;õ
o,l | ól
o. ro 52
o.t2 67
o.il ó2

òr¡- ;t-
o.|l 62
o. 12 19
o.il óE
o.ll 6,

o.oc o i
o, to 60
o.¡t J9
o.l2 61
o. lo 41

d.""- ;i
o.o9 4E
o.o0 19
o. ro t7
o.o9 5,

õ.ii' tt-o.o9 t7
o. lo 49
o. lo too.o9 ,6

õ.ói --¿¡ -
o.ot 41
o.ot 1t
o.oó tE
O.O7 ,lJ

cai.ttFtc^lloN:

PREP
CODE

¡lt
2tr
2rt
2JE
2Jt

¡tt
2lt
2JE
2Jr
2Jt

tñ
2JE
2Jt
2lt
¡tt
¡lt
¡.!t
2JE
2lt
2lr

2rs
2rE
2lE
2lE
2lt

;ti
¡lE
2tE
Irt
llr
,t;
2rt
2tt
2lE
2tt

i¡¡
2Jt
2JE
2lE
2JE

SÀMPLE
DESCR I PTION

l2r4
l2r4tl4
214
211

214
2ra
2la
2ta
2 t,l

tti
2t1
211
2ta
211

iti
?l,l
214
2t4
211

2t4
lt4
ll4
¡I4
2t1

t¡¡
2 t.l
2t4
2t4
2 l,l

lE7-{10 -oltc
Ir7-Ot9 -Olæ
lE7-Olq -{2JC
lE7-Or9 <)toc
ll 7-ol I -{l Jc
I

lrz-o<tr rorrc
LE 

7-{O¡ {O2rC
Er-ool +olJc
E7-OOt {OtEC
t 7-ot {ot 7c

E7<)Ol {OtrÆ
t7-{ol {ottc
t7-{ot rot4c
E 7-{Ot +Ot JC
t7-{ot {ot2c

¡r-óor +or tc
tt-ool +otoc
67<þt +oorc
67-{Ot {OO6C
tt<þt {ro7c

Et-oot +oo6c
t7-{ol]oo5c
tt-ül {oo4c
t 7-{o¡ {oolc
E?-{OI +OO2C

¡z-ooi rooié
E?-OOl OOOC
8 7-OOl -OO|C
87-{Ot -OO2C
E7-{Ol -{O.ìC

i¡-ooi -oo¿è
E7-{Ot -OO5C
t7-oot <)tæ
t7-{ot -ot Jc
t7-Õt -o2æ

iz-æi ìrË
E7-{Ot -O¡æ
E?-{Ot -OJ'c
E7-{Ol -{,10C
l7-ool -O,lrc

J8 0.2
,J O.2
Jl o.¡
46 0.1
11 0.2

t2
il

9
il
to't
to
9
7
t

2t1
2 l,l
2l¡l
214
2t4

2t1
2t4
214
2t1
2t4



S^MPL P
DESCR T PTI ON

Ohennex Labs l-td.
Anàlrrlcal Chehl5tô . O.ochetrlttô . Re!il!t€rad 

^r!àtôrs4lrr t\i{Tltl:S()N t[vl)..9 rrNtl f4, MtSstSS^t(;Â
oNl^RtO. qN^t)^ t.,az-tRf

PttoNB t4tÁt ¡90-nlto

E7-OOt -OJoC
t 7-ot 9 {o46s
t7-ol9 {oJós
l7-{l I *02¿rS
E7-Olq {Ol 55

87-Olr' {O¡ lS
E7-{r0 tolos
t7-ol9 {ooqs
t7{t.).rcoJs
t7<)t9 -oofs

E7-{t9 -OIOS
E7-{19 -Ol rS
tEfD ol^
E./fD OIB
6ft¡ 02

EfrIB O¡A
tqIB o¡D
r'"llt 04
Erilû ot
E ì-OE

t 2- lO¿t
r 2- toE
E2-t 2

E t-t4
F-t 7-{7

F-EE-{I
F-Et-2 f
rÈ- I

VF¡EO

g-¡s ¡
e-t6t
E-I l
B-.t49

PREP
CODE

r4l2.rt
r,rl2rE
r4lr!r
l4lrll
r4l2rr

r4l2lr
r4l2lE
r,l l2 rE
rl lrrr
r1 l2lr

Irllrrs
r,r |¡rE
r4l2rE
r4l2¡r
l1i2rt
-t-.

r4 l 2lr
r4lt!r
r{ l2rr
r.r l2JEr1l2rr

r,i liii
r4l2JE
r,rl2¡r
r,rl2rr
r1l2.rr

i¡lrji
r,rl2¡E
r4l2)r
t4llJt
r¿lr¡¡

Al AE 
^. 

B¡ Dc Bt
% ppr pp.n pFn p¡n pgn

L 19 0.1
t. rJ < o.2l.¡t < o,2
t.2{ o.2l.7t <o.2

l. l2 < o.l
t. ]2 < o.2t.ot < o. ¡
t.o0 < o.2
|.o1 < o.2

<t t90 0.t
<t t00 <o.J

t 70 <o.t
<t 70 <o.t <
<5 ilO O.'

<t ¡o iõ.] <<t to <o.5
<5 70 <o.t
<t 60 <o.,<t óo <o.r
<i io'<ö.t

to 90 <o.J
lo ¡00 <o.t <
lo lóo <o.J
t 220 <o.5

To: UNIVERSTIY OF M^NITOBA
DEPARTMENT OF CEOLOCICAL
240 1VALLACE 8U¡LDINC
WINNIPEC, MD
R ]T 2N2

l"oJ.ct :

Crmnl¡: 
^TTNi 

TIM WÁRMAN

o.ot < o-l
t.t7 <o.l
2.rr <o.¡
¡. l,l O. 2

t.lt < o.2

J. 2t < O.1 to 2,to < o. ,
!,!1 <o.2 t 2Jo <o.,
,.t7 <o.2 tt 2Jo <o.t
J.96 0.2 <t Jto <o.t
J.,l,l <o.2 t lto <O.t

C¡ Cd Co C¡ O¡ Fc c. lt¡
ptrn pfrn pFrn ptrn S pfrD ptrn

J. t2
t. to
t.tt
l.ól
.r.42

t.t, <ot.to < o
6.OE < O
ó.16 < O
t.t6 < o

r.rä lò,l.tl < O,.¡,r < o
t.óE < o
t. tt < o

6.O7 < O
t.ó2 < o
¡1.19 < O
¡.Et < o
6.r4 < O

<o.2 <t 220 <o.t <<o.2 20 220 <O.J<o.2 <5 lto <o.J<o.2 t Joo <o.,o.2 <t loo <o.,

sct EI.cEs

t.67 < O.2
2. JO O.2
J.04 < O.2
l.07 < o.l
4.7t < O.¡

¡4l2JE
rll2Jr
r4lrrE
l¡l | 2lt

l7 t2
¡o tJ
E 43
E 1l
12 t6

t ;,t
lt aJ
7t7
719
7tE

i-ie
fo 16
22 62
7t ,7
21 7l

i.¡r =orl.15 <o.2
t.6t < o.2
2.76 < O-2

<J tEO <O.J
<, 150 <o.!
<5 ¡to <o.t
<, 220 <O.,
<5 2EO <O.t
<i icò ?o.¡-ro t90 < o.5<5 2.to <o.t
<, tJo <o.J

5' J.7t 20
2E 2.t2 to
2t | .7ó to
2t t.7¡ to

t79 2.46 tO

- ¿i i.¿; * ió
llo 1.9¡ to
2t t.ót to
75 t.6' lo
t6 Lt, lo

,l .7, < O.
ó.21 < o.
ó.70 < o.
t.Jl < o.
ó.o4 < o.

.tPa¡c l,lo. : l-À
Tot . Petcs: J
DâIc : I I-AUG.Eg
Involcc f:l-692lll.l
P.O, | :FCr04 lE7

ó.J! O.
ó.26 < O.
7.O7 <O.
t.97 < O.
t.t9 < o.

- 'ii - ì.¡; - iõ--¿
57 | .92 to

t2l t.tl to
loo t.2r to
l2O ¿l.ll lo

2t 79 rot ,t.22 to
24 7t lot ,1. J9 lo
2.t 7t tl a.at to
lt tt r¡¡ ,.t¡ 20
26 19 ll2 ,1.69 lO

K L¡ I't À,h À,r)

S pFn ñ ptrn ptrn

ó.oó < o. I¡.r5 < o. I6.4t < O. I
,.!J O.l
0.ó6 |.(
o.tt-< or
t.o2 <o. Il.t4 <o.,
o.7t < o.!

o.óo 40
o. !,1 to
o. ¡,t < to
o.2ó < too.tJ < ro

o.ii i ro
O. ¡,1 < lOo.l9 < to
o.l9 < to
o.2t < to

ã.';-¿ id
o.tl < to
o..tt to
o.2ú too.,at < lO

2t 1l l¡ó ,l.ll < lo
20 67 lló ,l.ll < lo
20 óE lrJ 1.tl < to
2t ?E t27 r.oo < to
20 6t 97 1.11 < lO

l7 1t 61 2.¡! <to
tó Jt 69 t.41 < lo
It ó2 lJó ,1.2O < lO
It óE tto 1.21 < lo
JJ IOO t42 ó. ló < to

to 6Eo
o7 1JO
ll tro
ll 400
lo ,Eo

-to 

--loo lrJ J t1 < to -tl 77 l¡J 1.6ó <tO
2t EO I tt 1-1t < to
17 rr 64 J.6ó < to

91 Jtt
91 160q, ¡JO
o, .16 t
t9 tóo

ó¿ 
-" 

loo
97 4Jt
60 læt
¡ó toE I
ot 76t

o. rt
o. tl
o. t2
o. ót
o. r,

¡o
<to
<to

lo
<to

o.5r
o. J2
o. Jo
o. tt
O. Jó

oó 66t
o, 7to
tt t5t
4{ tEO
19 7tJ

<lo
<to
<to
<to

!o

I o.30 <to :

O.,lJ lO :

o.4t <to i

o.4? < to i

O.,lJ 40 i

-o-6t - 50 ;

I o.50 lo
O.,lt 20 :

o.rt Jo I

tl 6JO
i, ó2t
oE 640
t7 roo
96 'tEt

ceRttFtcATtoN :

a I t,tJo
i2 ,90
ol ó¡o
65 ótJ
t6 óJO

ôi-- ¡æ- 
-- I

27 a4t
Ir E2t
19 lro

/- -y,
t\)A
co



ô.Pa¡c l{o. : J-B
Tot. Pa¡cr: J
Dârc : I l-^uG-E9
lnvolcc l:l-692¡ll!
P.O. t :FC-04tE7

To : UNIVERSTIY OF MANTTOBA
DEP^ßTMENT OF GEOLOOICÁL SCIE}ICES
2{O WILLACE BUILDII.¡O
WINNIPEC. MD
R]T 2N2

I'roJ.c(:
Clmn l i: ÁTTN: T l¡\l W MN

Nâ NI P Pb Sb Sc S¡ Tt Tt U V W Z^ FcO
96 pFr ptrn ptrn pFrn ptrn ptrn % pfr" pFì pfn pfrn ptr[ %

tó
,4
4J

62

ì;
50
Jó
09
l2

t;
J1
6,1

8l
2l

?¡
22
tl
76
,t,l

91
,o
.lE
tt
7t

14 to
19 to
47 tO,ll lO
J9 to

'i¡.<ro
46 <tOat <to
1t < tot9 <to

' ii- rõ
lt <¡ö
9J lo
¡t 10
77 tO

-t- iõ
f6 lo
7E lO
E1 to
t9 to

-;i
t1
t2
12
¡tO

l2
t2

lor
9E
t6

,1'
TE
tó

toE
97

Lrd"

41 0.22 < tO < to
J4 0.t7 < to < to
t4 0.t! <to <to
54 0.t, <to <to
5t o.tE <to <to

a f o MTlilis()N ilt.vt) È: (tNtl f a. Iísstss^t(;^
oNTARt(). (^N^tr^ I 4Z-tRt

Írlt0NÈ t4ló) t9o-0tt0

40
It
,r
6t
It
a- --
20
t9
27
1t

^S-h 
g" Ín ç.*"",,"1, îþ,9.

4t o.lJ <to <to
4a o.t,t <to <to
4' O.t) <to <to
4t o.tt < to < lo
46 o.tt <to <to
r: ö.ìi' < ¡o < ib
J2 0.tó < lo < to
4t o.t, <lo <to
)6 o.tJ < to < lo
5(, O.tt < to < to
ir õ.i¡-¿ió-¿iõ
JJ O.l4 < tO < to
59 o.lJ < to < to
4t o.ló < to < to
JO O.tó < to < to

N)è(o

90
tl
9a

¡00
90

7t o.t5 < to < to ó9 to
12 o.t¡t <to <¡o ó, to
t6 o.lt <¡o <to ót <lo
50 0.t7 < lo < lo 7t to

ti ão5--" io - ¿ iô' --lõ < ii;4l o.or <lo <to 57 <to
J4 o.tt <to <to ó9 <to,19 o.tt <to <to ó2 <to
!6 0.¡7 <to <to 9J <to

t

(

7

64
92
tt
It
9t

520 to J
590 I <t
J80 <2 <5
56045
610 I t

lqo <2 to
600 to J
t70 <2 ,
J60 <¡ J
Jr,o 2 t

Jqo- ; -<;
6fo <2 t
ó20 6 t
Irìo 6 <J
tro <2 5

¡so <i' -¡
460 t2 <t
5óOtt
t40 <2 <t
490 t <t

oó
tl
t,
o2

tl o.¡9 < to < to E¡ < to ltoló o.l, < to < to 7a < to t¡o41 0.¡4 < lo < to 72 to loo26 o.oE <lo <to JE <tO 16

9
I

tl

to
to
tl
t2
tl

1ó
24
2l
l7
.'t I

20
tl
tc
l7
ló

CERTIFICAIIoN I

o. oE
o.oJ
o.01
o. 04
o.07

PREP
CþDE

<t ¡o
tlo
rlo

< t 12
<t to

<t'- i-
<, E

J to
t to

<5 lit

IJE
2lt
2tt
ltE
218

li¡
ltt
2.tt
2!r
2.rt

ii¡
2tE
2.tt
2lt
2tt

2lt
2lE
2Jt
ltt
2rE

ii¡
¡Jt
¡tE
tJt
rtt
2rl
¡lt
¡lt
ltt
tJr

SAMPLE
DESCR I PTION

o. 04
o. oJ
o. o,l
o. 04
o.o¡

4
4
1
{
1

o.õi -' '¡ 
so.o4 ¡o

o.il t¡
o.o0 47
o.o9 tJ

o¡ô' ilo.or t!
o.o9 t,
o.il 6t
o.ll 60

t7-oot -o5æ
t 7-ol9 .ro16s
6 7-Ol9 {O¡65
E 7-Ol9 {0265
Er<)tq -{otJs

E7-{t9 -{Ot tS
t7-ol0 {otos
E7-Ot9 -tooqs
87-Otq {OOtS
Et-otq -oots

ii-oro -o¡oi
t7-ol9 -ot 5s
EtfB ol^
IqTB OIB
EqtB 02

tqTa ol^
¡9TB OJE
ù.rTÛ 04
ttlB ot
t 2<)t

E¡-IOA
ü 2-loB
B2-t2
t 2-t4
F-t 7--O7

¡-i¡-or
l'-Et-2 t
P-l

{B-!to

s--ii¡
g-tó,
g-Jll
E-t49

1
4
4
1
1

6
<2

t
ó
ó
1
1
?

JO 
'JOt2 100

5l 4eO
óo 4EO
57 lJO

¡6 4ro
4t 4ro
4t 460
47- 440
62 290

l4
tl
tl

E

1
4
4

15 lro 1 <t
ó¡- JOO 4 <t
tt 4óo <l <J
t1 ,20 ó <t

1

o. t2
o.il
o.09
o.tl
o.oJ

o. oi
o.oJ
o. ll
o. lo
o. 04

4
4
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

t
,l

1
1

o. ot
o.oE
o. ot
O. Oil

¡t
It
ll
It

l4
tl
l,l
t,l



Samples
87-19 clay units
87-019 +061C
87-019 +056C
87-019 +051C
87-019 +046C
87-019 +041C
87-019 +036C
87-019 +031C
87-019 +026C
87-019 +025C
87-019 +024C
87-019 +023C
87-019 +022C
87-019 +021C
87-019 +020C
87-019 +019C
87-019 +018C
87-019 +017C
87-019 +016C
87-019 +015C
87-019 +014C
87-019 +013C
87-019 +Q12C
87-019 +011C
87-019 +010C
87-019 +009C
87-019 +008C
87-019 +007C
87-019 +006C
87-019 +005C
87-019 +004C
87-019 +003C
87-019 +002C
87-019 +001C
87-019 +000C
87-019 -001C
87-019 -002C
87-019 -003C
87-019 -004C
riz-ors -oosc
87-019 -010C
87-019 -015C
87-019 -020C
87-01s -025C
87-019 -030C
87-019 -035C

Fe as FeO
o/o

5.43
5"61
5.95
5"53
6"22
6.40
6.24
6.33
6.35
6"54
6"44
6.33
6.53
6.58
6.73
6.35
6.57
6"79
6.73
6.58
6.26
6"05
6"19
6.58
6.39
6.55
6.06
6"13
6"19
5.81
6.70
6.73
5.90
7.21
6.40
6.23
6.58
6.41
6.09
6.35
5.93
7.04
6.57
6.09
6.06

Fe3+
oÁ

3.82
3.64
4"29
3.55
4"23
4"48
4.37
4.59
4"63
4.80
4.55
4.45
4"67
4.68
4.91
4"54
4.88
5"44
5"22
5"04
5.18
4.26
4.73
5.24
5"00
5.15
4"67
4.90
5.01
4.31
5"09
5.25
4.04
5.50
4.20
4.24
4"66
4.40
4.16
4.28
4.19
5.66
5.06
4.15
4.62

FeS+ as Fe2O3 Fe203tF*O
oa

4"24
4"04
4"76
3"95
4.69
4"97
4"85
5"10
5.14
5"33
5.05
4"94
5"18
5.19
5.45
5.04
5"41
6.03
5.80
5"59
5"75
4.73
5"25
5.82
c.þ5
5"72
5"19
5"44
5.56
4"78
5.64
5.83
4"48
6.11
4.66
4.71
5"17
4.89
4.62
4.75
4.66
6.29
5.61
4.61
5.13

2"63
2.05
2.87
1.99
2"36
2"59
2.60
2"93
2"99
3"06
2.67
2"63
2"79
2.73
3"00
2"78
3.20
4"47
3.84

,' 3.63
5.32
2"64
3.60
4"34
3.99
4.09
3"73
4.42
4.71
3.19
3"51
3.94
2"41
3.57
2"12
2.37
2.69
2"43
2"39
2.29
2"68
4.56
3.72
2.37
3.56



Samples

87-19 silt units
87-019 +0465
87-019 +036S
87-019 +0265
87-019 +015S
87-019 +011S
87-019 +010S
87-019 +0095
87-019 +005S
87-019 -0055
87-019 -010S
87-019 -0155

T-Bay red t¡ll
89TB O1A

89TB 01 B

Fe as FeO
o/o

2"73
2"27
2.23
3.17
2.17
2"49
2.13
2"10
2"00
1"92
2.48

7 "13
6"77

5.56
5.44
5.66
5"69
6.62
6.05
5.43
5"30
5"43
6"45

5.77
3.01
4"41
5"42
5"47
7"95
7.53
6.01
6.13
4.72

Fe3+
%

1 .19
0.84
0.98
1"55
0.71
0"99
0"77
1.01
0.68
0.73
1 .16

5.29
4.96

4.35
3"71
4.44
4"57
4.86
4"61
3.03
3.15
4.05
4"77

4.59
2.35
3"21
4"03
4.25
7.20
6.47
4.68
4.88
3.70

Fe3+ as Fe2O3 Fe203:Feft1
oß

1"33
0.93
I "09
1.72
0.78
1"10
0"85
1.12
0"75
0.81
1.28

5.88
5.51

4.83
4.12
4"93
5.07
5"39
5.12
3"36
3.50
4"50
5.29

3.99
2.38
4.04
4.53
3.06
3.55
1.40
1.63
3.26
3.15

4"31
3.95
2.97
3"22
3"87
10"65
6.78
3.91
4.33
4"03

0"86
0.65
0"87
1.06
0"54
0"73
0.63
1.03
0"57
0.68
0.97

3.19
3.04

L. Kam red clay
89TB 02 ,
89TB O3A

89TB O3B

89TB 04
89TB 05
82-08
82-10A
82-108
82-12
82-14

Ft. Fran" red clay
F-87-07
F-88-01
F-88-25
F-1

F-2
NB-380
N8-383
E-165
e-gr r
E-349

5.09
2.60
3"57
4"47
4"72
7.99
7"19
5.20
5.41
4.11
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APPENDIX D

CLAY MINERALOGY RESULTS FOR SAMPLES FROM SECTION 87-19 AT
DRYDEN, AND SELECTED SAMPLES FROM FORT FRANCES AND THE

KAMINISTIKWIA AREA.

See Fig. 2-1 for location of section 87-19, Appendix A for an annotated log of
the sectíon, and Appendix B for a description of the samples. Sample numbers
ending in "C" are clay laminae, and those ending in "S" are silt laminae from the
Facies 1 rhythmites ín sectíon 87-19.
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ct-AY MINERALOGY (RHYTHMITES AND MASSTVE Cl-AyS)

SAMPLE % "/" % v" coMIvENTS
NUI/BER CCLCIJFI KAOL O-¡_ tLL Ð(P

87-19 46C cFË\/ 0.1 21.8 57.6 20.2 A,C
87-19 26C GnE'/ 1.0 17.2 59.1 22.6 A,C
87-19 15C FED 1 .7 20.6 57.6 20.1 A,C
87-19 osc FED 7.O 1s.6 s8.7 18.6 A,B,C
87-19 -oso cFËy 3.2 1 s.9 62.s 1 8.3 A,B,C
87-19 -20C cFËy o.o 16.4 50.6 g2.g A.C

87-19 46S cFËY 0.0 17.s 61 .7 20.3 C
87-19 1sS FED 1.2 16.7 64.8 17.g A,C
87-19 -20S GFËy 3.3 13.3 65.9 17.6 A.C

89TB-038 FED o.s 22.8 60.9 15.7 A,C
82-108 FED o.o 97.2 s5.9 6.9 A,C
F88-01 FED 0.0 29"1 61.9 14.9 A,B,C ¿

NB-380 . FED 3.9 13.6 68.9 17.6 A,B,C

A - smectite
B - mixed layer illite-smectite,

chlorite-smectite,
vermículite-swelling chlorite,
or vermiculite-smectite

C - mixed layer chloríte-swelling chlorite

89TB-O3B KAMINISTIKWIA AREA
82.108 KAMINISTIKWIA AREA
F88-01 FORTFRANCES
NB-380 FORTFRANCES
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APPENDIX E

GRAIN SIZE DATA FOR SAMPLES FROM SECTION B7-19, FORT FRANCES,
AND THE KAMINISTIKWIA AREA.

see Fig. 2-1 tor location of 87-19, Appendix A for an annotated log of the
section, and Appendix B for a description of the samples.
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Dryden clay laminae
+51 C

+41C
+31 C

+25C
+23C
+21C
+1 9C

+17C
+1 5C
+1 3C
+1 1C

+09C
+O7C
+05C
+03C
+01 C
-01c
-03c
-05c
-15C
-2sc
-3sc
Dryden silt lamínae
+46S
+26S
+21 S

+1 1S

+09S
-03s
-05s

RHYTHMITE

NUIVEER

84th
PERCENTLE

(microns)

1"60
1.50
1.40
1.40
1.50
0.70
1.40
1.40
1.40
0.98
1"10
1.60
1"20
0.94
1.10
1"70
1.40
1.80
1.40
1.70
1.20
1.40

6.40
7.40
6.20
7.20
7.80
6.40
7.40

50rh
PERCENTI.E

(microns)

0.56
0.52
o.42
0"46
0"56
o.20
0"50
0.50
0"56
0.33
o.42
0.60
0.54
0.40
0.60
0.56
0.50
0.54
0.46
0.52
0.40
0.46

2.70
3.70
2.90
3.80
4.20
3.1 0
3.90

0"72
0.60

0.80
o.42

1 6th
PERCENNLE

(microns)

0.1 6
o.14
0.1 1

0.1 1

0.1 6
0.08
0.1 3
o.17
0.1 I
0.1 5
0.1 3
0"18
0.1 I
o.14
0.29
o.17
o.12
0.1 4
0.1 1

0.1 3
0.1 0

0.1 1

0.44
0.70
0.46
1.10
1.40
0.82
0.72

0.21
0.1 I

0.1 3

0.1

GRAPHIC

MEA¡J SUE
(microns)

0.52
0.48
0.40
o.41
0.51
0.22
0.45
0.49
o"52
0"36
0.39
0.56
0.50
0.37
0.58
0"54
o.44
0.51
0.41
0.49
0.36
0.41

1.97
2.68
2.O2
3.1 1

3.58
2.53
2.75

0.66
0.55

0.81
o.37

Kaministikwia samples
82-108 1.90
89TB-038 1.so
Fort Frances samples
888-01
NB-380

5.10
1.20




